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Abstract

In general today’s planetary exploration robots do not travel beyond the previous day’s imagery.
However, advances in autonomous navigation will soon permit traverses of multiple kilometers.
These long traverses present new challenges to science-driven exploration. Rovers will travel over
their local horizon so that scientists will not be able to specify targets in advance. Moreover, energy
and time shortages will continue to limit the number of measurements so that sampling density will
decrease as mobility improves. Finally, constraints on communications bandwidth will preclude
transmitting most of the collected data. These issues raisethe question: is it possible to explore
efficiently, with long traverses and sparse sampling, without sacrificing our understanding of the
visited terrain?

“Science autonomy” addresses the optimal sampling problemthrough onboard data under-
standing. Pattern recognition, learning and planning technologies can enable robots to place instru-
ments and take measurements without human supervision. These robots can autonomously choose
the most important features to observe and transmit.

This document argues that these agents should learn and exploit structure in the explored envi-
ronment. In other words, they must be mapmakers. We advocatean intelligent mappingapproach
in which onboard predictive models represent spatial structure (similarities from one locale to the
next) and cross-sensor structure (correlations between different sensing scales). These models
guide the agent’s exploration to informative areas while minimizing redundant sampling.

The generative model allows us to formulate the explorationproblem in terms of established
principles of experimental design. Spatial experimental design criteria guide exploration deci-
sions and suggest the best data products for downlink. In addition the map itself functions as a
bandwidth-efficient representation of data gathered during the traverse.

This work bridges the gap between Bayesian experimental design, robotic mapping and their
application in autonomous surficial geology. We develop generative data models that are appropri-
ate for geologic mapping and site survey by planetary rovers. We present algorithms for learning
map parameters on the fly and leveraging these contextual cues to choose optimal data collection
and return actions. Finally we implement and test adaptive exploration schemes for kilometer-scale
site survey tasks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since nature is too complex and varied to be explored at random, [the] map is as
essential as observation and experiment to science’s continuing development. - T. S.
Kuhn,The Structure of Scientific Revolutions[1]

Maps are as old as exploration. For each culture that ventures beyond the safety of the village we
find some distinctive new map: an assembly of sticks to represent ocean currents, a trail portrayed
by scratches in bark, or a coastline sculpted in miniature [2]. Today the frontiers of exploration are
the planetary bodies of our solar system. Much of what we knowand theorize about them is best
expressed by maps.

Maps are important to planetary scientists because they reveal the underlying structure of dis-
parate observations. Figure 1.1 (left) illustrates this role. Here a geologic map shows several square
kilometers of the Gusev crater region on Mars, identifying spatial trends and boundaries that indi-
cate formative processes [3]. The map identifies regions of homogeneity and change, suggesting
areas that warrant further exploration. The science map of Figure 1.1 (right) shows individual rocks
within 10m of the Pathfinder mission landing site [4]. Its scale is radically different but its function
is similar: to represent spatial relationships among simple features that reveal larger patterns and
imply richer scientific interpretations.

Mapmaking, as the discovery and representation of structure in spatial data, is a vital tool for
scientists and an apt metaphor for scientific exploration ingeneral [1, 2]. Scientists seeking to
understand a remote environment do not evaluate individualfeatures in isolation but instead build
a holistic account of many measurements and their distribution in space. The map embodies this
process by situating each new observation in its relationship to the whole. Its coverage establishes
the area of exploration, and the features themselves define the phenomena and interrelationships
that the analysis will consider [5].

This document demonstrates that autonomous explorer agents can also be mapmakers. Ex-
plorer robots performing site survey face significant resource constraints; they must characterize
large remote environments using very few observations. Onboard science maps form a framework
by which these agents can learn, represent and exploit the structure of their environment to ex-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Left: A portion of the Gusev crater region on Mars. The colors and markings in this
geologic map indicate predicted units of different surfacematerial. Image courtesy USGS [3].
Right: Rocks at the Pathfinder landing site. Circle diameters indicate rock sizes. Shaded areas are
unobserved due to occlusion. Image from Haldemann and Golombek [4].

plore more efficiently. Mapmaker agents can leverage trendsin collected data to guide navigation,
identify informative features for measurement, and minimize redundant science observations.

1.1 The Remote Exploration Problem

The investigation into autonomous mapmaking is motivated by continuing improvements in space-
craft lifespan and mobility. The recent history of Mars exploration exemplifies this trend (Figure
1.2). The immobile Viking lander preceded the 1997 Pathfinder mission that could travel within
the field of view of the landing craft. By 2003 the Mars Exploration Rovers could travel tens of
meters per day. The Mars Science Laboratory will build on these improvements with power and
size to travel even greater distances. These rover missionsgenerally travel within the terrain visible
from the previous day’s imagery.

New navigation technologies permit even longer single-cycle traverses of multiple kilometers.
Recent tests have demonstrated robust kilometer-scale navigation at terrestrial analog sites [6, 7].
This portends a future generation of rovers that surpass thevisible horizon on a single command,
surveying terrain beyond what scientists have yet seen. Newover-the-horizon operational modes
will allow rovers to characterize large terrain areas and visit multiple geologic units [8]. They
promise significant improvements in our understanding of Mars and the other planetary bodies of
the solar system.

However, even as traverse distances increase, rovers’ timeand energy for taking measurements
will remain mostly constant [9, 10]. In other words, robots may be able to survey large areas but
they must still characterize the environment using just a few observations. Most of the terrain
they visit may never be seen by humans. The survivability-driven concerns of the traditional lander
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Figure 1.2: Operational modes for past and future Mars rovers are constrained by platform mobility.
Improvements in autonomous navigation will soon permit newover-the-horizon traverse strategies
in which rovers travel many kilometers in a single command cycle.

model, e.g. “how do we get there safely?” are complicated by new resource allocation challenges of
mobile exploration: “where should we go?” and “what sites should we measure?” The long term
trend in exploration missions show a steady advance from orbital flybys to stationary landers to
survivable, mobile platforms [11]. Planetary explorationis entering a new era in which missions’
science yield is determined not just by the instruments we can deploy but also by our ability to
allocate scarce data collection resources [10].

The communications downlink to Earth is another significantresource bottleneck. Figure 1.3
shows projected data transfer requirements of future NASA exploration missions. The current
capabilities of the Deep Space Network (DSN) are inadequatefor the projected volume of data.
Even with “best-case” DSN upgrades, improvements in data acquisition and traverse length will
continue to outpace bandwidth [11, 10, 9]. Therefore only a handful of the potential collected data
products can be transmitted to scientists. Bandwidth limits already dominate science operations by
the Mars Exploration Rovers; these platforms can now gatherfar more data than the daily downlink
can accommodate [12]. Bandwidth concerns influence missions even to the design stage where
presumed bottlenecks exclude valuable instruments like high-resolution cameras. Ultimately, time,
energy and bandwidth constraints are not simply matters of degree or of improving the performance
of an otherwise operable system. Rather, efficient resourceallocation is a fundamental enabling
technology — a basic requirement for the next generation of instruments and operational modes.

The challenges of resource-constrained exploration have created interest in onboard data analy-
sis. Agents that understand the science content of collected data can adapt their behavior to explore
more efficiently. They can recognize significant new sciencefeatures and deploy sensors oppor-
tunistically. They can adapt to observed data, changing their exploration path on the fly to validate
new trends or focus on sites that prove unusually interesting. They can selectively target the most
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Figure 1.3: Projected requirements for data transmission on the Deep Space Network in future
exploration missions. Image from [11].

time-expensive instruments. Finally, at the end of the command cycle they can make intelligent
decisions about what data products to include in the downlink to Earth. Current rovers spend much
of their time waiting for the next communications opportunity. In contrast, autonomous scientist
agents could explore continuously in order to better utilize their finite operational lifespans.

Improvements in flight-ready computers suggest that improved onboard data understanding
will be feasible for flight hardware. The performance of radiation-hardened electronics required
for spaceflight lags behind terrestrial processors, but there is strong evidence that flight hardware
follows a similar “Moore’s Law” development trend [13]. Extrapolating from the previous 20
years, flight hardware designers expect commensurate improvements in computing resources such
as processor cycles, volatile and nonvolatile memory [13].Designers can exploit these improve-
ments with more sophisticated autonomous data analysis, trading computation for the time, energy,
and bandwidth resources whose development follows more conservative trends.

Researchers have responded to this opportunity with a wide range of autonomous science sys-
tems. The simplest involve new software modules or procedures that serve singular well-defined
objectives like automatic instrument placement [14, 15]. In these cases it is easy to identify appro-
priate behaviors, define the system’s role with respect to mission goals, and determine when it is
functioning properly. At the opposite extreme, researchers speculate about a “robot geologist on
Mars” that replicates some behavior of a human field geologist [16, 17]. Validation strategies for
these more flexible autonomy systems are still unclear.

This work will focus on a case study involving geologic site survey by a surface rover. Here
the issue of science value is already quite complicated. Even when a survey’s goals are enumerable
(using suitably vague language), it may be impossible to score the value of particular data products.
Scientists often change opinions about old data in light of new observations, methodologies, and
even social factors [1]. They can only consider a small handful of working theories out of the
infinite range of possible explanations for observations, so they can never say with certainty that
some new data product is irrelevant. Indeed, scientists often disagree over the value of collected
datasets [18].
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These factors lead many to conclude that the only true standard for data’s value is a subjective
consensus of the community [1]. In light of this ambiguity, how do we specify appropriate data
collection and transmission during autonomous site surveyoperations? Or more broadly, how
can we quantify science value for autonomous resource allocation? Our solution is to restrict our
definition of “science value,” addressing a limited class ofsite survey tasks for which we can define
specific quantifiable science goals.

1.2 Intelligent Mapping for Site Survey

We formulate exploration as amapping problemguided by principles of spatial experimental de-
sign. Our objective is to discover the true state of the environment — to make a spatial model,
or map, that reveals the ground-truth at the site with respect to some predefined phenomena of
interest. It follows that the agent should collect and transmit observations that are most informative
with respect to the spatial model. Exploration reduces to anactive learning problem where data’s
value derives from the information it provides about the map. Remote scientists’ reconstruction
of the ground-truth phenomena from returned data comprisesan objective standard to evaluate the
efficacy of remote exploration.

Of course, a performance standard based on mapping accuracyignores some aspects of remote
exploration. Since the phenomena to be mapped are predefinedwe disregard the potential of novel
features to inspire new interpretations or completely invalidate the model. In addition, our objective
cannot account for situations in which scientists are searching in “treasure hunt” fashion for a single
highly-desirable feature.

However, exploration-as-mapping does capture fundamental characteristics of geologic site
survey. First, geologic samples’ interpretations are sensitive to spatial context. Rather than con-
sider each sample independently, field scientists incorporate each new observation into an evolving
narrative of formation and alteration processes. This holistic interpretation involves large-scale
spatial phenomena and the physical context of each sample isessential. For example, a single rock
sample might be uninformative or revolutionary depending on the location at which it is found.
It follows that robots performing site survey should represent the spatial structure of the explored
environment. The model should capture phenomena like geologic units, borders and the general
tendency toward spatial continuity in neighboring locations (Figure 1.4). By representing samples’
locations in a map, the rover can capture this structure to identify regions of homogeneity and
change. Sampling and transmission decisions can adapt appropriately to any spatial anomalies.

In addition, geologic interpretations are dependent on context provided by other sensing modes.
Rather than considering only visual features, or compositional cues derived from spectroscopy,
geologists’ interpretations incorporate data from many sensors and multiple scales. A single site
survey might considerin situ visual inspection, but also field and laboratory spectroscopy and
large-area remote sensing data. It follows that the exploration agent’s map must also represent
cross-sensor relationships in the data. It should permit inference between orbital and surface data
products. By incorporating these dependencies into the model we ensure that information value
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Figure 1.4: A typical MER panorama shows an environment withsignificant spatial trends and
structure. Image courtesy NASA JPL / Caltech / Cornell.

judgments reflect the actual utility of a data product as judged by human geologists.

Ultimately we find that the mapping metaphor is a good match for most site survey tasks.
Moreover, it distills a nebulous question of science value to the concrete issues of choosing the
phenomena of interest and an appropriate statistical modelrelating them to observations. It yields
a clear division of labor between the scientist users (who choose the phenomena of interest and
devise a spatial model) and the remote agent (that tries mechanistically to reduce uncertainty over
free parameters). We advocate a strategy in which the agent learns model parameters on the fly
and exploits predictions from previous data to inform adaptive exploration decisions. The onboard
model makes predictions about unobserved locations, so we describe our approach with the term
intelligent mapping.

To summarize, our strategy treats exploration as adaptive experimental design with a predictive
map that can incorporate multiple sensors and scales. The agent learns this model on the fly and
uses it to compute the probability of new observations at candidate locations in the explored or
unexplored space. The map can represent spatial structure (similarities from one locale to the next
- Figure 1.5 left) and inter-sensor structure (correlations between different sensing modes - Figure
1.5 right). Optimal data collection actions maximize an experimental design criterion: in general,
the expected information gain with respect to the map parameters of interest. We maximize this
reward subject to cost penalties for collecting data or hardconstraints on the allowable observations.
A similar criterion identifies the most informative data products for downlink to scientists.

Intelligent maps offer both theoretical and practical advantages for site survey. The predictive
model lets us quantify science value in terms of experimental design principles so that preferred ac-
tions follow logically from the variables of interest, prior observations and modeling assumptions.
It promises testable performance improvements relative tomapping strategies based on coverage
metrics. Maps alleviate resource bottlenecks by improvingexploration robots’ ability to collect
science data autonomously. Maps can identify high value features for opportunistic data collection
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Figure 1.5: Left: A cartoon illustration of cross-sensor inference. A surface rover considering a
new measurement can infer likely observations by exploiting learned correlations with preexisting
orbital images. Right: A rover uses spatial inference, leveraging the continuity among neighbors
to identify redundant samples.

and guide the explorer adaptively toward informative areas. At the end of the command cycle,
the map helps the agent select the best data products for transmission to Earth. The map itself is
a valuable data product; it summarizes hundreds or thousands of features in a highly compressed
form. For a given resource budget, intelligent maps can improve the fidelity of the onboard map
and the reconstruction inferred by remote scientists. We advocate the following conclusion:

Autonomous mapping of science phenomena can benefit remote site survey under resource constraints.

We support this thesis with experiments demonstrating specific site survey tasks in which au-
tonomous maps of science phenomena improve performance. Under these circumstances, gen-
erative spatial models — and mapping more generally — benefitremote investigations.

First, we show new map-based data products that are informative, bandwidth-efficient descrip-
tions of long traverses. We enable this operations scenariowith detection and classification tech-
niques for identifying geologic features of interest, and by demonstrating tracking of multiple fea-
tures to form maps of features’ distributions. This shows that mapping discrete science phenomena
autonomously is feasible for real-time traverse. Ultimately these maps can provide more informa-
tive descriptions of the environment for a given bandwidth allowance.

Additionally, we show how adaptive decision making based onpredictive spatial models can
improve reconstructions of the ground-truth science phenomena. We present generative models
of spatial data that synthesize observations from images and spectroscopy, and devise algorithms
for computing favorable data collection and transmission actions based on these models. Then,
we test a rover exploration system where the remote agent learns this map of the environment on
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the fly. Experiments demonstrate improved reconstruction of ground-truth measurements based on
the returned data products. This work demonstrates predictive mapping for autonomous geology
applications, and validates it as a method for more general exploration problems.

1.3 Contributions

The thesis will demonstrate adaptive data collection by an autonomous remote explorer, showing
that automatic feature detection and instrument targetingis possible for long traverse site survey
operations. Here we describe a rover system using a common instrument designed for geologic
field work - a Visible Near-Infrared (VIS/NIR) reflectance spectrometer. The rover is capable
of detecting rocks in the environment and collecting spectral measurements from distant targets
without any human intervention. The rover can resolve the correspondence problem to identify
unique rocks and locate their absolute positions in a map of the explored environment. The result
is a novel data product — the “spectrometer profile” — relevant to exploration plans that mix
autonomous and scripted activities.

The thesis will refine existing spatial models to make them relevant to planetary site survey ap-
plications. We pay special attention to a classic model fromthe geostatistics literature: the Kriging
model, also known as a Gaussian process [19, 20]. We present modifications of the classic Gaussian
process formulation to take advantage of the spatial and cross-sensor correlations in geologic site
survey, and present efficient methods for learning their parameters on the fly. In addition we will
evaluate the fidelity of various models for mapping geologicphenomena in field data consisting of
both surface and orbital measurements.

The Gaussian process describes similarity relationships between different locations in the ex-
plored environment. By formalizing the adaptive exploration problem in terms of active learning,
we demonstrate how these relationships (the “covariance structure”) influence the agent’s adaptive
sampling and return behavior. This favors different sampling strategies based on prior assumptions
about the model, the environment itself, and the fidelity of feature detection. In this manner we
unify a wide range of existing heuristic approaches to remote exploration. Ad hoc strategies like
periodic and representative sampling, boundary followingand coverage patterns, are revealed to
be special cases of our broader formulation. The heuristic methods imply specific, testable as-
sumptions about the explored environment and the fidelity ofthe agent’s onboard data analysis. By
formalizing them we create guidelines for the application of such heuristics in future systems.

We show how adaptive exploration can affect exploration efficiency in field conditions. A series
of tests at Amboy Crater, California demonstrate intelligent maps for kilometer-scale site survey by
a mobile rover platform. Here the robot constructs geologicmaps automatically based on remote
sensing data and surface measurements from a Visible Near Infrared (VIS/NIR) Spectrometer. To
our knowledge, the Amboy experiments yield the first real-time autonomously constructed geo-
logic surficial maps. Our approach introduces geologic mapping using multiscale data, as well as
efficient on-line learning of spatial and cross-sensor correlations.

Finally, we present a novel approach to selective data transmission that leverages the intelligent
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map to produce informative downlinks even when the agent cannot explicitly detect the features
of scientific interest. The use of “proxy features” subsumesa range of heuristic alternatives that
prevail in contemporary science autonomy literature.

1.4 Thesis Overview

There are three conceptual components implicit in the design of an intelligent map system (Figure
1.6). TheFeature detection and classificationcomponent detects discrete semantically-meaningful
science features in raw input data. The second component, the spatial model, is a keystone of
the intelligent map approach. It describes spatial and cross-sensor relationships between science
features and permits inference about unobserved locations. Finally, theaction selectioncomponent
leverages model inference to improve data collection and transmission decisions.

There are several reasons we bother with this tripartite description. Conventionally each stage
employs a distinct set of tools, such as computer vision and pattern recognition for feature detec-
tion and planning for action selection. These component systems may be designed and evaluated
separately. Another reason for the three-part descriptionis the convention of the data product (i.e.
individual image or spectrum) as the basic element of collected data. Data products are sched-
uled, collected, and transmitted as atomic units; they are usually encoded as independent files in
the rover’s computer. This suggests a natural distinction between the feature detection stage that
analyzes data products independently, the modeling stage that discovers relationships between sets
of data products, and action selection that supervises collection of new data products. In this work
we will treat the components separately whenever such a division is reasonable.

Chapter 2 introduces the feature detection and classification component, with special focus on
the issue of rock detection. We will review previous work in the area and present a new method for
rock detection that facilitates real-time recognition of rocks by a rover in field terrain and lighting
conditions. Finally, we will leverage rock detection to facilitate automatic spectra collection. The
result is a real-time map of rock spectra encountered duringa traverse.

Chapter 3 discusses spatial models, moving from characterizing independent features to mod-
eling whole environments. We describe Gaussian process models in greater detail and evaluate
their effectiveness at modeling synthetic and field data.

Chapter 4 deals with action selection. We begin by discussing the issues associated with quan-
tifying samples’ science value. We review heuristic strategies like periodic sampling and more
complex adaptive strategies based on set preferences and information gain metrics. We propose
the use of data collection criteria based on principles of information theory. Finally, we present
Amboy Crater experiments demonstrating information-driven data collection in the field. A rover
exploring under time constraints demonstrates adaptive traverse planning in response to orbital data
and in-situ spectroscopy.

These preliminary investigations presume that the agent enjoys the same perception capability
as the scientist. Chapter 5 describes selective data returnin more realistic remote science scenarios
where artificial agent has an incomplete or noisy view of science phenomena. We address the
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Figure 1.6: Three components of the proposed system for geologic site survey.

discrepancy with explicitproxy features— correlated, noisy observations that stand in for the
science content of interest. Here, the intelligent map permits agents to identify favorable downlink
transmissions without detecting science content directly.

Finally, chapter 6 closes with a discussion of other applications of the intelligent map approach
and suggests domain areas for future research.



Chapter 2

Feature Detection and Classification

Another precept is that everything relating both to bodies and virtues in nature be set
forth (as far as may be) numbered, weighed, measured, defined. - Francis Bacon,
Preparative toward a Natural and Experimental History, 1620 [21]

The first stage of an intelligent mapping system recognizes discrete features of interest in the
explored environment. Thefeature detectionstep analyzes raw instrument data to identify discrete,
semantically-meaningful science phenomena. Feature detection can contribute in several ways to
the science return of a command cycle. The map of features itself constitutes a bandwidth-efficient
summary of the traverse — a more complete description of the environment than might be gleaned
from sparse subsets of the raw data products. Moreover, because the features become atomic
elements of the map, feature detection facilitates the spatial models that are central to our adaptive
resource allocation.

Figure 2.1 portrays feature detection’s place in the broader intelligent mapping approach. The
component analyzes raw data products and produces a list of unique features along with associated
positions and geologic attributes. Mapping these science features poses several technical chal-
lenges. The most interesting phenomena are invariably subtle, lying at the limits of detectability.
Thus, detecting these science features in the first place is adifficult pattern recognition problem.
In addition, the agent must also localize detected featuresphysically in the environment. This re-
quires solving a tracking orcorrespondence problem; the agent must recognize repeat instances of
features that it has seen previously. The agent must solve asensor fusion problemof associating
data from multiple sensors. Finally, the agent may need to process this raw data to derive a science
interpretation. For example, it could interpret spectra inorder to infer a rock’s origins and material
composition. This constitutes aclassification problemin which the agent categorizes features using
their associated attributes.

Here we demonstrate a rover system that exhibits these foundational capabilities. Our objective
is to demonstrate the feasibility of feature detection and classification for geologic site survey
on a field platform. We focus on a specific case study involvingmapping rocks during geologic
site survey. We demonstrate a rover performing autonomous feature detection and classification

11
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using image analysis, targeting rocks for further analysiswith a visible Near-Infrared (VIS/NIR)
Spectrometer.

Figure 2.1: Feature detection and classification involves identifying and classifying unique science
features of the explored environment.

We will begin by surveying previous work in autonomous rovergeology, with specific focus
on the example of rock detection and classification. Previous research has produced wide range
of previous rock detection methods with distinctive performance characteristics. We will present a
new method for rock detection in images: an illumination-sensitive method based on modifications
to the classic “Viola-Jones” object recognition strategy.We will evaluate its performance against
other real-time rock detection algorithms, showing that itexhibits performance that is competitive
with contemporary alternatives.

Next, field tests will integrate rock detection with autonomous targeting of a Visible Near-
Infrared Spectrometer. We present a new operational mode - a“spectrometer transect profile” that
resolves the data fusion and correspondence problems to facilitate autonomous mapping involving
dozens of target features. The spectroscopy system demonstrates the ability to detect, place, and
classify large numbers of features on the fly. Compared with previous efforts, it offers significant
improvements in the quantity of spectra collected per unit time.

2.1 Previous Work in Geologic Feature Detection and Classification

During the last decade onboard geologic data analysis has evolved from a hypothetical possibility
into a flight-proven strategy for improving science data return. Tests have validated automatic
science data analysis against ever-larger datasets; both analog studies and actual missions have
shown improvements in returned data’s science value.
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Figure 2.2: Rocks’ diverse textures, variable morphologies, and directional illumination all com-
plicate the segmentation problem. Local cues are insufficient: real borders are often weak (a),
while the rocks themselves are non-uniform with false interior borders (b). Image from the Mars
Exploration Rover “Spirit,” courtesy of NASA / JPL Caltech /Cornell.

2.1.1 Previous Work in Geologic Feature Detection

In 1999 Gulicket al conducted tests of the “Marsokhod” rover at Silver Lake, California. Analyz-
ing the data from these images, they broached issues such as selective collection and return that
would pervade future science autonomy efforts [22, 9]. The researchers recognized that mobile
autonomous rovers would benefit from onboard data understanding. They deferred the issues of
appropriate science value functions and focused instead onthe initial problem of geologic feature
detection in images.

The Marsokhod tests demonstrate autonomous detection of three specific features of geologic
interest: horizons, layers, and rocks. Horizon detection is useful for geology because a rover could
exclude the sky from its terrain analysis routines. In addition, it could selectively compress the sky
at a higher rate for bandwidth savings. The Marsokhod horizon detector uses an adaptive contour
algorithm, similar to the classic “snakes” method for contour identification, that relaxes an initial
guess in order to minimize an energy function. Over several iterations the relaxation aligns the
detected horizon to edge pixels in the image.

The Marsokhod tests also demonstrate detection of layeringin rock strata. Layers are signif-
icant because they suggest geologic history; it follows that images containing layering are likely
to be especially interesting to scientists. The Marsokhod layer detector relies on an edge detection
procedure followed by the identification of parallel lines in the image. Filtering operations recover
contiguous regions with a common edge orientation.

Rock detection deserves special attention. The identification of observed rocks is an important
task in geologic interpretation of a site. Rocks are particularly informative features: their shapes
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Figure 2.3: Rock detection on a Mars Exploration Rover Pancam image using the Marsokhod al-
gorithm. The algorithm identifies points on the terminator lines between shaded and sunlit portions
of the rock. Image from Thompson and Castaño [24]

carry information about physical processes in the environment and they are useful as targets for
spectroscopic analysis. They are pervasive in planetary exploration environments. They are also
a useful test case for developing and testing science autonomy: as discrete targets, rocks offer a
well-defined detection and classification task that simplifies validation.

Segmenting rocks is difficult because they are non-uniform:their texture, color and albedo
varies across their surfaces and from one rock to the next [23]. Planetary analog environments
often exhibit strong directional lighting with cast shadows and highlights that violate the uniformity
assumption. One must infer weak boundary edges from context(Figure 2.2). The Marsokhod
algorithm finds rocks by searching for terminator lines between light and shaded areas. Edge
detection combined with a heuristic color comparison identifies terminator lines. Then a spherical
illumination model infers a rock’s location from each detected shadow (Figure 2.3). These early
tests are generally off-line, qualitative analyses; they do not yet integrate the demonstrated feature
detection with onboard decision-making, nor do they attempt to quantify detection performance.
However, the initial work suggests that a rover might autonomously identify some of the same
visual phenomena geologists consider during field studies.

The following year the Robotic Antarctic Meteorite Search (RAMS) developed a robot that
autonomously searched for meteorites on an Antarctic plateau [25, 26]. The Elephant Moraine
is an ice plateau covered sparsely by rocks, a substantial fraction of which are meteorites. Here
the Nomad platform uses cameras to segment rocks from the background ice [26]. Here the ice
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Figure 2.4: Rock detection on a Mars Exploration Rover Pancam image using stereo. Stereo
methods excel in detecting the largest rocks on flat terrain.Image from Thompson and Castaño
[24]

surface exposed the dark rocks and simplified the pattern recognition task. Nevertheless, the system
provided another important field demonstration of autonomous feature detection.

Later work demonstrates still other rock detection methods, including stereo range-based tech-
niques of Foxet al. and Pedersenet al. [27, 28]. These fit a simple parametric model to the terrain
in order to identify large rocks that protrude above the surface. The algorithm of Foxet al. is
typical of these approaches (Figure 2.4). It first aligns a planar model to the ground plane using a
robust (outlier-resistant) least-squares regression method. Identifying the ground plane transforms
a standard stereo range map into a height map; local maxima correspond to peaks of protruding
objects.

The Fox algorithm utilizes a region-growing method to expand these peaks and grow pixel
regions until they reach a minimum height. The result is a series of pixel regions that correspond to
rocks. An advantage of these methods is their reliability when the ground is highly planar and the
rocks are well-separated. Because they utilize 3D geometry, they are robust to shadows and other
changes in lighting. However, practical exploration scenarios often involve undulating terrain or
partially-embedded rocks.

Other detection strategies look for closed contours in the image itself.Rockfinderis an edge-
based rock detection algorithm developed by the OASIS autonomous science group at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory [29, 12, 30] (Figure 2.5). The detection technique uses a series of denoising
and bilateral filter operations to remove spurious texture.It applies an edge detector (the Sobel or
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Figure 2.5: Rock detection on a Mars Exploration Rover Pancam image using the OASIS Rock-
finder algorithm. Image from Thompson and Castaño [24]

Canny algorithm) to find edge fragments and traces the resulting pieces into closed contours. These
closed shapes are unlikely to appear coincidentally in the Mars environment, and the vast majority
of closed edge shapes lie on the surface of rocks or are rocks themselves. The algorithm runs at
multiple levels of a multi-scale image pyramid in order to detect rocks of many sizes.

Rockster[12], an edge-based algorithm originally developed for synthetic images, has shown
promise for many natural datasets. It identifies and removesimage pixels above the horizon, and
then detects edges using an method similar to the Canny algorithm. A sequence of edge cleaning
operations finds closed contours. These steps include breaking edges at points of high curvature,
connecting endpoints with nearby edges to form T-junctions, and a gap-filling stage to bridge miss-
ing contour segments. The final result is a set of closed shapes which can be extracted using a
flood-fill technique (Figure 2.6). Rockster was successfully demonstrated on the FIDO platform in
2007 when it detected rocks during an integrated Mars Yard test of autonomous science operations.

Thompsonet al. demonstrate learning-based approaches to the object recognition problem. A
region-growing algorithm segments the scene into many fragments. Then a probabilistic classifica-
tion model based on a Bayes network [31] distinguishes rock from non-rock regions [32, 33]. The
Bayes network is a graphical model representing probability relationships between features of re-
gions and the classification as rock or non-rock. These relationships are sparse, permitting efficient
inference of new classes based on relationships discoveredin hand-labeled training data. Another
learning-based approach appears in Dunlopet al.. Here a support vector machine trained on light-
ing, texture, and shape features evaluates candidate segmentations of the scene [23]. Candidates are
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Figure 2.6: Rock detection on a Mars Exploration Rover Pancam image using the rockster algo-
rithm. Image from Thompson and Castaño [24]

produced by assembling configurations of hundreds of image subregions called “superpixels.” A
search through the space of combinations finds high-scoringsegmentations that match the learned
appearances of rocks and soils. Because this search is computationally intensive, the algorithm is
not feasible for real-time use.

2.1.2 Previous work in Feature Classification

“Feature classification” involves extracting quantitative descriptors that characterize the features
and permit meaningful science decisions. These descriptors range from simple visual attributes
such as albedo to formal geologic classifications like calibrated spectroscopic analysis for deter-
mining composition.

An archetypal example from field geology is the analysis of rock particles’ shape and morphol-
ogy. Here, “particles” can refer to rocks of any size — from large boulders down to the grains
that compose the base sediment. In each case shape is important for tracking statistical trends in
post-emplacement processes such as weathering and transport. Shape is an important complement
to spectrometer-driven compositional studies because it can characterize these post-emplacement
processes. Many previous geomorphological studies focus on the distribution of the sizes, shapes,
and textures of individual particles. Particles’ edges become more eroded during transport as they
collide against each other. Therefore angularity is a strong indicator of the processes that produced
and transported them, and morphology is important in determining their plausible origins and the
impact of fluvial, aeolian, or volcanic processes to their history. The distribution of particle shapes
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and sizes in a given area of terrain constitutes a signature that can distinguish it from regions shaped
by alternative processes.

Terrestrial analog studies reveal the value of particle size and shape analysis. Field studies by
Craddocket al. investigate a number of Hawaiian lava flows modified by known processes such as
chemical weathering, aggradational processes, and depositing by phreatic eruptions (analogous to
impact cratering) [34]. Analysis of these Mars-analog sites indicates strong correlations between
the dominant modification process at a site and the observed distributions of particle sizes and
cross-sectional particle areas. These distinctions rely on large amounts of quantitative particle size
and shape data. Numerous studies have employed particle morphology as a cue to reveal subtle
trends in Mars Exploration Rover imagery [35, 36, 37]. Automatic methods for determining shape
are useful not just for recognizing outlier samples during autonomous traverse, but also for assisting
geologists with analysis of returned images.

Several efforts have attempted to automate this process through quantitative measures of par-
ticle morphology. Fox et al. investigate several visual features using quantitative shape measures
for rocks’ contours [27]. These shape measures include descriptors of size, sphericity and the con-
tour’s deviation from a best-fit ellipse. Dunlop expands this analysis with computational estimates
of roundness and sphericity [38]. Her analysis includes notonly traditional shape descriptors from
computational geometry, but also geologic shape and roundness descriptors such as the Diepen-
brock roundness and Crofts chart comparison [39]. She compares the estimates of human geol-
ogists viewing images to the ground-truth measurements produced by computational techniques.
Given an accurate segmentation these roundness estimates are more accurate and consistent than
those of human geologists (Figure 2.7).

Particle morphology is only one of many possible geologic classifications. Another vitally
important characteristic is rocks’ composition and mineralogy. The Robotic Antarctic Meteorite
Search used vision and spectroscopy data to perform a formalgeologic classification of mineral
samples. After detecting a rock the rover approached and deployed an arm-mounted spectrometer
using visual servoing. This measured each sample along several preselected wavelengths. The
robot also carried a second instrument to characterize rocks using their magnetic signature. A
Bayesian belief network trained on samples from a spectrum library incorporated both sensors to
classify rocks and identify meteorites.

Additional studies beyond the RAMS project demonstrate autonomous interpretation of spec-
tral signatures. Bornstein et al. [40] describe an automatic neural network carbonate detection sys-
tem for planetary rovers. Automatic pixel-wise classification of multispectral images is common
in remote sensing studies; of particular interest is the Earth Observer One, or EO-1 autonomous
science project that brought automatic feature classification to an orbital platform [41]. EO-1’s on-
board data analysis classified pixel intensities from a collection of spectral bands using a Support
Vector Machine classifier; it can respond to features such asthermal anomalies, clouds, flooding,
and changes between images caused by transient geophysicalphenomena [41]. These classification
decisions trigger dynamic selective data return and retargeting actions.

The diversity of different feature detection and classification algorithms poses a difficulty for
building integrated science autonomy systems. Estlinet al. [30] address the problem with a soft-
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Figure 2.7: In Dunlop’s tests, geologists’ estimates of rock sphericity from inspecting images are
less consistent in general than computational estimates. The Reily sphericity measure, which can be
extracted automatically from the images, correlates strongly with ground-truth Crofts’ sphericity
values. Human geologists’ Crofts value estimates exhibit greater variance. Image from Dunlop
[38].

ware architecture that makes it easier to add additional, specific feature detectors for new phe-
nomena of interest. This method takes a modular approach with many different feature detection
and classification modules that can be used interchangeablyin an autonomous science architec-
ture. They propose a “pipe and filter” architecture with different modules for feature detection,
classification, and target signature matching. A common interface for these services eases the
development burden for new science features.

In summary, autonomous geology research has investigated awide range of feature detection
techniques. Most draw from research in computer vision and pattern recognition. Research into
feature detection strategies is slowly maturing from proof-of-concept work to an established disci-
pline characterized by formal comparative benchmarks and validation on large test sets. Meanwhile
autonomous image analysis has seen its first use onboard planetary exploration platforms.

2.2 Feature Detection

Here we introduce a new feature detection mechanism, aModified Viola/Jones(MVJ) detector us-
ing a template-based approach to rock detection. The algorithm utilizes a modified version of the
template cascade detection strategy developed by Viola andJones [42, 43]. A supervised learn-
ing scheme builds a sequence of classifier modules linked together in a series known as a “cas-
cade.” This sequence of simple decisions has the net effect of distinguishing template windows
containing rocks from those that do not. The surviving template windows constitute approximate
bounding boxes that can then be used for spectrometer targetselection or additional image pro-
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Figure 2.8: Haar-like wavelets used to construct the Adaboost filter cascade. From Bradskiet al
[43].

cessing. Our modified version uses several classifier cascades to account for different potential
lighting conditions. The result is a system that is discriminative yet fast enough for real-time rover
deployment. Performance evaluations on Mars Exploration Rover datasets suggest that the MVJ
detection method is competitive with existing approaches.

2.2.1 Feature Detection Approach

The Viola/Jones detection method [42] is an appearance-based approach that places bounding
boxes around the desired objects. It evaluates all potential bounding boxes in the image at var-
ious scales. For each candidate it classifies the bounding box according to whether or not it is
likely to contain a rock. The exhaustive search requires that the evaluation procedure be compu-
tationally efficient; a major advance in the Viola/Jones approach is the use of advanced caching
techniques to speed computation for large images.

The detector first convolves each image with a preselected cascade of Haar-wavelet-like filters
(Figure 2.8). This yields a rich feature vector of filter responses with sizen ×m, wheren is the
number of filters andm is the number of pixel positions within the candidate bounding box. We
identify a small discriminative subset of these values to form a “weak classifier” that discriminates
between rock and nonrock bounding boxes. In our case the weakclassifier consists of a binary
decision tree containing anywhere from1 to 20 levels [43].

One trains the classifier using supervised learning on a set of manually labeled data (Figure
2.9). The algorithm places bounding boxes in these trainingimages to produce sets of “object” and
“non-object” regions. A learning algorithm chooses filters, bounding box locations, and response
thresholds that best distinguish the objects in the training set.
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Figure 2.9: Typical rock detector training image and hand-labeled object masks.

The traditional Viola / Jones algorithm proceeds as follows. Presume a set of weighted training
points with binary labelsyi ∈ {0, 1} and associated with an importance weightwi ∈ [0, 1]. The
error for a weak classifierhj on a candidate bounding boxxi is given by the sum of weighted
classification errorshj(xi) over the training set [44]:

err(hj) =
∑

i

wi|hj(xi)− yi| (2.1)

Each filter alone is a poor discriminator, but one can recoversubtle distinctions by using multiple
filters simultaneously. The Adaboost training algorithm isa natural choice for this feature selection
task [45]. Adaboost chooses the best weak classifier to add asa new feature, and re-weights the
training set according to the following update rule:

wt+1,i = wtiβ
1−ei

t (2.2)

Hereei = 0 for correctly-classified datapoints. For incorrectly-classified datapoints,ei = 1 and
βt = errt

1−errt . Weights are normalized to yield a probability distribution, and the next feature is
added to the feature set. The features combine to yield a final“strong classifier” according to the
decision rule:

h(x) =

{

1 if
∑

t log 1
βt
ht(x) ≥

1
2

∑

t log 1
βt

0 otherwise
(2.3)

The strong classifier exhibits better performance than any individual filter.
Viola and Jones achieve a considerable speed improvement bychaining together multiple

strong classifiers together into an “attentional cascade” that requires only a few filter evaluations
at each step (Figure 2.10). Each stage in the sequence has theoption of rejecting the bounding
box as a non-object. Since each boosted classifier rejects the majority of candidate bounding boxes
it only passes on a small subset to the next stage for further processing by the other classifiers.
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Figure 2.10: The original Viola / Jones (MVJ) detector. It consists of a cascade of boosted “strong
learners”, each of which rejects a portion of candidate bounding boxes as “non-object.” Detections
consist of bounding boxes that survive to the end of the cascade.

The detection result becomes progressively stricter with each additional stage that is added to the
cascade (Figure 2.11).

Candidate objects that survive the decision pass to the nextstage in the chain; the detection
results are those bounding boxes that survive rejection by all the classifiers. Our cascade uses a
sequence of 25 stages, so each individual stage must be quiteconservative and reject very few
true positives. We set the decision threshold to ensure a training set false-negative rate of no more
than 99.5% for each classifier in the sequence. The training algorithm adds new classifiers to the
sequence in a “greedy” ordering, favoring those filters thatbest discriminate among the candidates
passed on from the preceding stage.

While classifying all the potential bounding boxes in the image seems a daunting task, several
speed advantages of the Viola/Jones method make real-time operations possible. First, the filter
values themselves are simple to compute using a caching trick known as the “integral image.”
The integral image is an image transform that sums the pixel values to the left and top of each
pixel in the image; one can compute it quickly in constant time. The integral image makes it easy
to compute the convolution result of any uniform block aligned with the pixel directions. Such
operations reduce to integer addition operations using thefour corner values of the convolution
mask in the integral image [42]. Since our filters are composed of these uniform blocks, computing
filter responses is a fast operation. We derive another speedadvantage from the attentional cascade;
the first few stages of the filter cascade reject the large majority of bounding boxes, so we pay little
computational cost for a long detector cascade.

Assuming the training data captured this diversity, the traditional Viola / Jones approach would
fit a single decision boundary that separates all possible rock bounding boxes from all possible
nonrock bounding boxes. However, this naı̈ve approach ignores important information about image
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Figure 2.11: The cascade of classifiers rejects a portion of the remaining candidates at each stage.
These images show lenient detections (Left) resulting froma depth-5 cascade. A depth-25 cascade
results in a much stricter detection result (Right).

Figure 2.12: The proposed Modified Viola / Jones (MVJ) detector. It consists of a parallel series
of filter cascades, each of which uses a chain-structured decision tree to identify rocks from the set
of all candidate bounding boxes in the image. However, each cascade presumes a different lighting
angle.
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Figure 2.13: The MVJ detector applied to the example Mars Exploration Rover image. The detector
successfully identifies the left-lit model as the correct lighting to explain the scene; the detection
result reflects the characteristic asymmetry of highlight and shadow on the rocks’ surface. From
Thompson and Castaño [24].

illumination. Figure 2.2 evidences that features’ appearances can vary significantly depending on
scene lighting. Thus the distribution of rock appearances is highly multimodal, making the decision
surface far more complicated than for a single lighting direction. Detecting all lighting directions
simultaneously ignores the useful constraint that the scene lighting be constant throughout the
image.

Our proposed MVJ detector addresses these shortcomings by modifying the classic Viola/Jones
strategy. Rather than train a single filter cascade we use multiple cascades to recognize rocks under
different lighting directions. We manually group trainingdata into categories based on on the
lighting angle in the scene. The number of categories can be quite small: using two sides or four
quadrants both work well in practice. We train a separate filter cascade on each lighting direction.
At runtime the multiple cascades compete to interpret the scene. The system detects rocks once
using each cascade. We take the cascade which returns the most detections to be that which best
explains the scene illumination, and use its detection result as the final solution for the novel image.

The cascades learn to identify the characteristic shading patterns of a rock lit from a particular
direction. These shading patterns seldom occur by accidentso detection cascades associated with
incorrect lighting conditions return few detections. The system uses only the results from the
cascade that returns the greatest number of detections (Figure 2.12). In this manner a multiple
cascade strategy identifies an approximate lighting direction even when the sun angle is not known
in advance. In the trials that follow we use two detection cascades to account for rocks lit from
the left and right sides respectively. As an added advantagewe can effectively double the quantity
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of training data by flipping each of the training images horizontally. Note that when the lighting
angle is known with certainty, either through ephemeris calculations based on rover pose or direct
observation through a sun-tracking instrument [46], the rover can use this information to choose
the appropriate cascade directly.

The concept of multiple parallel object detectors may have implications beyond variable light-
ing conditions. In principle they can improve detection performance for any confounding phe-
nomenon that changes from one image to the next but is constant throughout each image. For
instance, it could improve performance on tasks with varying illumination levels and soil condi-
tions.

Note that the detector cascades will occasionally identifymore than one candidate bounding
box on the surface of a single rock. We compensate by eliminating “double detections” detections
which overlap by more than50% of the smaller bounding boxes’ area. In cases where this overlap
occurs we disregard the smaller bounding box.

2.2.2 Feature Detection Performance

Here we present a performance comparison of the Modified Viola-Jones detector against the range
of existing detection mechanisms we presented in the first section. We consider system perfor-
mance on a set of representative images from the Mars Exploration Rover catalog. The first test
set contained of 104 panoramic camera images taken by the Spirit Mars Exploration Rover (MER).
We selected a range of mast elevation angles but favored image content within a 3-10m range of
the rover. This range was deemed the most relevant for autonomous geology operations. Together
the images comprised a dataset containing over 35,000 hand-labeled rocks. They also included
a selection of typical non-rock content such as rover tracks, shadows and sediment features. We
drew images from two sites: the “Mission Success” panorama from Spirit’s landing site and the
“Legacy” panorama imaged during Sols 59 through 61. The images were acquired using Spirit’s
753nm bandpass filter.

Particle size analysis usually excludes the smallest rocksthat are too numerous for accurate
labeling. Similarly, we limited our analysis to those rocksgreater than4cm in length because they
could be consistently identified across all datasets. We reserved an additional set of 12 Pancam
images from Spirit rover imagery to serve as training data. These contained several thousand rocks
from different locations along the Spirit mission path; like the test set they exhibited a range of
terrain and lighting conditions.

In addition to the panoramic camera imagery we considered 13MER navigation camera images
from the Spirit rover. These images contained over 13,000 hand-labeled rocks. We used Navcam
images from three sites: initial images from the landing site, a panorama at sol 50, and a second
panorama from sol 118. These monochrome images provided a wider field of view including both
near-field objects and the horizon. They also showed a wider range of lighting conditions than the
panoramic imagery; several were taken late in the Martian day with low-angle illumination and
significant cast shadows. Because relatively few labeled Navcam images were available we did not
reserve any as a training set. Instead, we used the Pancam training set mentioned above for all tests
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involving Mars rover images. This compromise worked well for the specific detectors and datasets
we considered. Again, we ignored rocks smaller than4cm in size.

It is common to evaluate pattern recognition systems according to a precision/recall profile,
whereprecisionrefers to the fraction of detections that are actually true rocks andrecall describes
the fraction of rocks in the scene that are detected. The designer can favor increased precision or
recall by altering the confidence threshold for accepting a detected rock. In our case many of the
algorithms — such as theRockster, Rockfinder, and shadow methods — lack a scalar measure of
detection confidence that would define a precision-recall curve. Instead, these algorithms usually
exhibit an obvious performance peak that strongly suggestsa particular parameter setting [24]. Pa-
rameter tuning can modify this behavior to move outside this“performance knee,” but the resulting
behavior does not automatically result in higher precisionor recall. More often these changes sim-
ply hurt overall performance and stability by all performance measures. Thus, instead of producing
a complete precision-recallcurvewe compare each method’s behavior in the parameter envelope
where it would be used in practice. We use a training set to manually tune each algorithm to
the knee of the performance curve, and use these parameter settings on the other datasets in the
performance tests.

The algorithms exhibit markedly different performance profiles. Some favor large rocks, others
small; some attempt to provide accurate boundary contours for detected rocks, while others simply
provide bounding boxes. The appropriate evaluation metricultimately depends on the functions
that are most important for a given autonomous science application. We will consider several
performance measures to evaluate test set performance for arange of autonomous geology tasks.
First we evaluate a detector’s ability to perform target selection for applications like autonomous
spectroscopy. This is tantamount to finding pixels that are most likely to lie on the surface of a
rock. For algorithms that provided an outline or bounding box we used the centroid of the detected
region as the target estimate. The relevant performance characteristic is accuracy - the fraction of
chosen target pixels that actually lie on rock regions.

Next we evaluate each detector’s detection precision and recall. This score is more relevant to
those mapping tasks where we hope to identifyall the unique rocks in the environment with as few
false positives as possible. To compute this score we shouldfind a unique association so that each
ground-truth rock matches with only one detection result. We find the area of overlap between
detected and ground-truth rock regions, and greedily associate each ground-truth rock region with
the detection that overlaps by the highest percentage of itsarea. We match each ground-truth rock
with at most one detection and label unmatched rocks as falsepositives.

To compute a precision/recall score each valid match must satisfy a correspondence criterion
to ensure similarity between the detection and its associated ground truth rock. Performance scores
are highly dependent on this correspondence standard so we evaluate two possibilities: apermissive
criterion and astrict criterion. The permissive criterion requires that more than50% of the detected
region contain the matched ground-truth rock. This guarantees that a majority of pixels in the
detected region lie on the rock. However, it is forgiving of situations where the detector finds only
part of the target. We also investigate a strict criterion that requires a50% overlap between the
regions’ intersection and their union. The strict criterion demands a close correspondence between
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the area of the true rock and the detected region, so it betterindicates the accuracy of automatically-
computed rock attributes like size or shape. Examples of each appear at right in Figures 2.14 and
2.15.

Performance for Navcam and Pancam images is similar for all algorithms and tests with one
exception — a range data registration error prevented us from evaluating the stereo algorithm on
the Pancam dataset. Therefore the explanation that followsfavors Navcam imagery except in cases
where the Pancam dataset’s additional data is particularlyinformative.

Figure 2.16 shows target selection performance for navigation imagery. The Rockfinder algo-
rithm has the best overall target selection performance; itreliably achieves accuracies over90%.
Failure modes differ for each detection algorithm. The Rockfinder algorithm occasionally mistakes
long cast shadows for rocks. The MVJ algorithm performs poorly in lighting conditions that differ
from its training set (i.e. illumination from directly behind or in front of the camera). The stereo
algorithm under-performs for small rocks or uneven terrain. Nevertheless, all rock detectors rou-
tinely score accuracies of60−70% on the target selection task. In fact, these values may understate
the performance of algorithms like Rockster and MVJ whose profuse detections could be filtered
using size or shape heuristics.

Note that these precision-recall scores do not reflect different algorithms’ abilities to recover
the exact contour boundaries of detected rocks. In fact, theMVJ method returns only bounding
boxes and is not capable of recovering these contours in the first place. However, as previously
noted, precise contour boundaries could be useful for extracting precise shape information. These
analyses would require a different performance measure such as the Chamfer distance approach
of Dunlop et al that measures the similarities between detected and ground-truth contours [38].
In our case, we are concerned with accurate spectrometer targeting for which the centroid and
correspondence matching tests better indicate the expected system performance.

Figure 2.18 shows average performance on Navcam images for rocks in four size categories.
The permissive detection criterion was used. Note that the MVJ algorithm’s performance increases
with rock size, while the reverse is true for Rockster. Rockfinder and the stereo algorithm both
perform poorly on rocks less than10cm in length. This is expected in the case of stereo that
relies on protrusion above the ground plane. However, thereis no obvious mechanism that would
cause a size bias in an edge-based method like Rockfinder. This algorithm regularly achieves 90%
precision on medium to large rocks. Figure 2.19 shows performance on Navcam images plotted by
range categories. Most detectors show improved detection precision in the areas near to the rover.
Not only do distant rocks subtend fewer pixels, but they alsocluster more closely due to camera
foreshortening.

Figure 2.14 shows the same detection results for Navcam imagery on an image-by-image basis.
This provides some intuition about the variance in performance from one image to the next. Again,
both Stereo and Rockfinder algorithms exhibit high precision and low recall while the Rockfinder
algorithm is the overall winner in precision. The Rockster algorithm achieves the highest overall
recall for this test set at the cost of considerable inter-image variance. Finally, Figure 2.15 shows
Navcam detection results using the strict correspondence criterion. A comparison with figure 2.14
suggests that few detections actually capture the target rock’s true contour. The MVJ algorithm
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Figure 2.14: Left: Permissive criterion for rock detection. The ratio defined by the areas of inter-
section between detected contours and ground-truth rocks must be greater than a fixed thresholdt.
The correspondence criterion permits at most one detectionper rock. Right: Rock detection per-
formance for Navcam imagery using the permissive criterion. Points represent the precision/recall
result for each individual image.
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Figure 2.15: Left: Strict criterion for rock detection. Theratio defined by the areas of intersection
between detected contours and ground-truth rocks must be greater than the union. The corre-
spondence criterion permits at most one detection per rock.Right: Rock detection performance
for Navcam imagery using the strict criterion. A close matchbetween detected and ground-truth
boundaries is difficult so strict correspondence results inworse (apparent) performance.
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Figure 2.16: Target selection performance for Navcam imagery. The vertical axis represents the
fraction of detected centroids that lie on a rock pixel.
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Figure 2.17: Rock detection performance for Pancam imageryusing the permissive criterion. Per-
formance is generally comparable to that for Navcam images,with MVJ and Rockster trading
precision for recall.
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Figure 2.18: Performance by size for Navigation imagery. Points represent the average detection
performance over the entire dataset for rocks in each size bin: a)< 10cm, b) 10 − 20cm, c)
20− 30cm, d)> 30cm.
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Figure 2.19: Performance by range for Navigation imagery. Points represent the average detection
performance over the entire dataset for rocks in each range bin: a)< 2m, b) 2− 4m, c) 4− 6m, d)
> 6m.
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Figure 2.20: The “rock garden” at Amboy Crater is the site of the traverse experiments described
in this chapter. Here the rover begins a spectrometer profile.

only detects bounding boxes and not contours, so its performance score suffers most from the
stricter correspondence standard.

In summary, the new MVJ detector offers a good balance of features for autonomous spec-
troscopy. It is fast enough for real-time use. Its recall rate is near parity with the best available,
while its precision exceeds80% on the Mars Exploration Rover datasets we considered. Finally,
it performs well for the large, close rocks that are the best targets for autonomous spectrum acqui-
sition. In short, it has a high precision but also finds sufficient targets to “keep the spectrometer
busy” for tasks involving multiple-spectrum acquisition.

2.3 Feature Tracking and Instrument Deployment

Here we present a new operational mode that leverages the MVJrock detection to improve data
collection during extended site survey operations. A new data product — aspectrometer profile—
is a sampling of spectra collected from detected features atintervals along a rover transect. Field
tests use a VIS/NIR Reflectance Spectrometer to acquire datafrom detected features at distance
under solar illumination. This offers a spectroscopy acquisition rate significantly higher than any
previously reported autonomous method. The system’s main innovation is the integration of rock
detection into a mapping system capable of tracking and recognizing dozens of unique features.
This demonstrates the feasibility of feature detection andclassification in the intelligent mapping
approach. We address the correspondence and association problems first broached at the begin-
ning of the chapter using a target matching scheme based on scene geometry and motion-invariant
keypoint locations of the image.

In contrast, previous research has examined automatic spectroscopy in the context of Single-
Cycle Instrument Placement (SCIP) [47, 48, 49]. In the SCIP approach a human operator specifies
each target in a panoramic image. The rover advances toward the feature with visual tracking, and
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then performs a “hand-off” to instrument cameras for fine tracking and arm placement [47, 48].
Pedersen et al. extend this model to multiple targets [14]; their system demonstrated high-accuracy
instrument placement on 3 targets in under 3 hours.

Our work differs from previous efforts in several respects.First, we focus on reflectance spec-
troscopy under solar illumination which obviates the need for slow approach and arm placement
maneuvers. Additionally, instead of reacting to a single prespecified target our algorithm au-
tonomously detects and localizes multiple target rocks simultaneously. The autonomous spectrum
collection has a relatively high failure rate compared to supervised SCIP methods. However, since
there is no significant recovery penalty these errors are notproblematic. Thanks to the integrated
rock detection, the rover can always move on to a new target and initiate another collection se-
quence. Over time it can acquire spectra from dozens of rocks, resulting in a spectrum map that
provides a VIS/NIR profile of the transect.

Our tracking solution uses stable image points known as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) descriptors [50] to characterize previously-appearing rocks. These descriptors represent
key locations that correspond to particular physical locations and whose appearance is preserved
across minor viewpoint changes. This permits correspondence matching, yielding a database with
a unique position estimate for each science target. The robot periodically pauses its forward mo-
tion, performs visual servoing to aim the spectrometer, andcollects measurements from the most
promising targets. Our approach allows a robot to collect dozens or potentially hundreds of spec-
trometer measurements in a single command cycle with no direct human intervention.

2.3.1 Rover Hardware

Here we demonstrate the spectrometer profile algorithm on anexploration robot “Zoë” (Figure
2.20). Zoë is used at Carnegie Mellon University to test mission scenarios involving long-range
navigation [51, 7]. The rover platform is 2 meters in length and can travel up to 1 meter per
second under solar power. A dual passive axle design steers the vehicle by driving the wheels
independently at different velocities. This produces variable-radius drive arcs while at the same
time accommodating obstacles up to a 20 centimeters in height.

Mast-mounted navigation cameras provide stereo vision forobstacle avoidance and terrain
evaluation based on local slope and roughness. Onboard navigation software uses these terrain eval-
uations along with a D* path planning algorithm [52] to identify the best paths between prespecified
waypoints. Our software architecture treats terrain-based navigation separately from science-driven
path planning. Autonomous science software gives each pathsegment in the form of a single end
waypoint, and the terrain-based navigation algorithm attempts to reach a goal area within5 meters
of this location. This does not guarantee the rover will follow a straight-line path to the waypoint,
as it must detour to avoid any obstacles or rough terrain thatappears.

Zoë’s localization strategy emulates planetary exploration scenarios. We initialize rover posi-
tion through differential GPS to simulate manual landmark-based techniques for finding accurate
start-of-day positions. During the traverse the rover updates its position estimate with dead reckon-
ing. Planetary rovers can derive absolute heading data fromcelestial and solar navigation systems
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Figure 2.21: The spectrometer’s foreoptic mounts rigidly to the stereo rig atop Zoë’s pan tilt unit.

utilizing ephemeris calculations; an onboard magnetic compass simulates this capability with pe-
riodic heading corrections. Some localization error persists due to wheel slip; depending on the
terrain this error ranges from 0 to 5% of distance traveled.

Zoë’s science instruments include a60cm-baseline stereo rig and a VIS/NIR350−2500nm re-
flectance spectrometer. The spectrometer objective lens, or foreoptic, is mounted with the cameras
on a pan-tilt base that provides full360◦ coverage of the environment. The foreoptic’s field of view
forms a1◦ sensing cone in space. Placing a target into this cone allowsthe spectrometer to collect
reflectance spectra under solar illumination.

2.3.2 Feature Tracking Approach

The operator initiates the spectrometer profile mode by specifying a transect start location, a goal
waypoint, and a time budget. During execution the rover drives from the start location to the goal,
producing a map of detected rocks and spectra — thespectrometer profileof science features. It
detects rocks in images, localizes them using groundplane and stereo methods, and if time remains,
pauses to target the spectrometer using an iterative visualservoing method. Because the mapping
procedure enforces a time constraint one could integrate itas an atomic command into a larger
mission plan with other drive or sampling actions.

Figure 2.23 shows the software architecture developed for the spectrometer profiling task. Our
architecture uses three independently-operating software modules for the tasks of data acquisition,
image analysis, and navigation. In addition, a database of detected rocks records key information
about each detected feature. This rock database is central to the system and acts as a medium
of communication between the other components. We implement this structure with a relational
database. It associates the following information with each rock:

• An integer used as a globally unique identifier.

• A global 3D position estimate given in Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinates.
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Figure 2.22: Zoë at the Amboy crater site. The rover travelsbetween waypoints toward the goal
while collecting spectra of rocks. Actual field tests use a traverse length of50m.
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Figure 2.23: General architecture for feature tracking andspectrometer acquisition. The rock
database contains a list of unique features and their associated attributes.

• Pixel bounding boxes for each image in which the rock appears.

• Scale-Invariant features for matching new instances of therock against previous images.

• Visible attributes of the rock, such as its size.

• Spectrum attributes of the rock if available.

During operation the rover alternates between two states: atravel state for navigation and a
pausestate where it stops to collect spectra. In the travel state the rover navigates along a series of
waypoints between the start location and the goal (Figure 2.22). The navigation module drives the
robot from one waypoint to the next; it performs obstacle avoidance using stereo terrain analysis
and onboard path planning. Meanwhile the data collection module commands forward-looking
images, panning alternately to the left and right for maximum coverage of the terrain in front of
the rover. The data analysis module examines these images and inserts newly detected rocks into a
growing database of features.

A switch to thepausestate requires two conditions: First, there must be at leastone unmeasured
rock within spectrometer range; and second, the current traverse segment must retain sufficient
time for a spectrum collection sequence. Whenever these criteria are met the navigation module
stops the rover, which signals the data collection module tobegin spectrum collection. If the
sequence succeeds it produces a new spectrometer measurement which enters into the database
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Figure 2.24: The system for generating spectrometer profiles has two states. The rover advances
forward whenever it is out of time in its current segment or when no nearby potential spectrometer
target is listed in the database.

to be associated with the correct rock. A flowchart showing actions taken by the independent
data collection and navigation modules appears in Figure 2.24. Note that these two behaviors
communicate implicitly through rover motion; the data collection procedure knows to begin the
visual servo procedure whenever the rover comes to a stop.

The image analysis module detects rocks using the MVJ detector. We train the detector using
typical images of rocks taken from the same cameras near the traverse site (Figure 2.9). The system
discounts detected rocks less than10cm in size that are too small for accurate targeting. In addition,
we eliminate rocks that are within2m of the rover center; this prevents spurious detections from
the rover body or shadow from entering the database. The filtered result is a set of valid potential
spectrometer targets. Figure 2.25 shows an example rock detection result from the Amboy Crater
tests. The numbers associated with each bounding box show each rock’s estimated position relative
to the rover center.

We resolve the correspondence problem between images usingScale Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) keypoints. SIFT keypoints are stable image locations that are invariant to scale and
rotation and partially invariant to affine distortion, change in 3-D viewpoint, addition of noise and
changes in illumination [50]. Scale-invariant SIFT keypoints are identified according to Lowe’s
method which searches for local extrema in the “scale space”of an image. The scale space
L(x, y, σ) is defined by the convolution of a Gaussian kernel with sizeσ at the pixel(x, y). Scale-
invariance is achieved by searching for local maxima in the3D space defined by the function
D(x, y, σ) = L(x, y, σ) − L(x, y, kσ) wherek is a constant factor. Even after rescaling the base
image, the same extrema are likely to reappear at the same pixel locations for some value ofσ.

The system pairs each rock with any SIFT keypoints that appear in its bounding box. The
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Figure 2.25: Detection result after filtering by rock size and distance. Large red bounding boxes
are potential spectrometer targets, with numbers indicating rover-relative position estimates. Small
blue squares indicate SIFT keypoints that are used for the correspondence search. The front axle is
visible in the lower-right corner of the image.
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rover establishes correspondence across images by matching the local pixel appearance of rocks’
SIFT keypoints against the appearance of previous keypoints stored in the database. A single
traverse might view thousands of unique keypoints; an unconstrainedO(n2) correspondence search
is unsuitable for real-time visual servoing. Instead we constrain the search by exploiting geometric
information. We will elaborate the stereo localization procedure shortly, but for now it is sufficient
to know that the rover maintains a position estimate of each target. Given the known absolute
pose of the rover and the relative orientation of the camerasthe system determines an approximate
region expected to contain the new SIFT keypoints. We use a search radius of 1 meter, and exclude
any keypoint outside this boundary from the correspondencesearch.

The classical SIFT algorithm associates each keypoint witha128-dimensional descriptor vector
composed of a histogram of gradient magnitudes extracted from the local image region around
the SIFT keypoint. The descriptors are defined relative to the principal gradient direction at the
keypoint, and are invariant to slight changes in rotation, scaling, and — to some degree — affine
distortions. A simple Euclidean distance metric applied tothese descriptors can match physical
points in the environment cross different views of the scene[50]. We evaluate correspondence
between SIFT descriptors by calculating the Euclidean distance of the incoming descriptor against
each of the remaining candidates in the database. We use the traditional SIFT match criterion that
requires a nearest-neighbor distance at leastn times smaller than the distance to the second closest
neighbor for an empirically-defined thresholdn [50].

The operating requirements for our automatic spectroscopysystem differ from those of indoor
environments for which the SIFT algorithm was designed. Theoriginal SIFT pose estimation pro-
cedure detects several SIFT matches for each object. It fits an affine homography to the altered
pose using the RANSAC algorithm to identify multiple keypoints in a common configuration [50].
However, for spectrometer pointing we are only interested in a point estimate of the object’s cen-
troid (without orientation information), we only require asingle SIFT match for each new image.
This is a significant benefit because rocks themselves are feature-poor; they are often small, low-
contrast objects that display many transient features.

In consequence our design favors the reliability over the quantity of SIFT matches. We alter
the SIFT matching criterion with an additional “backwards”match to improve reliability. For each
of the matches from the Euclidean search we do an equivalent search over SIFT descriptors in the
new image. In other words, we apply a similar search for Euclidean nearest and second-nearest
neighbors using the old SIFT descriptor as the query and the new image’s SIFT descriptors as the
search space (Figure 2.26). A match is valid when the thresholded Euclidean match is unique in
both directions. In practice this excludes the vast majority of false matches.

A successful match implies that the SIFT descriptor lies on apreviously-detected feature. We
update the rock’s visual and position information along with the SIFT descriptor’s record to reflect
the fact that illumination and aspect may have changed. We also merge all instances of the rock in
the database to eliminate duplicate entries. If none of a newrock’s SIFT descriptors match previous
features it receives a new unique entry in the feature database. SIFT keypoints with no matches and
that are not identified as part of any rock are assumed to belong to the background and discarded.
Fortunately most rocks large enough to constitute spectrometer targets contain at least one feature
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Figure 2.26: Correspondence with an existing SIFT descriptor in the database requires that the
match be valid in both directions.

(Figure 2.25).
Note that we perform the correspondence search on all SIFT keypoints in the incoming image,

not just those belonging to a rock detection. In general rockdetection performance is less robust
than SIFT keypoint extraction; the rock detector often fails to re-acquire a rock after changes in the
viewpoint. Therefore all SIFT features in the incoming image are potential matching candidates. In
order to avoid flooding the database with irrelevant “background” keypoints we only record those
keypoints that match existing descriptors or belong to a newly detected rock. In other words, all
SIFT descriptors stored in the database must have been identified as part of a rock at least in one
image.

Two redundant methods estimate rock positions. An approachutilizing sparse stereopsis gener-
ates a 3D reconstruction based on the location of the rocks’ SIFT keypoints. The robust matching
algorithm (detailed above in Section 2.3.1) identifies any keypoints that appear in both left and
right cameras. Then a least-squares geometric reconstruction using a calibrated pinhole camera
model and radial distortion [53] yields a sparse reconstruction. Some rocks contain more than one
keypoint, yielding multiple position estimates. In these cases we use the 3D centroid of matched
keypoints as the rock’s position estimate. We evaluate position estimation precision qualitatively
by comparing the estimated position of rocks from the same rover position with different Pan/Tilt
angles. This shows precision on the order of5cm for rocks within spectrometer range, which is
more than sufficient to bootstrap our visual-servoing procedure.

Unfortunately, the stereo cameras are not time synchronized. This is not a problem during vi-
sual servoing while the rover is stationary, but it effectively prevents stereo while the rover is in
motion. In these cases the rover position changes by an unknown amount between image acquisi-
tions so computing a metric reconstruction based on stereo alone is infeasible. Instead we require
a second approximate position estimation technique. When the robot finally stops to attempt a
spectrum collection, this approximate estimate causes thefirst pan-tilt position to place the target
rock in the cameras’ field of view. Then the robot re-acquiresthe rock from a stationary position
using stereo, and completes the standard servoing procedure.

Our approximate pose estimation technique uses a single image and assumes the rock lies on
a planar surface. This lets the rover calculate the rock position from a single image using known
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kinematics. This also serves as a fallback position estimation strategy whenever the rover fails
to find a SIFT match across stereo images for a target rock. Since the ground plane assumption
introduces considerable inaccuracy we favor stereo whenever SIFT matches are available.

2.3.3 Visual Servo

The spectrometer pointing procedure attempts to aim the spectrometer foreoptic at a target based
on the target’s spatial position. This sequence has two stages. The firstkinematicstep leverages
a kinematic model of the the pan/tilt mount and the most recent rock position estimates from the
database. The secondfeedbackstep refines the initial pointing with an iterative visual servoing
approach that places the target in a specific region in the image.

Both kinematic and feedback steps rely on generic models representing the location of the
foreoptic cone. We expect to place the center of the cone on the target to maximize the probability
of covering the sample. We fit the parameters of the physical model using calibration data obtained
in laboratory tests. The main challenge of this calibrationis to accurately determine where the
spectrometer is pointing; there is no visual trace to determine the field of view. Instead, we infer
the field of view using spectroscopic measurements of a knowntarget: a commercial 532nm green
laser pointer. For practical purposes the narrow-beam laser projects to a single point in space. The
laser spot is easy to detect in collected spectra due to a highpeak in its center frequency. Adjusting
the point position to maximize the amplitude of this peak centers it in the spectrometer’s field of
view.

Calibration points produce a kinematic model of the foreoptic on the robot. Generic forward
kinematic equations solve for the pan and tilt anglesθ andα:

θ = fθ(x, y, z, h, d, β) (2.4)

α = fα(x, y, z, h, d, β)

Here (x, y, z) is the location of the rock in 3-D space,h is the height of the robot,d is the distance
between the axis of rotation and the foreoptic, andβ represents other less-relevant parameters such
as rotations and translations of the foreoptic with respectto the base. We perform an unconstrained
nonlinear optimization over the parameters trying to minimize the total square error of the predicted
position. The result is an estimate forh, d andβ. Calderón provides additional details on the
kinematic model [54].

It is impractical to maintain a sufficiently accurate model because many calibration parameters
are unstable or vary with time. Examples are the changing tire pressure on the vehicle, inaccurate
pan/tilt angle readings, and occasional replacement of parts. Therefore a spectrometer pointing
system based solely on a feed-forward kinematic model will inevitably exhibit some pointing error.
We incorporate a second closed-loop visual correction stepto correct these errors and improve
pointing accuracy.

Our visual correction method exploits the fixed transform between the camera and the foreoptic.
Both devices are mounted to a single platform so their relative position is constant regardless of the
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mobile base’s pan and tilt (Figure 2.21). Therefore the center line of the spectrometer sensing cone
(cc line) is perceived as static by the camera and projects onto a linein the image. The intersection
of the target with this line is fully determined by the distance from the foreoptic to the target.

A simple laboratory calibration procedure determines thisgeometric relationship. Thecc line
is not visible in imagery but we can infer its position using alaser reference aimed at a known
location. We point the spectrometer at the laser reflection (maximizing the strength of the laser
signature in the spectrometer signal) and capture an image of the scene. Since the laser point is
centered in the foreoptic’s field of view, we can be sure that the visible laser spot in each calibration
image corresponds to a point on thecc line. We can reconstruct the entirecc line from several laser
points at different ranges. Perspective projection suggests a model relating the depth of the target
and associated row/column pixels.

Pointing the spectrometer at a target is then equivalent to varying the position of the foreoptic
until the target appears in a specific pixel of the image. Thisdefines an ”error” in visual space
based on the current and desired position of the target. The system applies a simple visual servo
[55] to correct the observed error. We determine theImage Jacobianthat relates changes in the
camera position to changes in the image. This permits a proportional visual control law:

[

ωtilt

ωpan

]

= KJν
−1

[

∆u
∆v

]

(2.5)

In this equationωpan andωtilt are the estimated corrections in pan and tilt, respectively. K is a
constant gain matrix of the control law,Jν is the image Jacobian, and (∆u, ∆v) is the visual error
in both image axes. The procedure iterates the visual correction until the error disappears. The
result is a system that can accurately target features at ranges up to 5 meters.

The rover periodically renormalizes the spectrometer against a white reference target. This
compensates for changes in illumination during the40 minute traverse due to sun angle and atmo-
spheric phenomena. We employ a standard VIS/NIR white reference target exhibiting high diffuse,
Lambertian reflectance that is mounted to the rover deck. Therover collects a spectrum from the
reference target every7 minutes using a scripted sequence of pan-tilt actions. All other software
modules pause for this collection procedure.

During the re-normalization the rover straightens its axles and servos the pan-tilt unit to target
the white reference. Rough terrain sometimes results in poorly-oriented axles and — since the
mast is fixed to the front axle — incorrect pointing. The roversenses this condition and aborts the
attempt in favor of another 60 seconds later. Occasionally several attempts fail in succession; in
these circumstances the rover continues trying every 60 seconds until a white reference spectrum
is successfully captured. After a white reference the roverresets the standard7-minute clock.

We chose the7-minute recalibration time through trial and error by watching spectra change
over time. Reflectivity values began to wander over longer timeframes; for example, recalibrations
on the order of 15 minutes produced significant changes in reflectance and waveshape artifacts
based on the growing miscalibration of separate internal sensors. Tests were performed under
midday lighting conditions without significant changes in cloud cover. Future work under more
dynamic lighting might require an even shorter calibrationclock.
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2.3.4 Feature Tracking Performance

Here we describe field rover tests performed at Amboy crater in the Mojave Desert, California (Fig-
ure 2.22). Here the rover traverses a field of rocks along the contact between an eroded basaltic lava
flow and a sediment-covered plain. Accurate pointing provesnecessary to produce clean spectra
that contain the target signal. Tests show that rock detection combined with visual servoing signif-
icantly improves the diversity and quality of collected spectra over “blind” spectrometer pointing
strategies.

We performed experiments at the lava fields of Amboy Crater inCalifornia over consecutive
days in the fall of2007. We identified a flat location near the border of the lava flow inwhich a
basalt mound had partially eroded, leaving a scattering of rocks along a patch of ground approxi-
mately 50m on a side. The “rock garden” traverse site appearsin Figure 2.20; clay predominates,
but the scattered rocks up to30cm in length are also visible. Basalt from lava flows appears as a
dark material, while the underlying clay is lighter in color. This difference is also clear in VIS/NIR
reflectance spectra.

Given that only these two materials are present, the amount of the target signal in each col-
lected spectrum is a measure of the system’s targeting accuracy. In order to recover the proportion
of basalt rock and clay sediment in each spectrum we presume that the spectra of each material mix
linearly according to unknown weighting coefficients. Thisassumption holds experimentally for
VIS/NIR spectra of macroscopic mixtures [56]. We establishreference spectra for a particular trial
run by identifying clear examples of basalt and sediment in the spectra collected during that exper-
iment. These reference samples comprise a basis for describing the rest of the collected spectra.
We exclude water absorption bands; a least-squares linear deconvolution reveals the proportion of
basalt in the remaining spectrum.

We performed 4 trials of the same traverse. We attempted to run each experiment under similar
consistent lighting conditions, favoring trial times at midday when the sun angle changed slowly.
Atmospheric conditions (clouds) were impossible to control, and varied somewhat across runs.
We began each trial with the robot in the same starting location, and initialized its position using
differential GPS. The robot traveled approximately the same50m transect during each trial.

Figure 2.29 shows the result of each spectrum collection attempt for each of the four test runs.
Table 2.1 provides performance results from each trial; thefollowing sections explain each table
column in detail. Figure 2.27 shows each of the runs independently, plotting feature detections
against a georegistered visible-band overflight image. Small black dots show rock detections from
the database, while large colored dots show collected spectra resulting from a completed visual
servo procedure.

Individual detections can be hard to interpret or to compareacross different runs. “Density
plots” (Figure 2.28) facilitate visualization and comparisons across runs and demonstrate detection
repeatability. These density plots presume the rocks are generated according to an inhomogeneous
— that is, spatially varying — Poisson point process [57]. The point process density controls the
mean number of rocks observed per unit area at any location inthe map. The resulting local density,
expressed in terms of rocks per square meter, permits comparison of detection results across runs
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Table 2.1: Details of individual trials at Amboy crater.

Trial Time Rock Detect. Precision Tracking Successes Basalt Spectra

1 12:26 - 13:06 332/361 (92.0%) 26/50 (52.0%) 22/26 (84.6%)

2 13:15 - 13:55 249/280 (88.9%) 32/52 (61.5%) 27/33 (81.8%)

3 11:38 - 12:18 280/296 (94.6%) 29/43 (67.4%) 18/29 (62.1%)

4 12:27 - 13:07 299/340 (87.9%) 26/46 (56.5%) 17/26 (65.4%)

without requiring explicit correspondence between individual rocks.
We recover the density function with a simple a kernel smoothing strategy; Diggle supplies

several practical methods for estimating local density while accounting for boundary effects [57].
Note that only rocks larger than the minimum size criterion contribute to the local density estimate.

The density plots reveal a high degree of clustering in the distribution of rocks at the site.
Three prominent areas early in the traverse have a particularly high concentration of rocks. The
high-density areas manifest in each of the trial runs, except for run 2 which appears to be missing
one of the modes. It is unclear whether this was due to changesin lighting conditions or the starting
position of the rover. Several other less-dense clusters appear late in the traverse.

We also evaluate the precision of the MVJ rock detector in theAmboy environment. We use
the “strict” rock detection success criterion requiring that at least 50% of the detection contain a
rock. The third column of Table 2.1 summarizes the resultingdetection scores. The accuracy of
our system is consistent with, or slightly better than, the MVJ detector’s performance on the MER
benchmark datasets. We attribute any performance advantage to particularly favorable field condi-
tions: the images all show dark, regularly-shaped rocks against an even light-colored background.

It is also instructive to consider system performance in targeting rocks based on their entries in
the database. The main failure mode occurs when the system isunable to match a target’s previous
SIFT descriptors to those in a new visual feedback image. Fora successful correction sequence
the system must match some new SIFT descriptor to previous descriptors for each of the2 − 5
visual servoing iterations. Overall sequence success rates appear in the final column of Table 2.1.
This measure does not consider the feature itself (i.e. whether the target was a true rock or a false
detection), but is based simply on the system’s ability to track arbitrary SIFT descriptors. Thus, it
eliminates the influence of the rock detector.

Many descriptors that are stored in the database never reappear during the visual correction
process so it is not always possible to re-acquire a particular rock. Several causes may be at fault:
changes of appearance of SIFT keypoints due to changes in illumination, rover pose, or shadows
of the rock or the rover; a large number of similar SIFT descriptors in the database that prevents
any confident match; or a SIFT keypoint that lies outside the camera’s field of view (unlikely in
practice due to wide-angle cameras and robust rover position estimates).
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Figure 2.27: Maps resulting from the spectrometer profile trials. The four trials are ordered clock-
wise from the upper left. Small black dots show rock detections from the database, while large
colored dots show collected spectra resulting from a completed visual servo procedure. Each run
began in the upper-left corner, and ended at a goal waypoint located 50 meters to the Southeast.
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Figure 2.28: Density plots associated with each of the runs from Figure 2.27. Here the scale shows
the number of detected rocks per square meter. We estimate the local density using a boundary-
corrected kernel smoothing estimate [57].
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Figure 2.29: Result of spectrum collection by trial for eachof four test runs.

Analyzing individual trials, we observe a lower performance in the first trial than the second
(trials occurred consecutively on the same day). Many clouds were passing overhead during the
execution of the first trial, causing significant changes in the light levels and complicating the SIFT
descriptor matching. This is reflected in the captured data:failures cluster in adjacent tracking
attempts whenever environmental conditions change abruptly. Trials 3 and 4 were also taken con-
secutively. Here we observe a slightly higher success tracking rate for trial 3. This may reflect a
slower rate of illumination change when the zenith angle of the sun is higher.

In general we observe a tracking performance of over 55% whenthe light levels are favorable.
An increased number of tracking failures will cause the system to spend more time looking for
known rocks present in the database, but does not affect the quality of collected spectra.

Finally we quantify the accuracy of the spectrometer pointer to actually track rocks. We manu-
ally analyze each captured spectrum and classify it either as basalt or clay given that the spectra for
both materials are known. The final column of Table 2.1 summarizes the result. Classification of
signals as soil or basalt is based on a principal component analysis (PCA) noise-reduction strategy,
followed by a simple linear deconvolution. In principal component space only one variable exhibits
a large variance; this corresponds to the basalt/clay distinction. We use PCA as a noise-reduction
strategy, projecting collected spectra onto the first component vector and reconstructing the signal
to produce a filtered spectrum. In order to interpret the PCA coefficient we apply a linear decon-
volution with representative samples of pure basalt and clay. The result is the percentage of basalt
that is present in the mix. Spectra showing at least a 50% basalt are classified as a success.

The system presents a relatively high variance when hittingtargets but consistently exhibits ac-
curacies higher than 62%. Many factors influence the number of missed targets; some are intrinsic
to the method while others relate to environmental conditions. This causes changes between trials
and a large between-trial variance. Factors affecting system accuracy include: stereo estimate er-
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Table 2.2: Tracking performance for periodic (blind) spectroscopy.

Trial Basalt Spectra

1 0/68 (0.0%)

2 0/67 (0.0%)

3 0/64 (0.0%)

rors; errors introduced by the ground plane assumption whenstereo is not available; spurious rock
detections; tracking visual features lying out of the rock (e.g. background or shadow); tracking
visual features lying in the border of the rock (SIFT features are not guaranteed to be in the center
of the rock); and SIFT mismatches during the tracking procedure.

We compare system performance againststatus quocapabilities by performing three additional
trials in the same testing area. In these trials the robot holds the pan/tilt unit at a fixed−30◦

declination and blindly captures spectra at regular intervals during forward travel. Slight, inevitable
perturbations of the start location (on the order of10 − 20cm) ensure that the foreoptic’s field of
view sweeps over different areas for each50m traverse.

The results of the blind spectrometer mapping trials appearin Table 2.2; no measurement of
basalt appears in any of the spectra from any of the trials. This demonstrates the difficulty of the
testing area; rocks were generally small and scattered. Therefore it is highly unlikely that a target
would fall by chance into the spectrometer field of view during the periodic spectrum acquisition.
Our pointing strategy outperforms the blind method; each trial measures at least at 26 individual
rocks over a50m traverse lasting no longer than40 minutes.

In summary, we have demonstrated that feature detection andtracking can produce science
feature maps in real time with no supervisory input from human operators. This improves science
data return in several respects. First, it enables spectrumsampling of targets encountered during
long over-the-horizon traverses that scientists cannot see or specify in advance. This provides many
more pure spectrum samples than can be gathered through current “blind” sampling strategies and
improves the science return of the site survey.

Additionally, the resulting map constitutes a bandwidth-efficient data product to describe tra-
verse images. The detection and tracking procedures are invariably imperfect so the resulting maps
may still exhibit some biases (for example, the system may detect more rocks at midday when light-
ing conditions are ideal). Thus one should be cautious in using them as a quantitative measurement
tool. However, the repeatability of the Amboy field trials suggests that these maps do capture ob-
jective physical properties of the environment. They evidence regional trends and transitions that
can benefit interpretations and mission planning. In the following section we will consider meth-
ods for performing inference from these observations. Feature maps facilitate predictions of future
observations that inform exploration decision making.
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Chapter 3

Spatial Models

[These studies] provide explanation of presence or absence, of origins and limits. Dis-
tribution is the key to process. — Carl Sauer,the Education of a Cartographer” [58].

The spatial model is a generative map of the environment thatextrapolates from previous obser-
vations and predicts new measurements at unvisited locations. Its input is a list of discrete classified
science features. The model uses this data to infer the result of future data collection actions else-
where, facilitating adaptive decisions about where to travel and what instruments to deploy (Figure
3.1). According to our intelligent mapping approach, the model describes spatial and cross-sensor
relationships between data products. It must permit computationally efficient on-line learning so
that the agent can modify model parameters on the fly in response to unanticipated trends.

This chapter details the specific case of Gaussian processes, which are a class of spatial models
well-suited to these requirements. Gaussian processes arenonparametric Bayesian models com-
monly employed in geostatistics. We begin by reviewing previous relevant work in spatial statistics
and robotic mapmaking. Then we present an overview of the Gaussian process regression models.
Our work will treat the specific case where the science phenomena of interest can be expressed in
terms of a scalar value at each observation location. The Gaussian process regression model is a
good match for these tasks and readily incorporates input data from multiple sensing scales. We
augment the traditional spatial model by introducing orbital data in the form of latent input dimen-
sions. This improves performance in modeling surficial units and other geologic phenomena.

Our goal is to demonstrate accurate model predictions that extrapolate well to distant locations.
This is important for any attempt to the resulting map for as acompressed representation of ob-
servations for transmission to Earth. In is also important for robots hoping to use these models to
inform adaptive action selection and return decisions. We will deal with the question of optimal
actions in Chapter 3, and focus for now on the interim goal of reliable inference.

Our evaluation method compares alternative models by reconstructing missing observations
from partial datasets. After an entire dataset is collected, we can hide a portion of the observations
and use the remainder as a ground-truth standard for evaluating model predictions. We will examine
model performance in reconstructing surficial maps of AmboyCrater from rover data.

49
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Traditional Gaussian processes based on samples’ positions in the environment are a promising
model for our purposes. However, some modifications can improve performance significantly. In
particular, tests will show that the use oflatent input dimensions— additional non-spatial inputs
based on actual sensor data — can improve reconstructions over the basic formulation. In partic-
ular, the use of orbital data as a latent input promises significant benefits for autonomous geologic
site survey.

Figure 3.1: Spatial models

3.1 Previous work in Mapmaking for Robotic Exploration

The field of relevant work in automated robotic mapping is extensive; a complete review is beyond
our scope. Instead we will consider a few representative examples of the classical approaches. One
can bifurcate the broad field of robotic mapmaking accordingto the distinction betweenmetric
mapsthat reference features according to some common global coordinate system andtopological
mapsthat reference landmarks using local connectivity relationships [59].

Occupancy gridsare a common metric representation [60]. Here the robot subdivides the
environment into a grid and associates each grid square witha probability that the grid square
contains an obstacle. These methods provide a natural meansof combining range sensor data in
cluttered environments; the map grows with the size of the area explored and not the number of
features (that might otherwise be arbitrarily large). Researchers have recently used the occupancy
grid approach to three dimensions for simultaneous localization and robotic mapping of submerged
cave environments [61]. Dynamic data structures permit efficient caching for maintaining multiple
hypotheses about the robot’s position and the map.

Often grid-based approaches are appropriate for validating and extending orbital data products.
For example, the Haughton crater mapping expedition deployed LIDAR and ground-penetrating
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radar instruments that were later Coregistered to an orbital Digital Elevation Model, or DEM [6].
Alternatives to grid-based methods are simple point maps: lists of features referenced in a global
coordinate frame. The Life in the Atacama expedition [7] treated rover surface measurements in
this fashion, constructing an ECEF-referenced point map ofmicroscopic image measurements over
many square kilometers of the Atacama desert [62]. Scientists coregistered these images with point
data from a variety of additional sensors, including humidity, temperature and spectrometer data;
the result was a comprehensive metric survey of microbial habitats in the explored area.

In contrast with metric methods, topological maps express location in terms of positions relative
to landmark features. If the landmark detection system is reliable, these methods can be more
robust to localization drift. Examples of topological mapsinclude room-and-corridor models used
for indoor navigation, or the compressed Voronoi maps used in graph-search solutions to planning
tasks. Kuipers expands on this idea with a “hierarchy of spatial relationships” [63] that infers metric
geometry from Voronoi topologies. These topologies are in turn define in terms of low-level control
strategies that move the agent from one location to the next.For example, a “wall-following”
strategy could transport an agent between physical locations corresponding to the corners of a
room.

Thrun et al. offer another joint treatment of topological and metric maps [59]. Their approach
is statistical: the use the Expectation-Maximization algorithm [64], alternatively estimating topo-
logical and metric relationships that improve the likelihood of the observed sensor data. Note
that in general researchers using topological techniques are concerned with structured indoor en-
vironments. Topological maps are less common in exploration domains where scientists may wish
to correlate multiple sensors at different scales. Cross-sensor correlation, especially with respect
to orbital data products, is straightforward when positionestimates are expressed in a common
geospatial coordinate frame.

These mapping techniques arestaticin the sense that they do not extrapolate beyond the agent’s
sensing horizon to unvisited locations. Extrapolation requires statistical inference with a model that
can describe conditional dependence relationships with unobserved locations. Indoor environments
(in which much robotic mapping research occurs) are poorly-suited to inference. For example, it is
difficult to extrapolate from observations of walls and corridors to predict what a particular, distant
unobserved occupancy grid square might contain. Natural environments have simpler continuous
structure more conducive to statistical modeling.

The Robotic Antarctic Meteorite Search study investigatesthe use of generative spatial mod-
els to improvepost hocclassification performance on collected data [65]. Here Pedersen exploits
the spatial continuity in rock distributions to compensatefor classification noise. Neighboring ob-
servations share a spatially-smooth prior over rock classes. Pedersen’s model treats the class of a
particular rock as a sample from a multinomial distributionwith a Dirichlet prior. The Dirichlet pa-
rameters at any new location are a weighted sum of the previous observations, with each coefficient
determined by an isotropic smoothing kernel.

Pedersen’s work differs from our proposed system in severalways. First, it stops short of us-
ing the spatial model to inform experimental design decisions. It only considers correlations in the
spatial dimension, and provides no means of learning the degree of spatial correlation from the data
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Figure 3.2: Generative models of spatial data improved rockclassification decisions in the RAMS
meteorite search. This image shows the learned probabilityof observing metamorphic rocks at
various locations in an explored area. Image courtesy Pedersen [65]

directly. Nevertheless, Pedersen shows that these spatialsmoothness assumptions improve classi-
fication scores (Figure 3.2). His work demonstrates that spatial geostatistics can be successfully
applied to the rover exploration domain.

There is another notable gap in contemporary exploration robot mapping research. Studies
have conducted autonomous science analysis of both ground-based and remote sensing instru-
ments. However, no research has yet attempted to do both simultaneously on the same platform.
This contrasts with site survey by humans in which geologists rely heavily on remote sensing data
to corroborate trends and patterns observed from the surface [62, 51]. This analysis is impor-
tant, not simply in post analysis, but also in mission planning — it provides important cues about
scientifically interesting locations to visit next. Effective use of multi-scale sensing will become
increasingly important as the daily traverse range continues to increase.

3.2 Gaussian Process Background

Chapter 1 outlined some important capabilities of spatial models in the geologic site survey domain.
They should permit online learning and inference while representing both spatial and cross-sensor
correlations in collected data. We will see that the specificthe spatial dependence assumptions
encoded in these models can exert a strong influence on the resulting exploration behavior. This
is not necessarily a “side effect,” but rather an advantage of the intelligent mapping approach: it
reduces questions about appropriate sampling strategy to model-selection issues to be resolved
from intrinsic properties of the data.

Here we focus on observation sites characterized by a vector-valued independent variable
x ∈ IRd. The variablex represents known properties of the measurement location. For exam-
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ple,x could include the site’s physical position, represented bylatitude and longitude coordinates
or as a position index along a transect. It could also includeone or more “latent” input dimen-
sions corresponding to preexisting measurements or remotesensing data. For example, Section 4
demonstrates a surficial mapping application where the salient dependent variables are the sample’s
latitude, longitude, and the pixel intensities of the associated remote sensing data. We transform
the latitude and longitude position[li0, li1] along withm remote image channels[ci0, . . . , cim] to a
common scale, and append them to produce the input vectorxi:

xi = [li0, li1, ri0, . . . , rim] (3.1)

During the traverse the agent collects a set ofobservations— discrete features produced by
detection and classification routines. Each observation associated with the vectorx of independent
variables yields a dependent scalar-valued geologic classy ∈ IR. This scalar could represent such
varied phenomena as the presence or absence of a certain mineral, the composition of a mixture, or
the altitude of an elevation model. In general observationsmight be vector-valued or discrete clas-
sifications. We will focus on scalar-valued classes, as theyproved adequate for both the simulations
and field trials we consider here.

Our site survey task aims to recover an underlying functionf(x) which maps the input vector
x onto the observed geologic classy. Formally, f(x) transforms the vector-valued independent
variablesX = {x1, x2, . . . xn}, xi ∈ IR

d onto the scalar geologic class. Introducing normally-
distributed noiseǫ yields the resulting dependent observationsY = {y1, y2, . . . , yn}, yi ∈ IR.

y = f(x) + ǫ (3.2)

In other words, the observed value is the underlying function after perturbation by some small
amount of noise. Given a set of these observations, we would like to predict the true value off(x)
at other locations. We can infer this probability distribution from a priorP (f(x)) using Bayes’
rule.

P (f(x)|Y ) =
P (Y |f(x))P (f(x))

P (Y )
(3.3)

Computing this distribution is central to the intelligent mapping method. The probability distribu-
tion over possiblef(x) provides a single surficial map of any desired extent and resolution; one
need only evaluateMaximum A Posteriori(MAP) estimatesf̂(x) at unobserved sample sites to
yield the most likely observations.

These MAP estimates are useful for visualization; they constitute a ”point estimate” of the site
geology. However, the complete posterior carries a much richer description of the environment.
For example, the marginal prediction variance also describes our uncertainty about map contents at
each sampling location. Moreover,P (f(x)|Y ) expresses the probability ofanycombination of fu-
ture observations. Given a set of observed data it can fully characterize the (potentially multimodal)
space of possible maps.

A Bayesian approach raises the question of how to parameterize f(x) in order to represent
these distributions and perform efficient inference. We utilize a Gaussian process approach. Gaus-
sian processes [19, 20, 31] are known in the geostatistics community as “Kriging” models; they
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are a powerful technique for nonparametric regression withseveral distinct advantages for the in-
telligent mapping domain. They are true Bayesian models with posterior distributions over map
parameters, and germane to the large body of classical work in Bayes-optimal experimental de-
sign. Additionally, Gaussian process models are pervasivein terrestrial geostatistics so they are
a natural fit for planetary geology and our site survey application. Rasmussen and Williams [66]
offer a thorough introduction, but we will provide a brief review of the basic principles. Finally,
the posterior distributions are all Gaussian, making efficient computation of entropies tractable for
information-driven exploration strategies.

One can view Gaussian processes as a generalization of a traditional parametric function ap-
proximation method such as a neural network. Following MacKay [31] we expressP (f(x)) with
a prior distribution over a set of parameters off(x). For example, we can use a series of basis
functionsφj(x) where the free parameters are coefficient weightswj. The evaluations of allm
basis functions at a single data point form a lengthm vector; for the complete dataset ofn input
points we stack them to form a ann×m matrixR:

f(xi) =
∑

j

φj(xi)wj = Riwj (3.4)

Even simple basis functions can approximate complicated maps by using sufficiently many bases
to express all of the “bumps and wiggles” in the underlying geology f(x). This is easy to show in
the extreme case of many basis functions consisting of infinitely-narrow convolution kernels. We
can imagine that every possible observation location has a single nonzero basis function, with a
weighted value corresponding to the truef(x) evaluated at that location so that the truef(x) is
always equivalent to its representation as the linear combination of bases.

In the general casex is continuously valued and there are fewer bases than possible observation
locations so that a linear combination of bases can only approximatef(x). Regardless of the actual
number of basis functions, the true values ofw are unknown at the beginning of the mapping task.
We can express a prior distribution over these values using azero-mean Gaussian distribution:

P (w) = N (0, σ2I) (3.5)

We use the notationf(X) to expressf(x) evaluated at the entire set of input points. The prior over
f(X) is an affine transformation of the weights and is therefore a Gaussian with covariance matrix
given byRσ2IRTRT . We can write the prior in terms of a covariance matrixK.

P (f(X)) = N (0, Rσ2IRT ) (3.6)

= N (0, σ2IRRT ) (3.7)

= N (0,K) (3.8)

It follows thatK is ann× n matrix representing an inner product between basis functions:

Kij = σ2
∑

h

φh(xi)φh(xj) (3.9)

We can make our function approximation more expressive by increasing the number of basis func-
tions; this is tantamount to increasing the number of hiddenunits in a neural network or the wavelet
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bases of a decomposed signal. However, as the number of basisfunctions increases the compu-
tational cost of learning and computing them becomes prohibitive. A Gaussian process approach
exploits akernel trickthat supersedes these bases altogether, parameterizingK directly as a func-
tion of the input points. This amounts to placing a prior directly on the space of functionsf(x).

3.2.1 Inference with Covariance Functions

We define acovariance functionκ(xi, xj) that represents expected correlations between points in
the input space. Individual entries ofK are given by the covariance function evaluated between
each pair of datapoints:Ki,j = κ(xi, xj). To define a valid Gaussian process prior this covariance
function must itself be positive-definite, i.e. it must yield a positive-definite covariance matrix.

P (f(x)) = N (0,K) (3.10)

Recall that the geologic observations are perturbed by normally-distributed noiseǫ ∼ N (0, σ2).
The observations of geologic classY are jointly Gaussian with the noise term contributing to the
diagonal of the covariance matrix. The covariance matrixK + σ2I represents noise-perturbed
observations:

P (Y ) = N (0,K + σ2I) = N (0,K) =
1

Z
e−

1
2
Y T (K+σ2I)−1Y (3.11)

Recall thatf(x) evaluated at a set of input points has a multivariate Gaussian distribution. It is fully
specified by a mean vector (which we will take to be zero for simplicity) and the positive-definite
covariance matrix.

A popular choice of covariance function is thesquared exponential[31]. Excluding the noise
term, we write the complete kernel function using the hyperparametersψ1, ψ2, and additional
“length scale” hyperparameterswk for each dimensionk of the input space:

κ(xi, xj) = ψ1 + ψ2 exp

{

−
1

2

d
∑

k=1

(xki − xkj)
2

w2
k

}

(3.12)

We can use the resulting prior to make inferences about future geologic observations from a set of
collected data. For a set of observationsX, given here in matrix form, we wish to predict values
at new locationsX⋆. The posteriorP (f(X⋆)|X,Y ) is normally-distributed according toN (µ̂, Σ̂).
Our actual observationsX,Y and predictionsf(X⋆) are jointly Gaussian so this distribution is
simply a conditional Gaussian. We introduce matrix subscript notationKXX⋆ to represent the
covariance function evaluated between the set of training pointsX and the novel locationsX⋆:

KXX⋆ =









κ(X1, X
⋆
1 ) κ(X1, X

⋆
2 ) . . . κ(X1, X

⋆
m)

κ(X2, X
⋆
1 )

. . . . . .
κ(Xn, X

⋆
1 ) . . . κ(Xn, X

⋆
m)









(3.13)

Following MacKay [31], the posterior mean̂µ of the predicted function at the new locations is
given by the Gaussian distribution after conditioning on the vector of training outputsY .

µ̂ = KX⋆X(KXX + σ2I)−1Y (3.14)
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Figure 3.3: Gaussian process regression with a dataset of6 training points. This plot shows the
MAP predictionµ̂. The dotted envelope shows the variance of the marginal prediction associated
with each location.

The posterior covariance matrix̂Σ is also derived from the conditional.

Σ̂ = KX⋆X⋆ +KX⋆X(KXX + σ2I)−1KXX⋆ (3.15)

In practice, the inversion is usually performed through Cholesky decomposition to ensure numeri-
cal stability [67]. Decomposing(KXX + σ2I) = LLT yields factors that can be back-substituted
to yield the solution.

Figure 3.3 shows a Gaussian process regression model applied to a small dataset of6 collected
observations. The dotted envelope illustrates the marginal prediction’s variance at with each loca-
tion in the input space. This is equivalent to the diagonal ofΣ̂, or alternatively, prediction variance
Σ̂ for each of many separate inferences over the independent locationsX⋆ along the horizontal
axis.

We can rewrite the MAP prediction mean as a linear combination of kernel evaluations weighted
by coefficients.

α = (KX,X + σ2I)−1Y (3.16)

µ̂ = KX⋆X α (3.17)

Equation 3.17 demonstrates that Gaussian process regression is is an example of a more general
class of nonparametric regression methods known aslinear smoothers[64]. Linear smoothers
predict new observations using a linear combination of kernel functions evaluated at the training
observations. We might worry that we have lost something in moving from a parametric form
(with arbitrary degrees of freedom) to a nonparametric model determined by a covariance function
containing only a handful of user-defined parameters. However, a powerful result, therepresenter
theorem[68], shows that for any given kernel the optimal regressionprediction must have the form
of equation 3.17 for a large class of regularized cost functions.
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For a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert SpaceH and a loss functionV (x, y), we aim to choose a
function f̂ that minimizes the regularized loss:

f̂ = argminf∈F

1

n

∑

i

V (f̂(xi), yi) + λ‖f̂‖2H (3.18)

Hereλ is a coefficient that penalizes complexity off̂ by weighting the function’s norm within the
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space. The optimal evaluation at a new pointf̂(x) is given by a linear
combination of kernel evaluations:

f̂(x) =
∑

i

αiκ(xi, x) (3.19)

Once one has identified a covariance function the unstructured problem of choosingf from an
infinite-dimensional space becomes a simple matter of computing the linear coefficient vectorα.
This yields the form of the predictive mean used in equation 3.14.

3.2.2 Learning Hyperparameters

Our discussion so far has ignored the issue of how to identifyhyperparameters of the covariance
function. We can fix covariance function hyperparameters inadvance, but in practice it is almost
always preferable to learn them directly from the data. Convention favors two approaches to hyper-
parameter learning in Gaussian process models. The first, a pure Bayesian approach, begins with
a prior distribution over hyperparameters and employs simulation strategies such as Markov Chain
Monte Carlo to characterize the distribution over hyperparameters. This distribution is inevitably
non-Gaussian.

Alternatively one can identify point estimates of hyperparameters using an evidence maximiza-
tion (maximum likelihood) approach. The general approach is one of gradient descent. In theory
this is susceptible to local minima, but we find that these arerare in practice for the Gaussian co-
variance function. Moreover, gradient descent methods offer a substantial speed advantage which
makes them suitable for on-line learning by a remote agent during exploration.

For simplicity of notation we introduceQ representing the noise-perturbed covariance matrix
of training observations.

Q = KXX + σ2I (3.20)

The data likelihoodL(X,κ) for the squared exponential covariance function has the following
general form [20]:

L(X,κ) = −
1

2
log detQ−

1

2
Y TQ−1Y −

n

2
log 2π (3.21)

The likelihood gradient with respect to any hyperparameterψ can be written:

∂L(X,κ)

∂ψ
= − 1

2Trace(Q−1 ∂Q
∂ψ ) + 1

2y
TQ−1 ∂Q

∂ψQ
−1y (3.22)
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This requires the partial derivatives of the noise-perturbed covariance matrixQ with respect to
each parameter of equation 3.2.1. The partials of an elementQij with respect to the constant and
proportional termsψ0 andψ1 are the following:

∂Qij
∂ψ0

= 1 (3.23)

∂Qij
∂ψ1

= exp

{

−
1

2

d
∑

k=1

(xki − xkj)2

w2
k

}

(3.24)

The requirements of the geologic mapping task complicate the learning of length scalesw. Often
the subsets of input dimensions corresponding to spatial directions aremutually isotropic. In other
words, smoothing is equivalent in all spatial directions. If there is no reason to believe that our cho-
sen spatial coordinate frame is particularly special, or reflects some structure in the environment,
then we should use a single length scale parameter to force equal smoothing along all spatial di-
mensions. A length-scale parameter responsible for a set ofinput dimensionsD has the following
partial derivatives:

∂Qij
∂w

= ψ1 exp

{

−
1

2

d
∑

k=1

(xki − xkj)2

w2
k

} [

∑

k∈D

(xki − xkj)
2

]

1

w3
(3.25)

These permit us to calculate the likelihood gradient of equation 3.22.
After finding the likelihood gradient with respect to each hyperparameter we perform an itera-

tive ascent of the likelihood function. Simple gradient ascent can take many iterations to converge;
it is generally preferred to use conjugate gradient strategies that preserve gains from previous iter-
ations [69]. Accordingly we use an iterative approximationto find conjugate gradient directions.
The Polak-Ribière method perturbs the gradient at each time step after the first:

dirt = ∇L(X,κt)− βt∇L(X,κt−1) for (3.26)

The value forβt is given by the following expression:

βt =
∇L(X,κt)(∇L(X,κt)−∇L(X,κt−1))

‖∇L(X,κt−1‖2)
(3.27)

We perform a line search along the conjugate gradient direction to maximizeL(X,κ) and recom-
pute the conjugate gradient from the new hyperparameter values. This method offers a substantial
speed improvement over simple gradient descent strategies; it converges in a handful of iterations.
We avoid local maxima by restarting the optimization at random locations in the hyperparameter
space.

3.3 Stationary and Nonstationary Environments

The squared exponential covariance function isstationary, meaning that the relationship between
two locations’ posterior predictions depends only on the locations’ relative positions. Covariances
are independent of the absolute location in the input space.This is apparent from Equation 3.2.1 in
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whichκ(xi, xj) changes based on the relative distance along each input dimension. In other words,
the covariance function presumes a constant rate of change throughout the environment.

Thanks to their simplicity and generality, these stationary covariance functions pervade spa-
tial modeling research. Nevertheless their assumptions donot necessarily apply to the remote site
survey domain. Geology often violates the constant change requirement. Typical terrain classifica-
tions concern contiguous masses or units of material with common physical properties. These units
often weather and transporten masse, resulting in homogeneous regions with sharp discontinuities.
The geologic map of image 1.1 evidences these surface units separated by clean borders.

Second, stationary covariance functions carry strong implications for adaptive sampling. The
discussion of Chapter 4 will show several useful adaptive observation strategies that depend exclu-
sively on the covariance matrix of the posteriorP (f(X⋆)|X,Y ). In particular, the covariance ma-
trix fully determines information-gain approaches to observation selection, so experimental-design
strategies will require considerable attention to the second-order properties of the posterior distri-
bution. Surprisingly, stationary covariance implies a periodic sampling strategy which removes any
benefit from adaptive data collection. This implies that thestandard covariance assumptions may
be inadequate for the site survey task.

Here we discuss modifications to the stationary models to address these shortcomings. We will
consider alternative nonstationary covariance functionsas well aslatent inputmethods that use
additional input dimensions to describe nonstationary geologic phenomena.

3.3.1 Nonstationary Covariance Functions

A simple case with synthetic data elucidates the differencebetween nonstationary and stationary
covariance. Consider the function portrayed in Figure 3.4.Here the underlyingf(x) is a simple
step discontinuity. We perturb it using additive Gaussian-distributed observation noise. The result
is a highly nonstationary environment composed of two homogeneous legs and a boundary with
a high rate of change. The ideal model should reflect the fact that predictions at two locations on
either side of the boundary are loosely related, while two similarly-spaced points on the same side
of the boundary have predictions that covary strongly.

The image at upper left models the step using a standard stationary squared exponential co-
variance function. We train covariance function hyperparameters using maximum likelihood. The
resulting hyperparameters must compromise between estimating the smooth and discontinuous re-
gions. This undersmoothes in the homogeneous areas and oversmoothes at the discontinuity. A
dotted line shows prediction variance (rescaled for easy visualization). Prediction variance is de-
termined completely by the density of the data, with high uncertainty near the periphery but not at
the boundary.

The image at upper right shows an alternative model utilizing a nonstationary covariance func-
tion. Here our method is inspired by the work of Paciorek [70], who enables nonstationary covari-
ance by allowing the length scale parameters to vary over theinput space. The idea is to parame-
terize the length scales of the Gaussian kernel using a function of that point’s input location. The
covariance function for two pointsxi andxj in the input space is formed by the average of the
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Figure 3.4: Left: The noisy step function modeled with a stationary squared exponential covariance
function. The prediction variance, normalized to improve clarity, is shown by the dotted line; it
indicates high uncertainty near the periphery of the data. Right: Nonstationary covariance functions
using locally-varying length scales. The red circles illustrate the maximum-likelihood relative
length scales for different locations in the input space.

variance parameterswi andwj at each of the two locations. Limiting the kernel to a single inde-
pendent dimension (as in a time series model) the resulting covariance function, with a normalizing
constantZ, is:

κ(xi, xj) = ψ1 + ψ2
1

Z
exp











−
1

2

d
∑
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(xi − xj)
2

(

wj+wi

2

)2











(3.28)

The covariance function for the training data is fully defined by a length scale parameter Pacoriek
shows that the result is a positive definite kernel function.

In order to evaluate the nonstationary function at a novel location one must identify length scale
parameters at the new location. Paciorek uses a latent Gaussian process to model smoothing param-
eters, and learns the resulting parameters through a MarkovChain Monte Carlo procedure. This
interpolates local length scales and permits extrapolation of local length scales outside collected
data. In contrast, we take the alternative approach of parameterizing the data likelihood in terms of
each independent length scale and identifying bandwidths using conjugate gradient descent. This
results in an additional covariance function parameter foreach training datapoint.

However, this nonstationary model employing local length scales is somewhat overparameter-
ized; it fits each local length-scale independently withoutregard to local continuity. In principle
we would like length-scale parameters to vary smoothly across the region, but evidence maxi-
mization provides noa priori support for this intuition. Thus the local length scales tend to be
noise-sensitive, differing greatly even between neighboring input points. A second issue is that in
order to make a prediction we must interpolate between datapoints to find an appropriate length
scale for novel inputs.
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A shortcoming of the local length-scale method related to the problem of overparameterization
is computational tractability. The number of free parameters increases in proportion to the number
of datapoints. The likelihood is closed-form for one-dimensional inputs, but higher-dimensions
require computationally-expensive MCMC estimation procedures. This makes them unsuitable for
any exploration tasks that require regular re-learning of multiple input dimensions.

We solve both problems simultaneously by applying a spline regression to the result of the
evidence-maximization procedure, treating length scalesas a smooth function of the input. The
B-spline [64] is another linear smoothing technique in which smoothed predictions at a new point
x are a linear combination ofn polynomial basis functionsβ(x), each weighted by coefficientsαj :

ŵ(x) =

n
∑

j=1

αjβj(x) (3.29)

Here eachβj is a polynomial interpolatingknot pointsplaced at the location of the training data.
Inversion of ann × n matrix supplies the appropriate coefficients for predicting ŵ(x) at a new
location. A smoothing parameterλ controls the degree of regularization. We determineλ using
bounded1D function optimization to minimize leave-one-out cross-validation error. The result is
a smoothly-varying local length scale that one can substitute into Equation 3.28.

The local length-scale method outperforms the stationary covariance function for the noisy step
function. In the image of Figure 3.4, red circles illustratethe smoothed local length scales which
shrink near the boundary to reflect the high rate of change. This lets the smoothing parameters
compensate between modeling the discontinuous boundary and the smooth outer periphery. It
results in a sharper step boundary and less “ringing” beyondthe step border.

Other methods for modeling nonstationary covariance involve warping the input space [71].
These share many of the advantages and disadvantages of locally-varying length scales. In particu-
lar, the requirement of expensive simulation methods for parameter inference motivates us to seek
alternatives.

3.3.2 Augmented Input Spaces

Additional input dimensions can create spatial nonstationarity without changing the form of the
covariance function. This method, pioneered by Pflingstenet al., augments ad-dimensional input
space with an additional value that separates training dataalong the new dimension [72]. Pflingsten
synthesizes a new input using the prediction of an auxiliaryregression model. The result is a
Gaussian Process in ad+ 1 dimensional input space that better reflects varying rates of change in
the original data.

Figure 3.5 illustrates this effect visually. Here observations are spaced at some distanced1 in
the original1-dimensional input space; data appears at regular intervals along the horizontal axis
representing the inputxi. This corresponds to a situation where the agent performs periodic sam-
pling. Due to stationarity thea priori covariance between any two adjacent points is equivalent.
Augmenting the input with a stationary prediction̂f(xi) forms a multivariate2-dimensional input
space where interpoint distances (such asd2 illustrated) vary between neighbors. This is not the
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Figure 3.5: Expanding the input space with a latent prediction of the output variable permits non-
stationary covariance by extending the distance between sample points along the new axis. Here
d1 is the constant distance between datapoints in the original1 dimensional input space.d2 is the
alternative distance computed in the1 + 1 dimensional input space augmented by the stationary
predictionf̂(xi).

same as crafting a nonstationary positive-definite Mercer kernel. Instead, we are literally embed-
ding the data in a new input space where it is better-suited tothe assumption of stationarity. The
result is a Gaussian process with respect to the augmented data, but not necessarily with respect to
the original raw input.

The raw prediction value itself suffices as a latent input, but it has the undesirable property
that the input space becomes sensitive to the scaling of the output variable. For this reason a
logit transform of the latent prediction improves stability [72]. We map the latent prediction to
the [−1, 1] interval using the logit function so that its scale is commensurate with the (rescaled)
input data, and append the result to the input space. The augmentation transforms the original
d-dimensional independent variablexi into an augmented version̄xi:

xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xid] (3.30)

x̄i =

[

xi1, xi2, . . . , xid, 1−
2ef̂(xi)

1 + ef̂(xi)

]

(3.31)

Finally, we train the hyperparameters of the main Gaussian Process model’s squared exponential
covariance function using the augmented input vectors. Here again we use the aforementioned
gradient descent procedure.

In practice nearly any regression or smoothing technique toestimatef̂(xi) offers some advan-
tage. Figure 3.6 shows three alternative regression models. The first is another Gaussian process
using a squared exponential covariance function. We train the latent model using gradient descent
and insert its MAP prediction̂µ(xi) into the input space of the main Gaussian process.

The second latent input technique appears at lower right. Here we use a cubic B-spline [64] to
smooth the input data and estimatef̂(xi) for all datapoints. This produces a smoothed prediction
that we re-scale and append to the input space of the main model.
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Figure 3.6: Upper Left: The noisy step function modeled witha stationary squared exponential
covariance function. Upper Right: the noisy step function modeled with the nonstationary method
of Pflingstenet al. Lower Left: latent input space generated spline smoothing regression. Lower
Right: latent input generated by local linear regression.
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Finally, we consider alocal linear regressionapproach that predictŝf(xi) by fitting a local
one-degree polynomial. In order to evaluate the function ata new prediction point we perform a
linear regression with training data weighted according toa local kernel function. The advantage to
this procedure is that, unlike Gaussian process and spline regression methods, it tends to perform
well at the extremes of the input space [64]. Local linear regression reduces boundary bias which
is important for exploration applications that habituallypredict observations near the periphery of
collected data.

Our local linear regression uses a Gaussian kernel that presumes a single length scale for all
input dimensions. This length-scale is initialized using the normal reference rule [64] to identify an
approximate range. Then, we tune it more precisely using bounded1D approximation, driven again
by squared cross-validation error. This produces an estimator f̂(xi) that we can use to reconstruct
the original dataset.

Regression predictions are not the only source of latent inputs for the site survey task. Explicit
predictions off̂(xi) can be superfluous if additionala priori measurements such as remote sensing
data is available. These spread the input points in the jointspace of positions anda priori observa-
tions, resulting in models that are spatially nonstationary. Choosing the number and type of latent
inputs is akin to a feature selection problem. Later chapters will investigate the use of orbital data
in this context; for now we will limit ourself to a single latent input f̂(xi) produced by the three
regression strategies described above.

3.3.3 Evaluation on Synthetic Data

A series of tests on synthetic data evaluate these stationary and latent-space models. These tests
provide an idealized case for comparing the behavior of the different covariance functions in sta-
tionary and nonstationary environments. Our first case considers the noisy step function portrayed
in figure 3.4. We generate data by assigning a random locationto the boundary discontinuity, and
produce latent inputs using various regression models to computef̂(xi). We produce performance
scores by evaluating the MAP estimateµ̂(xi) of the main Gaussian process prediction for each
datapoint and compute mean-squared reconstruction error using leave-one-out cross validation.

Table 3.1 shows the reconstruction error for 100 trials. Several trends are apparent. First, all
nonstationary methods outperform the stationary covariance model at reconstructing the underlying
step function. The ability to exhibit variable rates of change permits them to better model both the
step discontinuity and the areas of homogeneity.

As observation noise increases, so does the performance gap. Figure 3.7 shows reconstruction
performance as a function of noise, with error bars indicatingα = 0.05 confidence intervals. Much
of the reconstruction error is concentrated around the border. This is evidenced in Figure 3.8, which
shows reconstruction performance for the quintile of the input space centered on the discontinuity
itself. The average error of the stationary model is much higher here, corroborating our visual
intuition that the stationary covariance function is ill-suited to modeling the step.

It is also useful to examine the behavior of the different nonstationary models at the extremes.
Exploration tasks routinely involve inference at the sparse periphery of the data, so good extrapo-
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Figure 3.7: Reconstruction performance for the noisy step function using stationary and nonsta-
tionary methods for different noise values. 100 Trials. Error bars showα = 0.05 confidence
intervals for the mean.
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Figure 3.8: Reconstruction performance for the noisy step function for the quintile of the input
space centered on the step discontinuity.
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Figure 3.9: Extrapolation performance for the noisy step function for the quintile of the input space
centered on the right edge of the training data.

Covariance reconstruction discontinuity extrapolation

Stationary 0.09± 0.00 0.23± 0.01 0.27± 0.01
Latent GP 0.05± 0.00 0.11± 0.01 0.12± 0.01
Latent LLR 0.05± 0.00 0.19± 0.03 0.10± 0.00
Latent Spline 0.04± 0.00 0.16± 0.04 0.07± 0.00

Table 3.1: Mean absolute error in reconstruction for observations of the noisy step function (100
trials, noise = 0.150)

lation performance is important. Figure 3.9 shows reconstruction performance for the quintile of
the input space centered on the rightmost edge of the training points.

The locally-linear regression model satisfies our expectations about good boundary properties
- it properly extends the latent prediction according to thelocal polynomial fit. However, the latent
Gaussian process model performs surprisingly well here as well, especially at higher noise levels
where its length-scales grow longer. The B-spline extrapolates well when noise is low, but exhibits
bizarre and unpredictable behavior at high noise values.

A second series of trials evaluated the different covariance functions on a continuously-varying
environment where the assumption of stationarity holds better. Here we generate data sets by
sampling from a sine curve, and evaluate performance at reconstructing this function from noise-
perturbed observations. Unsurprisingly, the stationary covariance function has no significant dis-
advantage in this environment. The underlying function varies smoothly, and the stationary model
with fewer “degrees of freedom” actually offers better generalization performance than the latent-
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Figure 3.10: Reconstruction performance for the sine function using stationary and nonstationary
methods for different noise values. 100 Trials.

space alternatives. Figure 3.10 shows the reconstruction performance as a function of noise.
In summary, the synthetic data suggests latent inputs are a useful tool for extending basic sta-

tionary covariance functions to nonstationary environments. The latent predictions can come from
any source, such as a smoothing algorithm like local-linearregression or a separate Gaussian pro-
cess. Here, the modeling power comes at a cost — the additional flexibility can produce additional
error if f(x) is actually stationary. Regardless of the latent input’s source, the designer must be
attentive to the extrapolation and generalization properties of the model. The appropriate input
space for a particular task resembles a model selection question that is best addressed by standard
cross validation methods.

In the next section we will examine a true intelligent mapping scenario in which the latent input
is taken from remote sensing data that correlates with the desired observations.

3.4 Field Tests

Field data is ultimately necessary to evaluate the suitability of Gaussian process models for site
survey tasks. To this end we tested reconstruction error on more realistic data from field sources.
These tests demonstrate Gaussian process models that capture the spatial and cross-sensor correla-
tions of a rover traverse dataset.

The following section describes field data collection at Amboy Crater, a lava flow in Califor-
nia’s Mojave Desert. The rover employs its Visible Near-Infrared Reflectance Spectrometer and
learns to correlate the spectrometer signal with remote sensing data. The rover system begins with
virtually no prior information about the correlations between these data products; instead, it learns
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Figure 3.11: Left: An ASTER VIS/NIR image (band 1) shows the Amboy Crater lava field. The
field itself measures approximately 2km in length. Right: Geologic map from Hatheway show-
ing several distinct geologic units within the survey area on the East side of the lava flow. The
background image is a USGS Digital Orthophoto Quadrangle product.

the appropriate model parameters on the fly.
We begin with a brief overview of the geology of the Amboy Crater lava field. We describe

the specific exploration objectives and the experimental procedure for data collection. Analysis
of the rover data suggests that latent inputs in the form of remote sensing data offer a significant
benefit to the fidelity of automatically-generated surficialgeologic maps. They also demonstrate
that autonomous spectrum interpretation can recover the principal distinctions in surface material
that are apparent from visual inspection and remote sensingimagery.

3.4.1 The Amboy Crater Lava Field

Amboy Crater is a cinder cone crater in the Mojave Desert of California. It is surrounded by
basaltic lava flow of approximately70km2 in area that consists of layered vesicular pahoehoe lavas
deposited over several distinct volcanic events. Figure 3.11 shows an orbital view of the crater area
product from the ASTER instrument. The principal volcanic crater is clearly visible at the North
end of the flow; note also the characteristic “wind streak” extending East from the crater.

Amboy is especially interesting to planetary geologists because the flows may be analogous to
surfaces on the Moon and Mars [73]. Multiple studies over thepast several decades have inves-
tigated the flow for various purposes related to planetary science and exploration. Greeleyet al.
consider the wind streak as a possible analog of aeolian features visible in Mars remote sensing
data [73].
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Figure 3.12: Zoë at the Amboy Crater lava field, approachinga series of basalt lava mounds.

The site has also been used for engineering and technology development experiments. The
Marsokhod rover investigated Mars-relevant operational modes for remote science that incorpo-
rated techniques like regular command cycles and visual servoing [74]. Drop tests by Greeley and
Iversen tested penetrator sensors for a potential Mars exploration mission. Recently, the Hyperion
rover demonstrated mobility on the surface of the lava flow toshow feasibility of the design for
Lunar and Mars environments [75].

The flows themselves are generally composed of layered “platform units” with relatively flat
surfaces; it is thought that these are the result of stagnantdegassed lavas that cooled and solidified
with very little sideways motion. The surface of these flows bears a strong resemblance to the
planetary surfaces imaged by landers during the Viking mission.

Aeolian sediment deposits fill the low-lying areas throughout the flow. These sediment patches
become more prominent as one travels East. The basalt units near this Eastern edge of the flow
become progressively older [73]. Aeolian weathering processes are prominent, and sand-blasting
features are common. Figure 3.12 shows the east edge of the lava field where highly eroded basalt
mounds protrude from the sediment basin. Sparse vegetationis present throughout the area.

In contrast with the majority of the flow, which exhibits a fairly undifferentiated “hummocky”
surface, the lava platforms near the East edge are characterized by regular “collapse depressions”
with a distinctive circular shapes. Despite the name, it is possible that these depressions may have
been caused by inflation of a plastic crust around a gap in the flow. These Eastern flows halt
abruptly in a contact with the Bristol Lake Playa, with broken edges characterized by distinctive,
heterogeneous platform shapes (Figure 3.11).
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In this area the flow’s surface comprises several distinct geologic units; we concentrate our
studies in a particularly diverse area within the East end. Figure 3.11 (Left) shows its general
position within the flow. Figure 3.11 (Right) shows a closer view, with geologic unit boundaries
as identified by Hatheway and reprinted in Greeleyet al [76, 73]. Erosion is prominent along the
edges of the platform units; this, together with aeolian deposits into the depressed areas of the flow,
creates a distinctive terrain characterized by isolated basalt mound features.

This latter figure employs a USGS Digital Orthophoto Quadrangle (DOQ) data product [77].
DOQ images are produced by mosaicing visible-spectrum photography from aerial overflight that
has been registered to manually-placed ground control points and other known features. This re-
sults in a high registration accuracy. During our tests, we regularly observed registration accuracy
within the margin of error of our commercial GPS units.

The precise location of the geologic boundaries in figure 3.11 should be considered uncertain
due to the imprecise correlation between Hatheway’s original map and the high-resolution DOQ
data product. More significantly, it is unclear whether the platforms in this area all resulted from
the same volcanic event or whether they originate from multiple different flows.

Our studies at Amboy focus on the task of surficial mapping, i.e. charting the different units of
surface material present at various locations in the Eastern Amboy lava field. Relevant questions
for such an investigation might include:

• What is the nature and extent of the basalt “mound” features?Of which flows are they a
part?

• What is the nature of the erosion processes at work in the Eastern end of the lava flow?
Are the basalt platforms themselves homogeneous, or is there variation in weathering and
alteration processes across their surfaces?

• What is the relationship between orbital imagery and the morphology of the basalt platforms
as visible from surface sensors? In particular, how do the orbital images relate to the density
of the basalt, and the relative proportions in the mixture ofbasalt and sediment material that
is present at a given location?

While we cannot conclusively resolve these issues during the scope of a single field season,
they serve as important motivating questions suggesting several technology objectives which our
rover maps should achieve. The maps should encompass enoughterrain to contain meaningful
data about a large region that could potentially contain oneor more unit boundaries. The on-board
instruments should be sensitive to the various compositions of surface material, and the map should
tie these readings to appropriate remote sensing data.

The following experiments aim address these questions through a surficial mapping procedure
involving Infrared Reflectance Spectrometer deployed dynamically by a mobile rover platform.
The Gaussian process model learns the appropriate correlations between data products, extrapolat-
ing an MAP map estimate beyond the collected observations.
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3.4.2 Rover Instruments

The field tests at Amboy crater utilize the Zoë rover described previously in Chapter 2. As before
Zoë’s onboard science package includes a Visible Near-Infrared (VIS/NIR) reflectance spectrome-
ter that can collect data from distant targets under solar illumination. The spectrometer’s objective
lens, or foreoptic, mounts to a pan-tilt servo unit fixed to the rover mast. A calibration target
mounted to the deck provides a white reference to determine targets’ absolute reflectivities despite
lighting changes.

Basalt patches in this exploration area are dense enough to obviate the need for rock detection
or targeted spectroscopy. During normal operation the reflectance spectrometer aims at a fixed
−30◦ angle of declination at the ground directly in front of the rover. At this range its field of view
projects to an ellipse measuring approximately14 and6 centimeters along the long and short axes.
One can easily distinguish the two surface materials with their VISNIR spectra (Figure 3.13). The
Basalt is less reflective than the sediment, and exhibits a “bluer” signature with a larger proportion
of reflected light in the short visible wavelengths. The claysignature is more reflective with a
higher proportion of red components.

We perform several transformations on the raw spectrum to produce a geologic classification
for our predictive map. In practice the absolute reflectanceis a poor indicator because it drifts quite
quickly after calibration. Instead we extract an attributevector based on therelativeamplitudes of
five band windows chosen from the visible spectrum. The raw spectrometer data gives wavelengths
down to2500nm. Our windows span the range from350 − 1000nm, avoiding water absorption
bands while capturing the visible-spectrum diversity of surface materials. We average the signal
within each window, and re-scale the results to the[0, 1] interval. The result is a5D attribute vector
describing the shape of the spectrum in the visible and near-infrared.

To summarize, a spectral signal at locationx is given bys(x) = [s350(x), . . . s2500(x)]. We
produce the rescaled attribute vectors(x)rescaled:

sreduced(x) =
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 (3.32)

srescaled(x) =
sreduced(x)−min(sreduced(x)

max sreduced(x)−min sreduced(x)
(3.33)

Reflectance spectra of macroscopic mixtures are generally linear combinations of the compo-
nents [56]. In our case spectra describe a mixture of two physical materials (basalt and sediment)
and their intrinsic dimensionality is basically one dimensional. This corresponds to the first princi-
pal component of the5D vector. Linear dimensionality recovers the principal distinction to yield
the desired scalar observation: the basis derived from a linear projection that permits the best pos-
sible reconstruction of collected spectra. For the sample meanm(X) of all observed examples
srescaled(X), and the normalized first principal componentb(X) given by the principal eigenvector
of the covariance matrix of the mean-zero examples ofsrescaled(X), we compute:

y = (srescaled(x)−m(X))b(X) (3.34)
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Figure 3.13: Spectra of basalt (blue - bottom line) and clay (green - top line) at Amboy Crater under
solar illumination. High-noise ranges are caused by water absorption bands in the atmosphere.

A single-output Gaussian process — which predicts only scalar observations — can now model
these spectra effectively. This method does not require labeled samples or othera priori knowledge
about the spectra the robot will encounter. Instead, the rover identifies the principal distinctions on
the fly.

We will consider remote sensing data in addition to thein situ spectroscopy. Our experiments
use the remote sensing data product based on the USGS DigitalOrthophoto Quadrangle (DOQ).
This single-channel overflight image is sensitive in the visible spectrum [77]. The resolution of
DOQ data is1 meter per pixel, making it analogous to high-resolution instruments such as the
HiRISE camera [78]. Registration accuracy is negligible, but we apply a1-pixel Gaussian blur in
order to compensate for localization drift. This amounts toa low-pass filter that preserves coarse
information while excluding fine boundary detail that is likely to be inaccurate.

3.4.3 Procedure

During data collection the rover navigates between prescribed waypoints. It acquires spectra at
7 second intervals during forward motion, resulting in periodic measurements of surface mate-
rial from the rover path. An automatic servoing procedure re-optimized spectrometer calibrations
against white and dark references every7 minutes using the scripted sequence described in Chapter
2.3.2. This procedure, along with a concerted effort to perform runs at midday in good weather
conditions, helped minimize the effects of varying light levels on the spectroscopy data. Despite
these efforts there were occasional modulations of the spectrometer signal from clouds and other
atmospheric phenomena. Other outlier signals resulted from the rare instances where the spectrom-
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eter field of view fell on a salt deposit or a plant.
We draw our data from a series of traverses covering the “Bonnie and Clyde” site at the east end

of the Amboy lava field. The complete set of experiments included 20 traverse attempts over the
course of three days. From this set we will consider four representative traverses from three sep-
arate days. Our selection is based on several criteria. First, we will only consider traverses where
the rover finished the run in a timely fashion without significant operator intervention or navigation
errors. We will also exclude traverses that contain obviousmis-calibrations or for which abrupt
clouds lighting changes disrupt the spectrometer data. These four traverses constitute a representa-
tive mix of datasets that represented a diverse selection ofnavigation strategies, while representing
performance possibilities of a mature rover system operating under nominal conditions.

The traverses appear in Figure 3.14 - 3.25. They span an arrayof different navigation strategies,
including fixed coverage pattern and adaptive navigation strategies to be discussed in chapter 4. The
traverses are approximately 500m in length, and cover a terrain area approximately100m× 300m
in size. Trials were performed over the course of three days.The rover was fully autonomous
during the trials, each of which lasted approximately 20-30minutes.

Our analysis evaluates model predictions using the partialdatasets that are available to the rover
during the traverses. Each prediction trial corresponds toa particular rover location. For each trial
we construct a training set consisting of the previous70 observations and train Gaussian process
hyperparameters using maximum likelihood. Finally, the model extrapolates from the training set
to predict a future observation at a location several samples into the future. The only free parameter
is the observation noise, which we set manually to a value of0.1 for all tests.

We varied several experimental parameters during the trials. First, we tried various combina-
tions of input data. One trial’s input space consists only ofthe samples’ temporal positions in the
sequence, creating a time series problem similar to those ofthe previous section. A more sophisti-
cated model combines temporal position and remote sensing data.

In addition we tested each model on various prediction horizons. The far-horizon case inferred
distant observations 20 samples into the future, corresponding to distance up to 100 meters depend-
ing on the rover’s future trajectory. On the opposite extreme a near-term prediction estimated the
very next observation in the sequence. These tasks correspond roughly to different inference tasks
that the robot might be expected to perform during remote exploration: the distant prediction is
relevant to large-scale navigation issues while the proximal case is germane to issues of instrument
deployment for a nearby target.

3.4.4 Results

The first traverse followed an adaptive sampling strategy that resulted in a fairly even coverage of
the traverse area. Figure 3.14 (Left) plots the remote sensing data and the surface measurements
at each location. The color of each dot (from green to yellow)shows the scalar geologic class
derived from spectroscopy. Qualitatively, green corresponds to a high percentage of sediment while
yellow corresponds to high basalt signal. The unsuperviseddimensionality reduction procedure
automatically retrieves this distinction.
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Figure 3.14: First traverse from the “Bonnie and Clyde” site. Left: Spectrometer measurements
are overlayed on the DOQ orthophoto product that comprises the remote sensing data from the
experiments. The color of each dot (from green to yellow) shows scalar geologic class derived from
spectroscopy. Center: Map reconstruction using position information. Right: Map reconstruction
using position and DOQ data.
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Figure 3.15: Time series plot of spectrometer classifications and remote sensing data. The first
traverse exhibits a strong (r = 79) correlation.
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Figure 3.16: Left: Prediction performance plotted by lookahead distance. Right: Mean improve-
ment per trial in prediction accuracy using remote sensing data.
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Figure 3.17: Second traverse from the “Bonnie and Clyde” site. Left: Spectrometer measurements
overlayed on the DOQ orthophoto product. Center: Map reconstruction using position measure-
ments only. Right: Map reconstruction utilizing position and remote sensing data.
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Figure 3.18: Time series plot of spectrometer classifications and remote sensing data
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Figure 3.19: Left: Prediction performance plotted by lookahead distance. Right: Mean improve-
ment per trial in prediction accuracy using remote sensing data.
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Figure 3.20: Third traverse from the “Bonnie and Clyde” site. Left: Spectrometer measurements
overlayed on the DOQ orthophoto product. Center: Map reconstruction using position only. Right:
Map reconstruction utilizing position and remote sensing data.
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Figure 3.21: Time series plot of spectrometer classifications and remote sensing data
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Figure 3.22: Left: Prediction performance plotted by lookahead distance. Right: Mean improve-
ment per trial in prediction accuracy using remote sensing data.
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Figure 3.23: Final traverse from the “Bonnie and Clyde” site. Left: Spectrometer measurements
overlayed on the DOQ orthophoto product. Center: Map reconstruction using position only. Right:
Map reconstruction utilizing position and remote sensing data.
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Figure 3.24: Time series plot of spectrometer classifications and remote sensing data
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Figure 3.25: Left: Prediction performance plotted by lookahead distance. Right: Mean improve-
ment per trial in prediction accuracy using remote sensing data.
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Figure 3.14 (Center) shows the MAP map estimate using a Gaussian process model trained to
predict the spectral classification based only on the physical position of each sample. We extrap-
olate observed values to unobserved locations with the meanprediction estimate of the Gaussian
process at that location in the map given the entire set of spectrometer observations and their po-
sitions. The Gaussian process identifies a spatial correlation and extrapolates uniformly from the
sampling sites.

In contrast, the illustration at right shows the improved reconstruction gleaned by including
the DOQ remote sensing data product as a latent input. The model leverages the strong correlation
between its learned spectroscopy classification and the associated pixel intensity of the DOQ image.
This results in sharper boundaries and more faithful extrapolation. Note that the MAP prediction
falls to the mean value near the edges of the map. This occurs because spatial and remote sensing
correlations are both significant for this dataset. These locations are spatially removed from any
other samples, the model is “less certain” about its predictions in this area.

Figure 3.15 shows the same problem represented as a time series, with pixel intensity values
in the DOQ image and the spectrum classifications derived from spectroscopy. We normalize
both input dimensions so that the training data has mean zeroand unit standard deviation. The
distribution of terrain types is approximately bimodal, reflecting the two discrete surface unit types.
Time series plots show the sharp, discrete transitions fromone unit to the next as the rover travels
forward.

The center time series plot also shows interpolated values of f̂(x) from two Gaussian pro-
cess models using the temporal position of the sample as the input space. The red solid line is
the estimate generated by a stationary covariance model, and the blue dashed line indicates the
prediction resulting from an additional latent input from astationary Gaussian process prediction.
This demonstrates similar behavior to that of the noisy stepfunction; the latent input model does
a better job at following discrete state transitions. This benefit is not significant for reconstruction
error. Moreover, any visible difference between the predictions is further mitigated by the addition
of the DOQ remote sensing data. Since the DOQ data correlatesstrongly with the spectrometer
signal it functions as a latent input and renders the additional latent Gaussian process redundant for
capturing discrete boundaries.

There is a strong correlation (r = 0.75) between the rescaled orbital intensity values and spec-
trum classifications. This suggests that the autonomous spectrum classification procedure recovers
the environment structure reflected in qualitative observations and remote sensing data. The sys-
tem retrieves this distinction without any access to spectral libraries, reference samples, or explicit
hand-labeled supervised training data: the only human-selected component is the set of bandwidth
windows that comprise the uncompressed attribute vector.

Figure 3.16 (Right) shows the prediction performance for various lookahead distances. We cal-
culate mean absolute reconstruction error across all locations; error increases more or less mono-
tonically with extrapolation distance.

The Gaussian process gleaned a significant improvement fromthe addition of remote sensing
data. Figure 3.16 (Left) evidences this benefit; it shows themean per-trial improvement achieved
by augmenting the input space with remote sensing data. Remote sensing offers considerable
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Figure 3.26: Spectrometer readings correlate strongly with remote sensing data in each of the four
runs. Upper Left: First traverse. Upper Right: Second traverse. Lower Left: Third traverse. Lower
Right: Fourth traverse.

Traverse Number of Samples Correlation Coefficient p-value

1 186 0.79 p < 0.01

2 184 0.84 p < 0.01

3 224 0.75 p < 0.01

4 130 0.75 p < 0.01

Table 3.2: Autonomous interpretation of spectra produces aclassification value that correlates
strongly with the normalized albedo of the DOQ image in each of the four runs.
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improvement near the rover, with benefits peaking for a prediction 2 samples into the future. The
latent input continues to offer significant improvements upto 6 samples forward, after which the
sample is presumably too far away in the joint position/remote sensing space to benefit from the
accumulated data.

Figures 3.4.3 through 3.25 show similar results for the remaining three traverses. The different
paths result from coverage patterns and adaptive sampling routines that were occasionally perturbed
by navigation errors. However, all traverses cover the sameapproximate area in the lava field.
The sequence lengths range from140 to 220 images. In each case the addition of remote sensing
data significantly improves the map reconstruction result (assuming normally-distributed error, and
α = 0.05) for model predictions beyond2 steps ahead. We conclude that spatial and remote sensing
data can both contribute to the fidelity of model predictions.

Each of the traverses shows a strong correlation between theautonomously-derived spectrum
classes and the remote sensing pixel intensity (Figure 3.26). Plotting these two values reveals
strong linear correlation (Table 3.2. It also provides visual evidence of bimodality, reflecting the
two distinct terrain types present in the traverse area.

Navigation images from the traverse reaffirm that the principal component analysis approach to
spectrometer classification accurately matches the qualitative interpretation of terrain types. Figure
3.27 shows mean and extreme observations from the final traverse, along with context images illus-
trating the terrain at each location. Here the spectrometerview touches the area in the right/center
of each image. The mean image has a lower reflectivity; it is unclear whether this is due to the
rover shadow or the sparse basalt visible to the right. The extreme values correspond to archetypal
examples of thick sediment and thick basalt.
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Figure 3.27: Extreme and mean observations from the traverse of Figure with associated images
and spectra. We exclude noisyH2O absorption bands near1350, 1850, and2350nm.
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Chapter 4

Adaptive Data Collection

The field excursion and field class need not be concerned with apredetermined orga-
nization of observation, such as is contained in a synoptic map legend. Leads aplenty
... will turn up in the course of walking, seeing, and exchange of observation. — C.
O. Sauer,The Education of a Geographer[58]

Science autonomy is motivated by resource bottlenecks — limits on time, energy, or band-
width that preclude exhaustive sampling. These limits may take the form of hard constraints or
incremental costs that score against the value of detected data. Theaction selectioncomponent
chooses actions to improve an expected utility function related to the science value of the down-
linked data and the cost of acquisition and transmission (Figure 4.1). This chapter addresses action
selection strategies for adaptive data collection.

We begin by formalizing the data collection and transmission task. We present adecoupled
solution which treats data collection and transmission as two separate, sequential optimization
problems. Then we address the question of a suitable reward function for quantifying science value
and survey previous science value metrics. A survey of the literature reveals a variety of options,
including classic approaches such as “target signatures” and “representative sampling.” These have
met with considerable success in their own domains, but are less than ideal for geologic site survey.

Instead we advocate an approach grounded in information theory. Our science value function
treats remote exploration as an experimental design or active learning problem. Here the science
value of a new observation is determined by the information it provides over parameters of the
spatial model. Specifically we use aspatial designstrategy that seeks subsets of observation sites
that maximizes information gain about unobserved locations subject to resource constraints or in-
cremental costs.

Simulated and field scenarios demonstrate active decision making that leverages map predic-
tions to improve exploration efficiency. We use our science value functions for constrained sam-
pling along a linear transect. We then introduce acorridor explorationscenario in which a rover
plans paths to investigate a 2-dimensional exploration area. A recursive path planning strategy
identifies informative paths that maximize science objectives based on the spatial modes we have

83
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Figure 4.1: “Action selection” computes favorable collection and transmission actions.

considered in the previous section.
Finally, we demonstrate the use of adaptive science-drivennavigation in real time on a field

rover. Our approach permits adaptive kilometer-scale traverse at the Amboy Crater site. The rover
is capable of learning to interpret spectrometer data products on the fly. This constitutes a complete
closed-loop science autonomy system that discovers the principal variations in surface material and
their relationship to remote sensing data.

4.1 Objective Functions for Remote Exploration

Meaningful resource allocation decisions require that theagent evaluate the science value of can-
didate datasets. We defineA to be the space of all possible collected data products. An element
from A includes the raw data itself and any associated metadata — such as the instrument status,
and the time and location of acquisition — required to interpret the observation. For instance, data
products could include images, spectra or other science measurements. Action selection evaluates
data setsA consisting ofn items fromA.

A = [a1, a2, . . . an], ai ∈ A (4.1)

The complete exploration procedure consists of two sequential stages (Figure 4.2). HereΘ repre-
sents unknown parameters of the explored environment that generate the observed features. In the
initial collectionphase the explorer agent collects a series of observations represented by the setA.
In the secondtransmissionphase the agent transmits a subsetA′ of these observations to scientists.

This two-phase description simplifies several aspects of remote exploration. By characterizing
exploration as a piecewise process with a single discrete communications opportunity we preclude
continuous or opportunistic communications. We must also disregard future activities beyond the
next transmission phase. However, these simplifications are reasonable for our problem domain.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the remote exploration task consisting of sequential data collection and
transmission phases.

Each communications opportunity is a chance for scientiststo change the agent’s behavior so plans
over longer intervals are subject to obsolescence from new mission goals. Moreover, our scenario
still captures the essential resource constraints that characterize remote exploration in general. The
examples referenced in the introduction suggest that the use of discrete, sequential exploration
and transmission stages pervades robot exploration in terrestrial and planetary science. Planetary
exploration in particular favors discrete windows due to the periodic orbits of relay spacecraft and
prescheduled timesharing on the Deep Space Network.

Our treatment makes another useful simplification, disregarding the general encoding problem
of how to compress the data products themselves. Instead we will presume that the individual
data products are the atomic elements of the transmission stage, and that each is associated with a
fixed bandwidth cost. We should note that researchers have considered the more general problem
of science-driven data product compression. For example, they have produced images that have
higher resolution in areas of science interest [79]. This isbeyond the scope of our work, as data
product compression methods are highly dependent on the form of the data itself. Moreover, flight
systems generally compress each data product independently using domain-specific algorithms.
This benefits the designers that can address different data products independently, and scientists
that can presume a required level of fidelity for each data product. Our method can easily accom-
modate the variable costs associated with differently-sized data products, and such formulations are
common in the experimental design literature [80]. We consider the simpler case here for clarity.

4.1.1 Coupled and Decoupled Solutions

The overall objective concerns a value functionU that one can decompose into reward and cost
terms [60]. A reward functionR(A,A′) maps the sets of collected and transmitted data to a scalar
score,R(A,A′) : An → R. We includeA to reflect that the value of returned data may depend
on its relationship to the entire set of collected data. The use of a scalar reward score subsumes
a wide range of other relevant science value classifications; scalar scores permit rank orderings of
datasets, as well as binary “good / bad” classifications (provided a suitable threshold).

An observation costLO(A) is a scalar value accounting for resource requirements (like en-
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ergy and time) required to collect the dataset. Similarly, transmission costLT (A′) accounts for
bandwidth limits. The remote explorer aims to improve a utility functionU(A,A′) given here as a
function of the transmitted dataA′.

U(A,A′) = R(A,A′)− LO(A) − LT (A′) for A′ ⊆ A (4.2)

The subset constraint creates a significant challenge. The explorer chooses a downlinkA′ using
theentiresetA that results after completing the data collection stage. This makes the contribution
of each individual data product difficult to determine untilall measurements are finished. During
data collection, the agent must solve the entire joint collection and transmission optimization in
order to evaluate any single observation. It must consider all the potential returned subsets of data
that it will later collect. For example, the agent may decideto forgo collection of informative data
products because they will not complement future data that would be included in the downlink.

We denote the optimal solution to thiscoupledobservation/transmission problem with a sub-
script c. The solution defines a set of collected observationsAc and transmission subsetsA′

c that
maximize the joint utility functionU(A,A′). During data collection the agent optimizes the ex-
pected utility of collected observations, considering allof the potential downlinks.

Ac = argmaxAE[R(A,A′)− LO(A)− LT (A′)] for A′ ⊆ A (4.3)

The joint optimization overA andA′ requires integrating over all possible values of data that
will be collected before initiating the transmission phase. We desire more tractable approximate
solutions to the joint collection and transmission problem. Consider the case where we substitute
a new reward function: a sum of sequential observation and transmission terms, where the reward
ascribed to the transmitted data is contingent only on that data that was collected.

R(A,A′) ≡ RO(A) +RT (A′) (4.4)

The agent can approximate an optimal solution by optimizingobservation and transmission reward
sequentially. We will use the termdecoupledto describe this class of exploration tasks, and denote
the decoupled solution with the subscriptd:

Ad = argmaxA E[RO(A) − LO(A)] (4.5)

A′
d = argmaxA′ E[RT (A′)− LT (A′)], A′

d ⊆ Ad (4.6)

The agent pursuing this value function computes data collection actions while disregarding the
transmission budget. This results in a solution set of observationsAd. Only later, during the
transmission phase, does the agent assemble a transmissionsubsetA′

d. We summarize the basic
procedure in Algorithm 1.

The form of Equation 1 suggests that there are important parallels between data collection and
return objectives. Nevertheless, this chapter will focus exclusively on the problem of data collection
and reserve the selective data return task for Chapter 5. Ourbasic decoupled data collection strat-
egy is the following. Based on the current Gaussian process hyperparameters, the agent chooses
observationsA to maximize a utility function where reward is based on the observations’ informa-
tion gain. Then during data collection, it periodically reestimates hyperparameters by training on
the set of collected data and regenerates the experimental plan for the remaining resource budget.
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Objective: maxA,A′⊆AR(A,A′)− LO(A) − LT (A′);
for data collectiondo

Ad ← argmaxAE [RO(A)− LO(A)];
for data returndo

A′
d ← argmaxA′E

[

RT (A′)− LT (A′)
]

;

Figure 4.3: Decoupled approach to data collection and transmission.

Before describing the particulars of the algorithm we will survey previous efforts in assessing
science value, formulating suitable reward functions, andresolving the optimization problem that
results.

4.2 Previous Work in Adaptive Data Collection

Practical issues of quantifying science value make the reward functionRO(A) difficult to specify.
Combinations of data products could yield arbitrary co-dependencies, redundancies, and syner-
gistic effects. For example, a reflectance spectrum might becomplementary with visual data or
redundant with respect to other data products. The space of potential collected datasets,An, is
invariably too large to enumerate all these interactions. The principle challenge of representing sci-
ence value is to approximateRO(A) using factorizations that are tractable yet accurately capture
the basic structure of the scientists’ preferences.

Another difficulty is the inherent subjectivity of science value judgments. Preference elicita-
tion surveys suggest that scientists can disagree significantly over the science value of collected
data. Their independent mission goals may not map cleanly toa scalar reward score. Smithet al.
surveyed a group of scientists during simulations of remoterover operations in the Atacama Desert
[18]. The survey queried scientists about their preferences for different sets of surface images, and
found considerable discrepancies between individuals. While scientists often professed similar
preference orderings, they usually provided different rationales. Some preferred wide-field images
that would provide the best information about where to travel next. Others looked for distinctive
novel, unexpected features such as shadows or rock piles.

Other blind studies in planetary geologists’ preferences for image sets have uncovered qualita-
tively similar results [81, 29]. Human scientists’ value assessments may rely on current hypotheses
of interest, short term objectives, or personal familiarity with the instrument. We desire reward
functions that make these assumptions as explicit as possible.

On the other hand, we do not want the reward function to be so finely-tuned to the anticipated
observations that it precludes serendipitous discoveries. In surface exploration to date, many of the
most significant revelations involved unanticipated phenomena: consider the “blueberries” of the
Opportunity landing site [82], Martian “dust devils” [83],and the foreground motion phenomenon
recently evidenced in Mars Exploration Rover images [83]. These discoveries imply that the re-
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Figure 4.4: Right: Periodic sampling strategy used in Atacama Desert rover astrobiology tests.
Image from [84].

ward function should beadaptive; in other words, it should reflect trends and anomalies in the
environment and not simply thea priori judgment of scientists. We desire formal methods for
balancing this goal against the fidelity of our value function to scientists’ expressed preferences.

4.2.1 Periodic Sampling

Periodic samplingis a common data collection strategy in which the agent makesobservations
that evenly cover the explored space. This is not a science reward functionper se, and does not
require any onboard data analysis. For this reason it is usedas the default procedure in most
remote exploration tasks and pervades previous site surveywork. Periodic sampling strategies are
appropriate when the task requires a dense feature map, or toproduce an unbiased sample for
statistical comparisons between sites. We will use periodic sampling as a baseline strategy for the
comparative experiments that follow.

Often remote site surveys use periodic sampling along a “transect,” or standardized straight line
path across a site. Rover expeditions to the Atacama desert,Chile provide a typical example [8].
These tests simulated site survey operations for planetaryexploration with the Zoë rover platform
[7, 33, 84]. The science goals were to characterize the distribution of life in the harsh desert
environment, paralleling future astrobiology missions tothe Mars surface. Scientists used remote
sensing data to choose over-the-horizon navigation waypoints, and uploaded each day’s traverse in
a daily command cycle [51].

The rover carried a microscopic imaging instrument designed to detect chlorophyll fluorescence
and identify photosynthetic organisms. Remote scientistsdeployed the instrument according to a
Standard Periodic Sampling Unit, or SPSU [62]. The SPSU consisted of 7 measurements taken at
30m intervals along a transect. The first and final sampling locations in the traverse employed a
“full sample” that included more informative photosynthetic dyes with a long incubation period.
Periodic sampling provided a consistent set of measurements that facilitated comparisons between
locales.

The farming patternis a two-dimensional generalization of the transect that attempts to cover
an area of interest with evenly-spaced measurements. This strategy has been used for construct-
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Figure 4.5: Farming patterns for rover site survey. left: Site survey of Haughton Crater; image
from [6]. Right: Farming pattern for meteorite search in thesearch for Antarctic meteorites; image
from [85].

ing dense maps with ground-penetrating radar during rover expeditions at Haughton Crater [6].
Here the application was not science-driven but rather a characterization of soil structure for base
construction and engineering. This required dense, uniform coverage of the site (Figure 4.5 Left).
Farming patterns were also used during the Robotic Antarctic Expedition [25]. The robot searched
for rocks by traveling in parallel tracks that covered a fixedregion of the Antarctic plateau [85].
In this manner operators could be sure that the robot had completely searched the exploration area
(Figure 4.5 Right).

4.2.2 Target Signatures

Thetarget signaturesapproach responds to observations through on-board data analysis. It pursues
specific, predefined phenomena of interest [10]. Formally the target signature is a predefined subset
of data products,T ⊂ A, where the value function favors elements fromT . OftenT is simply a
the set of target features with a specific classification. This reduces the science value function to a
series of independent binary-valued questions: “is a target feature present, or not?” The value of
the entire dataset is directly proportional to the number oftarget data products that are present.

The target signature reward functionRTARGET(A) totals the scores of each independent data
product. We use the indicator functionIT (a) to represent membership of the data producta to the
target signature setT . The reward function decomposes as follows:

RTARGET(A) =
∑

a∈A

IT (a) where IT (a) =

{

1 a ∈ T
0 a /∈ T

(4.7)

A common variant [10, 86] uses several target signature classes{T1, T2, . . . , Tm} where each class
Ti is associated with a different reward coefficientwi ∈ R. The total score for the data packet is
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Figure 4.6: Flowchart of the target signature strategy for chlorophyll followup in Atacama rover
tests [18].

equal to the sum of weighted value scores for each data product:

RTARGET(A) =

m
∑

i=1

wi

∑

a∈A

ITi
(a) (4.8)

The target signature approach has several advantages. Notethat the value of the dataset is
independent of the actual explored environment. Explorer agents might only see a small portion
at a time, but they can determine the science value of a dataset with no penalty for this partial
knowledge. Optimizing datasets involving multiple weighted target signatures is straightforward.
The agent can evaluate the overall science value without considering interrelationships between
data products, so the task of choosing data products to fit a resource budget is a “knapsack” problem
with tractable solutions [87].

If feature detection and classification is robust, then the target signatures approach yields be-
havior that is conceptually simple for the user to predict. This facilitates both parameter elicitation
and retrospective interpretation of system behavior. The target signature approach suggests a “trea-
sure hunt” metaphor for the remote science, and it is a natural match when scientists are interested
in a specific predefined phenomenon that is known to be rare or transient.

Field-deployed systems have demonstrated performance improvements from applying the tar-
get signatures approach to data collection. The aforementioned Atacama project compared peri-
odic sampling to target signature that favored images containing desert organisms [84, 18]. Here
the rover analyzed the output of each sample and triggered additional dye measurements only when
the simpler tests showed evidence of life 4.6. Researchers noted a significant improvement in the
number of dye-based life detection observations returned by adaptively-triggered measurements.

The Earth Observing 1 (EO-1) project deployed a target signature algorithm to an Earth-
orbiting spacecraft as a part of the Autonomous Sciencecraft Experiment, or ASE [88, 41, 89].
In a typical ASE scenario, scientists specify a specific listof science targets which the spacecraft
would monitor with regular imagery. The appearance of target phenomenon, such as a fresh lava
flow from a target volcano, results in the spacecraft planning additional followup observations. An
onboard planner, CASPER, schedules additional observations while respecting time, memory and
power constraints. As the first comprehensive science autonomy system in flight, EO-1 demon-
strated the feasibility of the target signature approach and captured several of the desired events.
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Target signatures are also germane to the downlink selection we will address in the following
chapter. The Mars Exploration Rovers employ target signatures in detecting and returning images
of atmospheric phenomena [90, 83]. A pixel-differencing operation identifies dynamic atmospheric
features like clouds and dust devils in images. This lets therover capture long sequences of im-
ages and return those that contain the desired features. Theprocedure maximizes the number of
appearances of the target signature for a given fixed-size downlink budget.

While the target signatures approach has conceptual and practical advantages, some obvious
limitations prevent its application in more complex science tasks such as site survey. Site survey
involves characterizing a remote environment rather than simply seeking some predefined phe-
nomenon. This implies that the reward function is contingent on the actual state of the environ-
ment. Field geologists performing site surveys regularly change their sampling to avoid redundant
information; they must react to trends in spatial distribution, geologic class, and cross-sensor corre-
lations. However, existing implementations of target signature rewards are inherently non-adaptive.

Similarly, the total value of a dataset is often quite different than the sum of its component
features. Since contextual evidence — the scientist’s prior expectations for the site, recent data
from neighboring locales and coincident sensors — is essential to interpret new data products,
single data products seldom carry sufficient information todetermine their own science value.
Scientists may find it counterintuitive to assign numericalvalue scores to isolated, independent
features. There is no “optimal answer” so scientists with the same goals and assumptions might
disagree over parameter settings.

Revisions to the target signatures schemes posit additional reward discounts and thresholds to
account for each of these shortcomings. Additions proposedby Smithet al. introduce a maximum
quantity for any single feature in the downlink or a minimum distance between samplings of a
particular feature [86]. The additions address some failure modes at the cost of additional compli-
cations in the parameter-setting process. For example, thedistance threshold may encode implicit
assumptions like the spatial continuity of the environment. If the actual spatial structure differs
from the presumed one — more homogeneous or irregular — then the onboard science decisions
may be poor. In contrast, our adaptive exploration strategywill base rewards on an explicit statis-
tical model of the environment structure. Learning model parameters on the fly ensures that the
robot’s behavior reflects the discovered structure of the environment.

4.2.3 Action Selection with Target Signatures

Target signatures lend themselves to straightforward action selection strategies. One natural so-
lution treats science autonomy as consisting of occasional, opportunistic departures from a pre-
planned command sequence, with a fixed reward for each opportunistic action. The OASIS project
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory demonstrated one such system which gathered data on rocks
in a Mars-like test environment [10, 12]. Here onboard data analysis module identified rocks in
rover navigation imagery and matched them against target profiles supplied by scientists. When a
match was found, the data analysis module signaled the onboard planner with a new “science data
request.” This token entered the rover’s daily plan as a new action.
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The planner, based on the CASPER architecture, incorporated each science data request into
the rover’s daily plan while respecting mission constraints on time, energy, and the desired end-
of-day location. A series of rigorous tests demonstrated rovers’ abilities to identify interesting
rocks and divert from their pre-scheduled path to approach these new targets. After completing
the opportunistic data collection the rover returns to the original path. More recently, researchers
demonstrated interrupt-driven plan alteration and repairin the context of geologic anomalies for
the SARA science agent, a project underway with potential applications to the ESA Exomars rover
[17]. Both cases were simplified somewhat by the fact that therover did not generally have to
weigh competing observation opportunities. There was no explicit treatment of detection noise. In
other words, they assumed that each observed target signature match was correct.

An alternative to opportunistic autonomy is a branching command sequence that chooses from
among scientist-specified alternatives. This restricts the scope of decision-making to discrete deci-
sion points. An example is the contingent planner/scheduler architecture (CPS) [91]. This planning
system was developed along with a contingent rover planninglanguage to guide science operations
during Mars exploration. A ground-based planner would specify a contingent plan in terms of a se-
ries of branching possibilities. During execution an onboard executive follows the relevant branch
of the plan.

Another recent development in planning for robot planetaryscience is a strategy for action
selection and reordering in situations with oversubscribed resources [92]. A planner based on
this strategy was recently demonstrated in autonomous instrument placement tasks for a Mars
exploration scenario [15]. Here a group of humans and robotsselected targets for followup analysis
while another robot performed visual servoing and instrument deployment.

Recent work at the Carnegie Mellon Robotics Institute integrated a Partially-Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) representation [93, 18]. The POMDP planner considers observation
uncertainty explicitly. Experiments demonstrated a simulated autonomous science environment
where a rover attempted to verify surface targets from probabilistic orbital data. The rover navi-
gated along an exploration corridor while moving only forward — thus, an ill-advised approach to
one possible target might preclude following up on other nearby targets.

Several trial runs compared the performance of a rover equipped with a POMDP planner
against purely reactive exploration strategies. By balancing the immediate benefits of pursuing
a nearby target with observation uncertainty and long-termplans, the POMDP planner verified tar-
gets more efficiently than the reactive alternative. By anticipating future observation opportunities,
the POMDP planner was able to keep the rover in an advantageous position to take advantage of an-
ticipated targets. The work suggests that an explicit modelof observation uncertainty can improve
science autonomy performance. Moreover, it underscores the value of generative spatial models to
predict collected data.

In general the experiments of Smithet al. complement the work we will present here. Smith
considers a discrete state/action space with a fixed number of possible observations. In contrast,
the Gaussian process formulation permits point features atarbitrary locations in a continuous state
space of arbitrary dimensionality. Our approach will disregard issues of partial observability; we
do not, for instance, take into account the ability of futuremeasurements to influence model pa-
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rameters. Instead, we focus on action selection in a spatialmodel so that the reward adapts over
time to discovered spatial and cross-sensor trends.

4.2.4 Representative Sampling

Unlike target signatures,representative sampling[10, 86] aims to producefaithful datasets. It
assumes that scientists are interested in the diversity of data products; they attempt to include
archetypal examples that best represent the full range of features in the environment.

Recall that each data productai is associated with a vector of independent attributesxi ∈ X .
For a setV = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}, vi ∈ X of potential observations, the preferred subsetAminimizes
the distance of eachvi to its nearest observation.

RREPRES(A) =
∑

vi∈V

min
xi∈X

|xi − vi|
2 (4.9)

Note that if we definexi to be the physical location of the data product, the best solution is periodic
sampling in the spatial domain. On the other hand, ifxi represents one or more prior observations
then representative sampling favors an even distribution of observations from these attributes. For
example, consider the decision of where to deploy a spectrometer, wherexi is a preliminary visual
classification. Scientists wanting a representative sample could use this reward function to identify
good spectrometer targets based on visual similarity.

The k-means algorithm [31] provides a local optimum to Equation 4.9. K-means seeks a clus-
tering that minimizes the distance of each datapoint to its cluster centroid. A variational fitting
procedure iteratively assigns each locationvi to its Euclidean-nearest class, and recalculates cluster
centroids to be the means of their associated datapoints [69]. After several iterations, the algorithm
converges to a local minimum of the error function: a mixturemodel that constitutes a compressed
representation of the dataset. The algorithm’s only free parameter is the number of clusters. One
can set this value either by model selection techniques (cross-validation or an appropriate substitute
[64]). Alternatively, resource constraints may determinethe number of collected data products and
therefore the appropriate number of clusters.

In practice representative sampling methods can employ nearly any unsupervised data clus-
tering technique. After clustering potential observations, those near cluster centroids constitute a
representative subset to favor during data collection or return [10]. Representative sampling’s per-
formance may generalize better than target signatures because the quantization need not be speci-
fied in advance; classification thresholds adapt to reflect the variance in data with new observations.
In fact, we will show in the next chapter that representativesampling is a special case of our general
formulation of information-optimal observation selection. Our Gaussian processes extend this idea
to scenarios where data is related by other relationships beyond mixtures of clusters.

4.2.5 Novelty Detection

Novelty detectionis essentially the opposite of representative sampling. Itpresumes that scientists
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prefer unusual or outstanding features, and triggers additional data collection when a data product’s
attribute vectorxi exceeds a novelty threshold [10, 33].

Existing novelty metrics generally fall into one of a few basic categories [94]. Classical hy-
pothesis testing flags datapoints that fail a hypothesis test, where the null hypothesis states that the
data is derived from the distribution which produced a training set. Here designers set a novelty
threshold using a suitable value for the confidence threshold α. Other novelty metrics derive from
probability density estimation: parametric or nonparametric density models characterize the entire
set of collected data, and data points receive novelty scores according to their inverse likelihood.
Finally, maximum-margin methods using a Support Vector Machine (SVM), use a novelty measure
based on distances from a hypersphere enclosing the datapoints [95].

Smith et al. used informal surveys to evaluate these densityestimation methods in a rover ex-
ploration application [18]. They subsampled sequences of rover navigation images by first detect-
ing rocks as in [32] and then applied a hand-tuned mixture of representative sampling and novelty
detection. A control group used periodic sampling that did not consider image content. Scientists
involved in remote rover operations identify a preferred dataset. While the reported rationales for
scientists’ preferences varied significantly, they expressed a significant overall preference for the
intelligently-subsampled data. This suggests that the clustering methods captured useful properties
of the environment.

Our work in this section doesn’t ascribe explicit value to novel observations, though the Maxi-
mum Entropy criterion tends to favor this data. Nevertheless one could easily introduce novelty as a
parallel value function. The learned spatial model easily identifies outliers by their low likelihood.

4.2.6 Learning Mixed Reward Criteria

Scientists may prefer a combination of specific targets and dataset diversity. DesJardins, Eaton
and Wagstaff characterize these mixed reward functions with a languageDD-PREFto describe user
preferences over sets of objects [96]. ADD-PREF preference profile consists of a tupleP , where
P = 〈q, d, w, α〉. For each dimensionxij of the attribute vectorxi, we associate a corresponding
qj, a density function mapping the real-valuedXij to a scalar “depth” score:qj(ai) : IR → [0, 1].
This value represents the attribute’s match to a specific value the scientists prefer. The depth value
of an entire setA is the sum of average depth values for each feature, weightedby the feature
coefficientswj ∈ [0, 1].

RDEP(A) =
∑

j

wj
1

|A|

∑

a∈A

qj(aj) (4.10)

Converselydj ∈ [0, 1] is a desired “spread” within the set for the feature’s values.

RDIV(A) =
∑

j

wj (1− (dj −RDIVj
(A))2) (4.11)

A final global parameterα controls the importance ofwf factors versusqf across all features.
The final scoreRSETPREF(A) for the dataset is computed by a linear combination of diversity and
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spread scores, weighted byα:

RSETPRF(A) = (1 − α)RDEP(A) + αRDIV(A) (4.12)

In principle setting these parameters is no more intuitive than identifying target signature coef-
ficients. Fortunately, scientists need not specify them explicitly. A major contribution of the
DesJardins work is tolearn these parameters by extrapolation from training subsets provided by
scientists. In the case of theDD-PREF language designers can leverage nonlinear optimization
techniques to fit the preference profile to training sets.

Learning preferences from data is advantageous if scientists find it easier to assemble example
subsets than to fix quantitative feature scores. However, the resulting science value score is only
appropriate insofar as the original preference language isvalid for the task at hand.DD-PREF

lacks some characteristics that we want for our site survey task. In particular, scores must be
specified in advance as a linear function of deviations from predefined target values and diversities.
These scores are independent of the actual environment, so the preference profile cannot represent
a dataset’s fidelity to the site. Attributes are evaluated independently,DD-PREF cannot capture
between-feature correlations such as redundancy across different sensing modes.

4.2.7 Information-Driven Reward Functions

Information-theoretic reward functions rate datasets according to the information provided about
parameters of an environment model. New data is valuable insofar as it reduces our posterior
uncertainty about these model parameters. Figure 4.7 depicts the strategy. Here scientists begin
with a broad prior distributionP (Θ) over parameters of interestΘ. After observing dataA, Bayes’
rule yields a posterior distributionP (Θ|A) that is at least as certain as the prior. We quantify
this uncertainty with the Shannon entropyH(Θ) of the distribution over environment parameters
Θ = {θ : θ ∈ Ω} [97].

H(Θ) = −

∫

θ∈A

P (Θ = θ) logP (Θ = θ)dθ (4.13)

Information-theoretic value functions favor observations with the best expectedinformation gain
with respect toH(Θ). A common way to quantify this gain is the reduction in posterior en-
tropyH(Θ|A) that represents the uncertaintyH(Θ) after observingA. This expresses how far the
probability density “bubble” ofP (Θ) shrinks for a Bayesian posterior that incorporates the new
observation.

Chaloner and Verdinelli provide an excellent review of information-driven approaches to ex-
perimental design problems [98]. Lindley first proposed to treat experimental design decisions in
terms of maximizing an expected utility function based on Shannon information [99, 100]. More
recently Ryan et al. presented an Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling scheme to determine ex-
pected information gain in experimental design decisions [101]. In each case the designer chooses
experiments before any data is collected and executes the strategy that maximizes the expected
reduction in entropy.
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Figure 4.7: Information-theoretic value functions score each observation in proportion to the re-
duction in uncertainty over values ofΘ. Here our prior knowledge ofΘ is imprecise so the prior
distributionP (Θ) is broad. An observationA results in a more constrained distribution, reflected
by the reduction in posterior entropyH(Θ|A).

Information gain was used in the Robotic Antarctic Meteorite Search (RAMS) to improve rock
classification decisions [102, 26]. Here an onboard scienceplanner makes decisions about which
instrument to deploy on the basis of information gain with respect to the classification decision.
By predicting the time cost of data collection with both spectroscopy and the magnetometer, and
the information gain associated with each, the robot can make principled decisions about tradeoffs
between classification accuracy and time resources spent onsensor deployment. The RAMS study
is significant in that it combined multiple sensor sources toclassify detected features. In addi-
tion, it integrated feature detection, classification, andadaptive behaviors to perform a significant
autonomous science task.

Information gain is a popular principle for action selection in spatial mapping domains. Single-
and multi-robot systems have used information gain as an objective for choosing paths to map occu-
pancy grids [103, 104, 105]. Thesefrontier-drivenexploration strategies do not learn the distribu-
tion over future observations; instead, they assign a common information value to each unobserved
grid square. This encourages robots to plan paths for maximum coverage of the environment (Fig-
ure 4.8).

Moorehead et al. expand the frontier exploration idea to outdoor exploration and planetary
survey domains. They incorporate a model of sensor uncertainty where occupancy readings of
distant cells are more noisy than nearby readings [60, 106].In this work a planner seeks to collect
information about multiple weighted maps that describe features such as cells’ traversability or
height. It uses a utility measure weighting data collectioncost against the expected information
gain.

Stachaisset alexpand the notion of information-driven mapping in occupancy grids to the full
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping problem [107]. Thisresults in mapping behavior that
appropriately balances reductions in observation and localization uncertainty. It bears repeating
that these exploration strategies differ from Loredo’s adaptive learning [108]; they do not model
the structure of the environment or predict future observations. Instead, they assign a constant
information value to each unobserved location. For this model, the information gain metric reduces
to a measure of sensor coverage.

Shewry and Wynn show that under some weak assumptions one caninstead maximize the
entropy of the observations themselves [109]. It constitutes a classic strategy known as Maximum
Entropy Sampling (MES) studied extensively for both linearand nonlinear models [80, 110, 111,
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Figure 4.8: In frontier-driven exploration, the information gain of an observation is proportional to
the unobserved area that will be revealed. This diagram compares three sensor readings (circles).
White areas are known to be clear, black areas are occupied, and grey areas are unobserved. The
information gain from each observation (represented by crosshatching) is the area of intersection
of the sensor observation window with the unobserved areas.Image courtesy Simmons et al. [103]

112]. MES requires several assumptions about the experimental design problem.

• The system’s entropy is bounded; we can eventually learn about the whole environment to
within some required degree of precision by collecting manyobservations.

• The conditional entropyH(Θ|A) is functionally independent of experimental design deci-
sions. Observing the environment doesn’t significantly change it or alter the character of
future observations.

• Observation noise is constant throughout the explored environment.

These assumptions are valid in most practical cases and havebeen extended in practice to continuous-
variable domains. They permit us to think ofH(A,Θ) as a fixed quantity and ignore this constant
for the purposes of observation selection. The general experimental design problem decomposes:

RMAXENT(A) = −H(Θ|A) (4.14)

= −H(Θ, A) +H(A) (4.15)

≡ H(A) (4.16)

Therefore minimizingEA[H(Θ|A)] is equivalent to maximizingH(A) [109]. The optimal experi-
mental design maximizes the entropy of the setA of observations [112]. Shewry and Wynn’s result
reflects the intuitive notion that to learn the most about thesystem we should make observations
where our results are least certain.
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4.2.8 Spatial Design

Spatial design is a specific experimental design problem that aims to choose a subsetA out of
possible sampling locationsV in the environment. It is also conducive to an information-theoretic
objective function. If we take our variables of interestΘ to be the observations at unmeasured
locations, so thatΘ = V \A, this results in decomposition parallel to that of equation4.16:

RMAXENT (A) = −H(V \A | A) (4.17)

= −H(V \A ∪ A) +H(A) (4.18)

≡ H(A) (4.19)

Shewry and Wynn apply this result to spatial design problemswith continuous observations where
measurements at sample sites are normally-distributed. For V ∈ IRn, V ∼ N (µ,ΣV,V ), we as-
sociate sample locations with dimensions of a multivariateGaussian and reorder the covariance
matrix to gather the observations into a block submatrixΣA,A.

ΣV,V =

[

ΣV \A,V \A ΣV \A,A

ΣA,V \A ΣAA

]

(4.20)

Traditionally spatial design represents data collection costLO(A) as a hard constraint on the num-
ber of observations. These budgets can never be exceeded under any circumstances: cost is zero
until the budget is exceeded at which point the cost of additional data collection becomes infinite.
In these cases it is simpler to write the utility function in terms of a constrained optimization with
maximum observation budgetmO and transmission budgetmT :

U(A,A′) = R(A,A′) for A′ ⊆ A (4.21)

LO(A) ≤ mO (4.22)

LT (A′) ≤ mT (4.23)

The decoupled objective function becomes:

U(A,A′) = E[RO(A)] + E[RT (A′)] for A′ ⊆ A (4.24)

|A| ≤ mO (4.25)

|A′| ≤ mT (4.26)

The resulting MES optimization aims to findn sample locations to maximize the differential en-
tropy of the marginal GaussianN (µ,ΣA,A) associated with the sub-covariance-matrixΣA,A. This
quantity is given by the following expression:

RMAXENT (A) =
1

2
log{(2πe)n |ΣA,A|} (4.27)

This is proportional to a constant plus the submatrix determinant, so we can use this quantity
instead. For this reason, the determinant maximization is also known asd− optimal experimental
design [98]. We have:

RMAXENT (A) ≡ |ΣA,A| (4.28)
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These MES strategies have been widely applied to a range of spatial design problems [19] such as
those we consider in the field experiments.

Recent work by Guestrinet al. investigates information-driven sampling in the context of
spatial design and sensor placement for monitoring networks [113]. They introduce an alternative
mutual informationcriterion that maximizes information gain with respect to several preselected
observation points. Themutual informationI(A; Θ) measures the number of bits of information
shared between variables. It is equivalent to the followingreward function:

RMUTINF(A) = H(V \ A)−H(V \ A|A) (4.29)

This is similar to an MES approach [109], but with a second term that removes any reward from
reduction in entropy at the observed locations themselves.In practice this mitigates MES’s inherent
bias toward high-entropy boundary locations, and can improve the predictive accuracy of the model
over MES [113]. The submodularity of the mutual informationfunction provides good theoretical
bounds on optimality for greedy sensor placement algorithms.

For a subsetA of sizen from a set of sample pointsV with sizem, where sample locations in
V are jointly-Gaussian, the mutual information is given by the expression:

RMUTINF(A) = H(A) +H(V \ A)−H(V ∪ V \A) (4.30)

= H(A) +H(V \ A)−H(V ) (4.31)

=
1

2
log{(2πe)n|ΣA,A|}+ (4.32)

1

2
log{(2πe)m−n|ΣV \A,V \A|} − (4.33)

1

2
log{(2πe)m|ΣV,V |} (4.34)

Optimal subset selection in the spatial sampling problem for both conditional entropy and mu-
tual information objectives is an NP-complete problem [80]. However, good fast solutions are still
available for most practical situations. Similar approaches have been developed separately in the
communities of spatial statistics [19] and active learning[114].

A simple but effective approach is the greedy algorithm thatmaximizes the objective function
with each new added observation. This results in a fast approximate solution for both MES [109]
and mutual information [113] criteria. Indeed, in the latter case the simple greedy approach has
provable performance bounds [113]. MacKay uses a greedy sequential algorithm to choose labeled
datapoints from a set of training data, and shows how adaptive data selection improves performance
in classification and regression tasks [114].

An alternative to the greedy algorithms (and a step up in bothcomplexity and runtime) is an
exchange algorithm of the type proposed by Shewry and Wynn [109]. Here we initialize the obser-
vation plan with the greedy solution and then refine the solution by testing pairwise swaps between
observed and unobserved locations. This increases runtimefrom a linear to low-polynomial time
algorithm. Alternatives involve stochastic exchange procedures like simulated annealing and other
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standard combinatorial optimization strategies. More recently, Ko has introduced a branch-and-
bound solution algorithm that offers performance guarantees at the cost of considerable additional
computation [80].

4.2.9 Discussion

We believe information-driven objective functions, and spatial design in particular, offer promising
candidates for remote exploration. They are especially well-suited to our geologic site survey
task, offering several immediate benefits over heuristic approaches such as target signatures or set
preferences.

First, they areprincipled. They draw a formal relationship between action selection,the under-
lying assumptions about the structure of the environment, and the model that relates observations
to parameters of interest. These assumptions are quantitative in form and can be validated against
datasets as they are collected. Action selection follows logically from these initial choices in a pre-
dictable fashion. Heuristic methods also make assumptionsabout the data’s structure (for example,
periodic sampling also presumes some degree of spatial continuity), but these implicit claims are
difficult to validate without recourse to a formal model.

Second, information-driven objectives areflexible. They can accommodate a wide range of
models, including those that integrate remote sensing and surface measurements at different scales.
Information gain is a natural framework for handling discovered trends and redundancies across
these sensing modes. With on-line learning the agent can adapt the model as it gathers new data to
refine its description of the environment. In this sense, thevalue functions constitute a methodical
approach to introducing adaptive behavior into remote science systems. They are an excellent
match for our intelligent mapping methodology.

Except where otherwise noted we employ a greedy selection strategy in the following experi-
ments. The greedy solution produces a natural “bestn” rank ordering of data products; this ensures
the most valuable collections occur first, hedging against execution errors or other disruptions.

Information-driven objective functions hold interestingimplications for stationary Gaussian
process models. For Gaussian process models with a static, stationary covariance function the
information gain of a new sample depends only onproximity to existing data[113]. This is apparent
visually from the stationary step function of Figure 3.4. The marginal variance increases at the
periphery of the data and is smallest at the center of the training data. Thus, observation selection
is invariant to the actual values of the observations, and there isno benefitto adaptive data selection
in the decoupled reward function. The best experimental design inevitably spreads observations to
evenly cover the sampling domain [113, 19].

While we will ultimately forgo these stationary models in favor of augmented input spaces and
spatially-adaptive sampling, they have an interesting property: it is possible to optimize the joint
data collection/return problem directly. Consider a spatial design task of allocatingnmeasurements
to a set of sampling locations that do not change during exploration. For the conditional entropy
design objective, all that matters is the entropy of the downlink observations that are received by
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scientists. This yields the following value function:

UMAXENT(A,A′) = E[RMAXENT (V \A′, A′)− LO(A) − LT (A′) A′ ⊆ A (4.35)

≡ H(A′)− LO(A)− LT (A′) A′ ⊆ A (4.36)

≡ |ΣA′A′ | − LO(A)− LT (A′) A′ ⊆ A (4.37)

AssumingLT (A) increases monotonically as new data products are added, observed and transmit-
ted datasets can be made equivalent - there is no benefit to making observations beyond those that
can be transmitted.

UMAXENT (A,A′) ≡ |ΣA′A′ | − LO(A′)− LT (A′) (4.38)

This is a standard experimental design problem of maximizing a sizen submatrix determinant sub-
ject to row and column costs. This simplification also works for the mutual information objective.

UMUTINF (A,A′) ≡ E[RMUTINF (V \A′, A′)]− LO(A′)− LT (A′) (4.39)

≡
|ΣA′A′ ||ΣV \A′ |

|ΣV |
− LO(A′)− LT (A′) (4.40)

The static covariance structure implies that the information value of an observation set is indepen-
dent of the observed value itself. The stationary covariance models we have investigated exemplify
this phenomenon; the observations’ covariance relationships are the same as long as their positions
relative to each other remain constant.

However, field scientists performing site survey seldom sample at regular intervals; instead,
they target their exploration to the most informative areasand adapt their own spatial exploration
on the fly. This fact suggests that the site survey task requires non-static covariance functions. We
can identify are several ways in which the covariance function might change so that spatial models
benefit from adaptive exploration in practice:

• A Gaussian process covariance function is nonstationary insome data-dependent manner.

• A latent input space is data-dependent.

• The agent re-estimates unknown covariance hyperparameters using collected data.

In general, exploration rovers can improve their performance by modifying the experimental
design plan on the fly. This idea was presented by Loredo et al.who expand the idea of Bayesian
experimental design to permit this adaptive modification. Information gain functions as a criteria
for choosing each new measurement in a series of experiments[108, 115, 116].

At each stage in the sequence, previously collected data produce predictions about future obser-
vations (Figure 4.9). The experimenters chose the observation that provides maximum information
gain over model parameters given data already collected. Adapting one’s experimental strategy
with each new measurement is an important innovation; it canprovide far more information per
measurement than traditional hypothesis testing paradigms with a fixed experimental plan. This
sequential designstrategy has much in common with active learning approachesfrom economics
and statistics [114, 117].
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Figure 4.9: Loredo’s sequential design method exploits thelearned structure of the process under
investigation. Each new observation is incorporated into agenerative model of the hidden process.
By extrapolating to the future behavior of this process, onecan improve predictions about the
information gains that will result from new observations. Image courtesy Loredo et al. [115]

Krause investigates non-myopic strategies for adaptive exploration that consider the effect that
the observations will have on the model parameters themselves [118]. His work examines an ex-
ploration/exploitation tradeoff that balances gatheringinformation about model parameters with
simultaneously refining the existing model. Krause concludes that one can bound the possible
improvements in prediction accuracy from adaptive sampling using the entropy of the hyperparam-
eters. In other words, higha priori certainty about covariance function parameters mitigatesthe
advantages of adaptive observation selection. But as long as the agent can modify the covariance
function on the fly, it can potentially benefit from collecting extra observations beyond those that
can be transmitted.

Other models besides Gaussian processes can be more difficult to characterize. In the more
general case the conditional entropy of untransmitted datamay depend on the values of the trans-
mitted observations. This is common, for example, in the case of the graphical models that we will
examine in Section 5. IfR(A) is data-dependent, the simplifications of equations 4.38 and 4.40 are
not possible. These situations again call for a decoupled approach in which experimental design
guides active data collection without considering the downlink.

To summarize, our data collection strategy reestimates Gaussian process hyperparameters using
the entire set of collected data before each replanning opportunity. Then we choose observations
A that satisfy the remaining resource budget while maximizing RMUTINF(A) or RMAXENT(A).
Selective data return employs a separate optimization routine, an issue that Section 5 will address
at greater length.

4.3 Adaptive Sampling from a Transect

This section investigates adaptive sampling using information-driven utility functions with different
Gaussian process models and environments. We will compare performance across several axes of
variation:

• Sequential vs. static design: Do we reevaluate the observation set after every new observa-
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tion, or always follow the original plan?

• Experimental design objective: How does MES sampling differ from that induced by the
mutual information criterion?

• Model: Is data best described by stationary or spatially-varying covariance relationships?
How do latent inputs affect sampling behavior?

We aim to explore the effect of these different choices on sampling and reconstruction on data
collection.

We will focus on the spatial sampling problem where a setV of potential new measurement
locations has Gaussian-distributed prediction values with a covariance matrixΣ. For MES, the
best sampling strategy maximizes the joint entropy of the future observations; we must choosemc

collection pointsA ⊆ V, |A| ≤ mc that maximize the entropy of the associated multivariate
Gaussian.

In the more general case the agent must balance the time cost of data collection against that
of moving to a new physical location, a topic we will address later. Here we will isolate the
experimental design issues from those of path planning. We will represent resource constraints by
an artificial limit on the number of observations, and treat data collection costs as fixed throughout
the input space. This simplification renders the problem analogous to a classical spatial design [19]
except that the location of observations is determined sequentially. In other words, the agent can
jump to a new location after each observation with no penalty; measurements are “expensive” but
physical motion is “cheap.”

Our synthetic environment consists of a noisy step functionas in Figure 3.4. For each trial
there is a single step discontinuity located at a random position in the input space. We seed the
algorithms with four initial measurements at one extremum.This provides enough data to prevent
numerical instabilities while revealing as little of the unexplored environment as possible. We
characterize sampling performance by reconstructing the step function based on each method’s
selected datapoints.

After each new observation the agent retrains its onboard model and chooses a new observa-
tion site from any unobserved location along the traverse. This corresponds roughly to MacKay’s
active learning scenario [114] or Loredo’s adaptive experiment design [115] in which the agent has
continuing access to the complete set of unobserved datapoints.

The algorithm for these experiments greedily observes the best new observation at each time
step. It begins with a current set of observationsX,Y at sitesA, and a set of discrete candidate
observation locationsV \ A that are sampled from the continuous input space. It evaluates the
expected rewardR(A ∪ ai) of each new potential datapoint based on the trained model and the
known input attributes at the sample site (See the algorithmof Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.11 shows the sampling behavior for a squared-exponential covariance function utiliz-
ing MES and mutual information criteria and relearning the hyperparameters after each observa-
tion. Here the red triangles show the selected observation locations and each digit corresponds to
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Input : potential sample sitesV
independent attributesy
budgetmc

Result: observed sitesA
independent attributesX
dependent attributesY

seedA, Y with initial observations;
while |A| < mc do

anew = max
ai∈V \A

E[R(A ∪ ai)];

observeanew consisting of(xnew, ynew);
A← A ∪ anew, X ← X ∪ xnew, Y ← Y ∪ ynew;
relearn covariance function usingX,Y ;

Figure 4.10: Greedy sequential algorithm for datapoint selection

the (greedy) selection order. Dotted lines show the prediction variance for the underlying noise-
lessf̂(x). These variance values are normalized within each image to emphasize the differences
between locations in the input space and highlight the uncertain areas according to each model.

The sampling decisions evidence several distinct behaviors. Both aim to fill the entire avail-
able space, choosing observations that are well-spaced along the input dimensions. However, the
maximum entropy criterion exhibits a slight bias towards the extrema where prediction variance is
high. This is apparent from the rightmost image, where the first observation consists of the data-
point farthest from any previous data. The second choice is an observation between the previous
observations, favoring the right edge where the data is still sparser.

The image at right shows greedy sampling with a stationary model using the mutual information
criterion. As in Guestrinet al. we notice this does not exhibit this affinity for boundaries [113].
However, note that both stationary models are indifferent to the step discontinuity.

Augmenting the model with latent inputs (as described in Chapter 3) produces pronounced
qualitative differences in the sampling behavior. The latent input of Figure 4.12 stretches the input
space around the step discontinuity, creating an area of sparse data — an artificial periphery that
draws additional samples. This reflects the high rate of change near the step. The observation order
approximates a binary search for the boundary, still favoring the rightmost extremum as before.
Because it pursues areas of high prediction variance, the overall variance for the reconstruction is
low.

Interestingly, the latent input has the opposite effect when used with the mutual information
criterion (Figure 4.12). Because data is sparse in the regions of high change, there is less predictive
overlap with the remainder of the data and mutual information selection actively avoids these areas.
This has interesting implications for exploration in models with latent inputs; while both criteria
aim to fill the available space (and do so more effectively than sequential sampling), the mutual
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Figure 4.11: Red triangles indicate the location and of observations and digits the selection order.
Left: A stationary model with active sampling according to the maximum entropy criterion. Se-
lection favors an even spread of points throughout the inputspace, with a slight bias toward the
boundary where entropy is high. Right: A stationary model with sampling according to the mutual
information criterion, which favors points that are centrally-located with respect to the entire set
of potential observations. Both stationary models are indifferent to the step discontinuity. Dotted
lines show prediction standard deviation at each location for the stationary model.

information standard encourages “border avoidance” rather than “border affinity.”
The preferred choice will probably depend on science objectives: MES favors novel data prod-

ucts drawn from sparsely-sampled areas, while mutual information provides better reconstruction
accuracy over the potential sitesV . If the distribution of potential sitesV parallels the science value
of each location in the input space, then mutual informationmay be preferable. However, MES
may be superior in situations with dynamic or augmented input spaces. The arrangement of sample
locations in the augmented input space could change in response to the agent’s observations, and
the density of locations inV might not reflect their value to scientists.

These examples also indicate that the covariance structureof stationary and nonstationary mod-
els has significant influence on sampling behavior. In the stationary case prediction entropy de-
pends only on the prediction’s proximity to other data, so aslong as covariance hyperparameters
remain fixed adaptive data collection is not helpful to refinethe model. With latent inputs and
covariance re-learning, prediction entropy is data-dependent so adaptive sampling can be used to
improve the utility of future observations. The model parameters determine the appropriate trade-
off between boundary-following (for a nonstationary process), spatial coverage, and representative
sampling along any additional input attributes.

We evaluate the sampling behaviors quantitatively by reconstructing the complete step function
from each transmitted data set. Our performance score is themean squared prediction error across
the sample space. To ensure fairness we used the same model for all reconstructions: a Gaussian
process usinĝf(x) a latent input. Table 4.1 and Figure 4.13 shows performance scores for active
sampling for increasing numbers of observations. For this environment and number of samples
there is no significant difference between the reconstruction error of the entropy-based and mutual
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Figure 4.12: Left: A latent-input model, where Maximum Entropy Sampling adjusts to the step
discontinuity. Right: The mutual information criterion actively avoids the high-change areas. In
the augmented input space the data is sparser (and their distributions less correlated) in these areas;
the observations provide less mutual information.

Method accessible constrained

Stationary, MaxEnt 0.028± 0.001 0.031± 0.001
Stationary, MutInf 0.028± 0.001 0.029± 0.001
LatentGP, MaxEnt 0.021± 0.002 0.031± 0.001
LatentGP, MutInf 0.026± 0.001 0.031± 0.001

Table 4.1: Mean absolute error in reconstruction with active sampling.

information criteria, with one significant exception: the latent input model coupled with MES
scores significantly better than the alternatives. This reflects the qualitative behavior observed
above in which MES quickly narrows down on the correct borderarea. The result is a superior
overall estimate and a faster convergence.

We also consider a more constrained scenario analogous to a transect in which the agent cannot
move backwards. Here, our algorithm allocates an entire sequence of observations to those loca-
tions after its most recent observation, and observes the closest site. In the cases with latent inputs
we re-learn the covariance hyperparameters and compute a new observation plan for the remain-
ing budget. The result, appearing in the third column of Table 4.1, is near-equivalent performance
among all the different sampling strategies. This occurs because the forward motion constraint
prevents the latent-space models from any further action tolocalize the boundary once it has been
discovered. In the next section, we will consider forward motion in a 2-dimensional environment;
there it becomes possible to re-cross any boundaries that are not to the rover’s forward progress.

It is also instructive to evaluate active sampling in the context of the Amboy Crater traverse data
that we introduce in chapter 3. Here our goal is to characterize any improvement in the reconstruc-
tion gleaned by active sampling regimes using remote sensing data. The Gaussian process inputs
take the form of the data products’ temporal position, and optionally, the associated DOQ remote
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Figure 4.13: Mean squared error performance for 100 trials of active and static sampling. Error
bars show 95% confidence intervals.

sensing image. In both cases the observation selection taskis the same as before: to produce an
accurate reconstruction of spectroscopy measurements at all of the unsampled locations.

We utilize the sequential selection algorithm (Algorithm 4.10), initializing the Gaussian process
with three observations at the beginning of the traverse. Maximum entropy sampling chooses each
new observation in the sequence, and we re-learn covariancefunction parameters at each step.
Finally, we compute the reconstruction error by retraininga Gaussian process using the set of
revealed observations, their positions, and the complete remote sensing data, which is presumably
available to scientists in any case. The reconstruction score is the mean absolute difference between
predicted and actual spectroscopy measurements.

Figure 4.14 shows the prediction accuracy for various numbers of observations using both
position information and position information coupled with remote sensing data. The charts show
error for each of the four traverses. In each case, the addition of remote sensing data dramatically
improves the reconstruction error. Figure 4.15 shows the mean improvement in reconstruction
facilitated by adding remote sensing data as an additional input to the active selection decision.
The benefit is significant for every observation budget, but the greatest discrepancy occurs when the
budget permits only a small number of observations. This reflects the active sampling leveraging
orbital data to quickly converge on a good reconstruction.

4.4 The Corridor Exploration Task

This section presents a new operational mode for autonomoustraverse that leverages orbital and
surface measurements to efficiently map a prespecified corridor under time and position constraints.
We present the basic task and describe path-planning algorithms for MES exploration. Finally, we
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Figure 4.14: Reconstruction of field traverses from Camp C using both time sequence and remote
sensing data. Plots show the ability of the active sampling strategy to reconstruct spectrometer
measurements at unobserved locations. The graph shows reconstruction error for various observa-
tion budgets. Upper Left: Traverse 1. Upper Right: Traverse2. Lower Left: Traverse 3. Lower
Right: Traverse 4. Including remote sensing information inthe observation selection decision dra-
matically improves performance, even though the reconstruction has complete access to remote
sensing data in all cases. Maximum-likelihood hyperparameters are reestimated for each set of
observations before choosing the next sampling location; since these observations are noisy the
ground-truth reconstruction error does not decrease monotonically.
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Figure 4.15: Active sampling regimes including latent remote sensing data outperform those that
rely on position information. Here we provide examples of mean reconstruction error from four
traverses along with95% confidence intervals. Equivalent reconstruction methods were used for
both sets of observations.

demonstrate experiments at Amboy crater in which a field rover generates automatic geologic maps
of surface material in real time.

4.4.1 Problem Formulation

The corridor exploration task is a 2-dimensional analog of the spectroscopy transects we considered
in chapter 2. As before, operators specify a goal location and a time budget. In addition they
provide a horizontal offset, defining a corridor within which the robot can travel freely. The agent
moves forward inside this predefined exploration area toward the end-of-day location, constructing
a surficial map based on observations made at regular time intervals. Figure 4.16 illustrates the
scenario: a rover travels the path associated with maximum observation entropy that satisfies the
available resource budget.

This corridor exploration task simplifies the general problem in several convenient ways. First,
the agent incurs no explicit cost for data collection; instead, physical navigation is the only sig-
nificant resource consumer. This is consistent with instruments like cameras or short-integration
reflectance spectra that have trivial collection cost, or with any data collection that occurs automati-
cally at a fixed rate. Incorporating data collection cost into movement cost reduces an unconstrained
optimization problem to one of path planning.

The task also imposes movement constraints: the rover must move only forward and remain
within the safe area defined by scientists at the outset. Our formulation facilitates integrating corri-
dor exploration in modular fashion into mixed mission planscontaining pre-scripted sampling and
navigation waypoints. For example, scientists wishing to perform a long distance over-the-horizon
traverse to a new site could use corridor exploration to permit limited science autonomy while con-
servatively subordinating the mapping task to mission navigation goals. Nevertheless, it provides
sufficient autonomy to permit meaningful adaptive exploration; by choosing the appropriate lateral
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offsets the rover can decide which locations within the corridor it must visit to produce the most
faithful map reconstruction.

Formulation also ignores issues of navigability. Instead,we will focus on large-scale paths
composed of waypoints. Our implementation architecture passes these waypoints to a lower-
level local navigator that uses whatever terrain analysis and obstacle avoidance is necessary to
reach these waypoints. This provides a clean separation between mobility-based navigation de-
cisions, which require high-resolution plans, fast updates, and local information, and the more
computationally-expensive science planning, which dealswith longer plans and larger spatial scales.

Despite some significant constraints, corridor exploration is well-suited for testing the basic
principles of autonomous site survey. It provides a meaningful test case for extrapolating predic-
tions because the rover can recross any boundaries that it discovers that do not run perpendicular
to the corridor direction. Corridor exploration involves significant resource constraints yet remains
tractable for real-time implementations.

We represent each pathP using interpolated waypointsP = {P1,P2, . . .Pgoal} that extends
to the goal. The entropyH(P) associated with this path is the joint entropy ofn observation
sites spaced equally along the interpolated path, conditioned on all existing observations. This is
only an approximation since the lower-level navigation routine might not track the interpolated
path exactly, and the turning radius of the vehicle is finite in any case. The number of sampling
locationsn controls the fidelity of our pointwise approximation of the total entropy of observations
that will be collected by following the idealized path. It should be large enough to permit accurate
approximations without imposing onerous computational burdens - the experiments that follow use
n = 40 for total (discretionary) path lengths that can grow as large as 200m.

Recall that general utility functions may have multiple terms balancing expected information
gain against the cost of time and other resources [60]. Here movement cost is implicit in the
requirement that the robot be able to reach the end-of-day goal location. This is a discontinuous
utility function: cost is zero until the budget is exhausted, but failing to reach the goal incurs
infinite cost. The path planning algorithm need only explorethe space of paths capable of reaching
the end-of-day goal.

We represent this as a constrained optimization with path costLO(P) equal to the travel time,
the Euclidean path length multiplied by a conservative estimate of the average rover velocity. The
maximum path budgetmO is prespecified by scientists at the start of the traverse. For a data setA of
existing observations, the utility function of a forward path P is given by the following expression
based on the MES criterion:

U(P) = H(P|A) S.T. LO(P) ≤ mO (4.41)

Our utility function uses the constraint as a computationaltool but it cannot ultimately guaran-
tee that the rover will reach the goal. In particular it disregards execution uncertainty: if the robot
is delayed unexpectedly due to unforeseen obstacles, the cost of the current plan could become
infinite. We will account for this by replanning regularly during the traverse so that the current plan
being executed reflects the actual time resources remaining.

A conservative estimate of the average rover velocity compensates for the inevitable delays
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Figure 4.16: The corridor exploration problem. The rover travels forward within a predefined rect-
angular region toward an end-of-day location (representedhere by a red star). The rover chooses
an informative path that satisfies prescribed time constraints. Our solution plans waypoints within
a local time horizon by choosing lateral offsets for each of several forward positions. We compare
candidate paths by simulating sequences of observations. The remainder of the traversePb over
the local planning horizon is a straight drive towards the goal.

introduced by spectrometer calibration activity, pauses for replanning, and obstacle avoidance ma-
neuvers initiated by low-level navigation routines. We usean expected velocity of0.33m/s for a
commanded vehicle forward velocity of1.0m/s. We chose this average velocity estimate through
trial and error to yield appropriate time estimates for the test environments of these field experi-
ments.

The corridor applies restrictions that make it unnecessaryto plan the entire path to the goal
explicitly at each time step. Instead we split the complete problem into two segments - a near-term
discretionary portionPa and a fixed remainderPb that each receive a proportional amount of the
total time budget.

The local path planner adjusts the near-term pathPa within the fixed-distance horizon. Exe-
cution begins with the time budget allocated evenly to segments inPb; these segments and their
budgets are added to the collective discretionary portion as they fall into the rover’s replanning hori-
zon. This ensures that the rover does not linger too long in any one location, permitting short-term
adaptive resource allocation while enforcing an even allocation of time resources in the long term.
Altering the length of the planning horizon controls the tradeoff between planning complexity and
long term optimality. The local horizon path planning utility function is the following:

U(P) = RMAXENT(Pa) S.T. LO(Pa) ≤ (mO − LO(Pb)) (4.42)

We will omit the subscripts for clarity in our discussion of the planning algorithm; all the relevant
planning aims to find a pathPa for a time budgetmO − LO(Pb).
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The subpath time cost is a function of the average rover velocity νavg and the Euclidean subpath
lengthsl(Pi) associated with each legPi of a path segment.

LO(P) = νavg

∑

Pi∈P

l(Pi) (4.43)

The path selection criteria attempts to maximize the joint entropy of observations in the path con-
ditioned on all previous observations. We derive the path reward from the setA⋆ of evenly-spaced
sample locations along a pathP. We compute the entropy of the multivariate Gaussian conditioned
on existing collected observations For a current set of observationsA = {a1, . . . , an} associated
with input variablesX = {x1, . . . , xn}, the reward function is given by substituting the conditional
covariance matrix into Equation 3.15:

RMAXENT(P) = H(P|A) (4.44)

≡ |ΣA⋆,A⋆ | (4.45)

≡ |KA⋆,A⋆ +KA⋆A(KA,A + σ2I)−1KAA⋆ | (4.46)

The path planner generates a near-term planPa for the discretionary budget by considering
lateral offsets for each forward position along the corridor (Figure 4.16). We search the space of
lateral offsets using a recursive greedy path planning algorithm first formulated by Chekuri and
Pal [119] and elaborated by Singh et al. [120]. The algorithmevaluates each legal midpoint,
breaking the path planning problem into two smaller segments. For each midpoint it evaluates
several potential assignment ratios of the remaining resource budget among the halves. It calls
itself recursively on the left subpath and then the right, finding the high-scoring path for the left
half and then taking that portion as fixed for the purposes of finding the right half — hence, the
algorithm is “Greedy” (See the algorithm of Figure 4.17). Its branching factor is equal to the
number of waypoints considered multiplied by the number of potential budget splits.

For submodular functions (such as the entropy objective we consider here) Chekuri and Pal
prove aO(log OPT) performance guarantee for general directed graphs [119]. In other words, for
general walks on directed graphs, greedy selection ensuresa reward value of at leastO(OPT/ log |Popt)|)
whereOPT is the optimal reward and|Popt| the number of waypoints in the associated path. In-
creasing the number of waypoints yields only logarithmic detriment to the approximation.

Our algorithm selects lateral waypoints from five possibilities. For each waypoint we evaluate
3 potential budget splits ascribing25%, 50%, and75% of the budget to the first segment. Candi-
date subpaths must never exceed the budget allocation for their segment; if there is no valid option
the planner resorts to a default path driving directly to that segment’s endpoint. Thus, if the robot
overspends its discretionary budget (due to navigation difficulties) it drives directly to the end of
its discretionary exploration area as quickly as possible.During the next replanning, the discre-
tionary portions are reassigned and it receives some of the reserve budget originally assigned to the
nondiscretionary portion of the plan. It then resumes planning within the bounds of the new, larger
discretionary budget.

The result of this approach is steady progress down the corridor since the planner can never
commit more time than the current discretionary portion to local operations within the local plan-
ning horizon. Nevertheless, one could imagine science investigations in which radically uneven
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Objective: maxPa
RMAXENT(Pa)

Given: existing observationsA
Algorithm: GreedySelect(start, end, budget,Pfixed)

if LO(start, end) > budget then
return infeasible;

if base case: no intermediate waypointsthen
P ← {start, end};

else
for b in splitsdo

for middle in lateral offsetsdo
P1 ← GreedySelect(start,middle, b,Pfixed) ;
P2 ← GreedySelect(middle, end,budget− b,Pfixed ∪ P1) ;
if H(Pfixed ∪ P1 ∪ P2|A) > best then

best← H(Pfixed ∪ P1 ∪ P2|A);
P ← P1 ∪ P2;

return P;

Figure 4.17: Recursive greedy algorithm for selecting lateral offsets.

time expenditures were appropriate. For example, a single extremely rare science feature (such as
the Meridiani meteorite [121]) might warrant extensive measurement with multiple instruments.
But in our site survey task, information gain will drive the agent to improve spatial coverage in any
case; the basic objective of fast long-range survey is congruent with a “keep moving” approach.

The short planning horizon permits fast real-time replanning; for a modern single-core lap-
top processor running unoptimized code the entire replanning procedure requires anywhere from
5 − 30 seconds. Planning is fastest in situations where the agent has very little time remaining in
its discretionary budget; this allows it to dramatically reduce the breadth of the search by pruning
non-conforming paths. Of course, if it is behind schedule there is no time remaining in the dis-
cretionary portion and it need not perform any search at all.It simply drives forward from one
middle waypoint to the next until it passes close enough to the non-discretionary segments that it
begins to receive some of their reserved time allowance. Therelevant portion is then assigned to
the discretionary planning budget during the next replanning opportunity.

We investigated alternative strategies that planned more-or-less regularly, over longer distances,
and with more lateral waypoint options. Ultimately, we settled on parameter settings that provided
qualitatively reasonable behavior while maintaining a high ratio of movement to planning time. In
the physical experiments that follow the rover replans its path at3 minute intervals, evaluating dis-
cretionary paths that each simulated40 future observations. Thus, the rover might spend anywhere
from 2− 5 minutes planning over the course of a30 minute run. This was a practical compromise
between path optimality and the time spent planning; it was necessary that the time spent planning
“pay for itself” with better paths and superior reconstruction error. Our parameter settings provide
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of path entropies for 70 planning trials using exhaustive and greedy path
planning methods. The plotted values show the path entropy relative to the optimal (exhaustive)
strategy. The control group (in the rightmost column) uses afixed path running directly from the
start to the end of the corridor. All paths incorporate an identical number of observations spaced at
regular intervals along the traverse.

a point example of a reasonable alternative to periodic sampling but we do not claim that they are
globally optimal or that other planning allowances might also yield improvements over fixed-path
sampling strategies.

We evaluate the greedy path planning’s performance by comparing the entropy of the resulting
paths to those produced by exhaustive and fixed planning strategies. We perform 70 planning trials
using data from the Amboy Crater traverses. As in the “lookahead prediction” experiments of
Chapter 3, each trial corresponds to a specific time step of the traverse. At each rover location we
construct a Gaussian process model based on remote sensing data and previously collected data,
We then generate a4-waypoint path forward down the corridor.

We enforce a time constraint that precludes the longest paths, preventing both exhaustive and
greedy methods from simply choosing the obvious high-entropy paths that jump from one side
of the corridor to the other. Figure 4.18 shows the entropy ofthe resulting paths compared to an
exhaustive search strategy and a nonadaptive fixed transectpath that runs directly from the start
to the end of the corridor. Unsurprisingly the greedy algorithm sacrifices some optimality but
performs significantly better than the static alternative.

The exhaustive search is optimal with respect to a fixed Gaussian process model, but an even
more general solution might consider the potential of future observations to change the Gaussian
process model itself. This is a Partially-Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP). The
general POMDP exploration task is intractable, but recent work with off-line optimization has
made progress using approximate solutions and cleverly-factorized state spaces [122, 123]. In this
sense our algorithm is strictly myopic; it ignores POMDP aspects of the problem and presumes
that model parameters are correct at each time step. However, at regular time intervals our agent
re-estimates model parameters using all collected data andcreates a new MES observation plan
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Figure 4.19: Software architecture for corridor exploration.

for the remaining resource budget. This is tantamount to Loredo’s Bayesian adaptive exploration
approach [115].

4.4.2 Software Architecture and Execution Strategy

The corridor exploration software architecture is similarto that of chapter 2.3.1. A schematic
diagram of the software modules appears in Figure 4.19. We recognize the three basic system
components of feature detection and classification, spatial modeling, and action selection. In this
case there is no explicit feature detection — each spectral measurement constitutes an indepen-
dent feature. We classify spectra as in chapter 3 using five-band averaging followed by Principal
Component Analysis.

A latent-input Gaussian process model maps the latitude andlongitude location of each sam-
ple, along with any available remote sensing data, onto the scalar geologic class prediction at future
observation points. This informs the “science planner” module that uses it at each stage of the plan-
ning process to evaluate the entropy of candidate paths. Thescience planner and related modules
correspond roughly to the action selection portion of the architecture.

Every three minutes of travel time the science planner pauses to re-plan the rover path. This
generally corresponds to50 − 100m of forward travel, subject to delays from spectrometer cali-
bration and obstacle avoidance. We recompute the principalcomponent axis for evaluating spec-
troscopy, and re-train covariance function hyperparameters of the Gaussian process on all the avail-
able data. We re-assign the discretionary portion of the budget to take account of elapsed time. The
science planner chooses a path with the recursive Chekuri and Pal algorithm, and sends the result-
ing waypoints to a navigation executive.

The navigation executive breaks the complete trajectory tothe next waypoint into lower-level
subgoals spaced no closer than30m apart. It sends these subgoals to a local navigator that uses
D⋆ path planning to produce drive arcs toward the goal. Note that the rover does not necessarily
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track the original straight-line path between locations assimulated by the science planner, but
instead attempts to find the closest path to the next waypointfrom the rover’s current location.
The navigation executive also handles interrupt activities such as recovery maneuvers and fault
handling.

Finally, the vehicle controller module performs active motor-level control by supplying appro-
priate drive speeds to move the rover in the direction commanded by the localD⋆ path planner.
We set the nominal target rover velocity to a fixed value of1.0 meters per second. In practice the
lower-level navigator exercised a velocity-limiting function based on its evaluation of the terrain,
and the vehicle traveled more slowly to prevent excessive vibrations. Moreover, the rover occa-
sionally detoured slightly from the intended interpolating path to avoid rough terrain and obstacles.
Again, the planner’s average velocity estimateν of 0.33 meters per second accounted for delays
due to spectrometer calibration, replanning, and execution uncertainty in the low-level navigator.

The science planner serves one other important purpose: it re-calibrates the spectrometer at
periodic intervals using the scripted axle-straighteningprocedure described in section 2.3.1. Every
7 minutes during rover operations, the science planner pauses the vehicle’s forward motion by a
direct communication to the vehicle controller, and sends amessage to the spectrometer controller
to initiate a spectrometer calibration action. This overrides the entire navigation procedure, which
waits until the spectrometer calibration is finished. When calibration is completed — with a success
or a failure — the spectrometer control module broadcasts a status message causing the science
planner to release its lock on the navigation systems and resume forward motion.

Occasionally the rover would find itself perched on precarious or rocky terrain during this re-
calibration procedure, in which case it could not successfully straighten the rover axles. Because
this would cause the spectrometer to miss the white reference target, it would abort the calibration
procedure and re-try again 60 seconds later. These 60-second attempts would continue until the
rover succeeded in collecting a white reference spectrum.

During the traverse, the spectrometer control module attempts to collect spectra at regular2m
distance intervals. However, the rate of data capture and processing limited spectrometer acquisi-
tions to a maximum rate of around one spectrum per7 seconds. This corresponds roughly to a new
spectrum for each2−5m of forward progress. The module schedules these spectral measurements
independently by monitoring rover wheel odometry. Since the rover must stop for each calibration,
the procedure overrides any spectrometer acquisition activity for its complete duration. This pre-
vents the spectrometer acquisition and calibration routines from attempting to use the pan-tilt unit
simultaneously. Using rover motion as an implicit communication channel resolved the pan-tilt
contention issue without any explicit interprocess communication. Moreover, it ensured that no
spectra collection occurred while the rover was stationaryduring planning activities.

4.4.3 Field Test Procedure

This section describes field tests at the Amboy Crater site. The tests demonstrate autonomous
surficial mapping of basaltic lava units with dynamic Maximum Entropy Sampling that exploits
surface and orbital data. The rover system begins with virtually no prior information about the
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correlations between these data products; instead, it learns the appropriate model parameters on the
fly. The main instrument in use by the rover is its Visible Near-Infrared Reflectance Spectrometer,
which it learns to correlate to remote sensing data.

Here we focus on the “Bonnie and Clyde” site previously considered in Chapter 3. The entire
exploration corridor measures 300m in length, and containsseveral distinct basaltic platforms.
Figure 4.22 shows DOQ overflight imagery of the traverse areatogether with a rover plan produced
after 27 spectral samples (colored dots). The path planningalgorithm chooses a strategy that covers
the principal units of surface material within the corridorwhile respecting the time budget. The
blue line indicates one isocontour of the marginal prediction entropy; in this case entropy of the
black basalt is high because no sample from this patch has been collected.

The entire suite of tests compared several mapping techniques:

• Fixed Transect: An exploration scheme consisting of a straight drive across the exploration
corridor (Figure 4.20 Left). We derive class labels for individual map pixels by binarizing
the final Gaussian process predictions into two classes using k-means quantization (k = 2,
see section 4.4.4 for more detail).

• Fixed Coverage: An exploration scheme consisting of a zig-zag coverage pattern to uni-
formly cover the exploration corridor, subject to time constraints (Figure 4.20 Right). We
alternate beginning with a right or a left turn. K-means produces pixel labels.

• Adaptive ASTER: Adaptive exploration using ASTER VIS/NIR orbital image with15m/pixel
resolution as a latent input. (Figure 4.21 Right). K-means produces final pixel labels.

• Adaptive DOQ: An exploration scheme utilizing the1m/pixel overflight data in one visible
band as a latent input (Figure 4.21 Right). K-means producesthe final pixel labels.

• Synthetic Random: A map that does not correspond to any physical traverse; here both
pixel class labels are chosen with equal probability. This is not a practical strategy, but we
use it as a control group for the experiment.

• Synthetic Uniform: Another synthetic map, filled with pixel labels corresponding to the
predominant class. Again, we use this as a control group for our comparison.

Time budgets were24 minutes for each physical exploration method except the trials with DOQ
overflight data. Two of these DOQ trials used a budget of30 minutes, and a third (the examples
appearing in Figure 4.22) was handicapped with a budget of only 16 minutes. The expedition ended
before we could perform time-equivalent DOQ tests, so we encourage caution in interpreting the
statistical significance of the DOQ result.

The experimental trials began by initializing the rover’s position estimate using onboard differ-
ential GPS and calibrating the spectrometer. The trials each began at the same location and ended
when the rover reached the far end of the corridor or when the allotted time was exhausted. The
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Figure 4.20: Examples of fixed navigation strategies with the resulting map reconstructions. Left:
Transect-based navigation. Right: Farming pattern for maximal coverage. The Farming pattern is
subject to the same time constraints as the adaptive strategies.

initial plan consisted of a straight-line drive towards thegoal; only after enough spectra were col-
lected to initialize the Gaussian process model did the science planner begin producing adaptive
plans. This usually occurred within the first 10-20 seconds after initiating rover motion.

In order to reduce inter-trial variance we discarded trialsthat encountered unusually catas-
trophic navigation errors. We discounted experimental trials in which a single obstacle avoidance
maneuver lasted longer than 60 seconds, or when navigational difficulties required a manual oper-
ator intervention. This occurred in about1/3 of the trials we conducted in this environment. De-
spite these efforts, variations in low-level navigation behavior would still result in different paths
between runs even when the planner’s selected waypoints were identical.

Additional sources of inter-trial variance are lighting conditions and the varying period between
spectrometer calibration actions. In order to control for varying light levels we performed tests
when the sun was at high elevation. During our field season this limited our operating hours to the
approximate interval of 9:30-14:30. Recall that our architecture paused every7 minutes during the
traverse in order to re-calibrate the spectrometer, but would make one or more additional attempts
in succession until a calibration procedure succeeds.

Another source of inter-trial variance was the failure of a calibration routine due to uneven
ground. This required multiple consecutive attempts and often resulted in poor traverse results. Not
only would the rover waste time performing multiple calibrations, but the extra time between white
references often produced bad spectrometer data as the old calibration became increasingly obso-
lete due to lighting changes. To separate these implementation issues from those of path planning,
we disregarded those traverses in which the rover missed more than one calibration opportunity in
a row, or when it obviously missed the reference target during calibration and produced bad data
as a result.
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Figure 4.21: Examples of adaptive navigation strategies with the resulting map reconstructions.
Left: Adaptive navigation using the low-resolution ASTER data product as a latent input. Right:
Adaptive navigation using the high-resolution DOQ data product as a latent input. The low-level
navigator is not constrained to travel forwards, and this run evidences some backwards travel during
turns and obstacle avoidance.

A final confounding factor concerns registration and localization error. In practice we did not
exclude runs from the experimental data on account of localization error, but it is worth noting it in
any case as an additional source of inter-trial variance.

4.4.4 Field Test Results

The accuracy score measures the fidelity of a reconstructed map based on the samples collected
by each method. We evaluate each dataset by retraining a Gaussian process model using the high
resolution remote sensing image, and binarizing the resultinto two geologic types with k-means
vector quantization. Figure 4.23 shows one example of the map inference and the resulting binary
geologic unit classification. We create a ground-truth map by manually labeling both classes of
surface material in a high-resolution DOQ orbital image. Then, we associate the unsupervised
classes with their most numerous matches in the ground-truth image. This yields a pixel-wise
classification accuracy score for the reconstructed map.

The onboard adaptive exploration algorithm adapted to identify informative paths along the
exploration corridor. Figure 4.22 shows the end of the trialafter the rover has traveled 0.46 kilo-
meters. In this trial, which lasted approximately 24 minutes, the rover chose a modified coverage
pattern that found an appropriate compromise between boundary-following and coverage. This
image illustrates the inference result with areas of dense basalt in yellow and clay sediment in
green. The map prediction is uncertain in areas that are far from the rover path (consider the unvis-
ited basalt patch in the lower right), but more accurate within the corridor. Samples generated by
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Figure 4.22: Left: Overflight imagery of the field site. Colored dots show spectral samples col-
lected along the rover path. The blue line indicates one isocontour of the marginal prediction
entropy. The red line shows waypoints in the current navigation plan. Center: Geologic map of
surface material resulting from the traverse. Right: Marginal prediction variance associated with
the reconstructed map.

Figure 4.23: Left: Typical map inference result. Center: Binarized version resulting from k-means
quantization. Right: ground truth labels. The map projection differs slightly in this image, but
individual pixels were aligned using georeferencing data to calculate reconstruction error.
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Method Accuracy (std) # Spectra (std) p-value (n)
Adaptive

DOQ 0.87 (0.01) 199.3 (45.3) <0.01 (3)
ASTER 0.81 (0.03) 225.0 (32.8) <0.05 (4)

Fixed
Coverage 0.75(0.05) 206.0 (14.4) n/a (4)
Transect 0.74(0.09) 75.9 (15.0) 0.45 (7)

Synthetic
Uniform 0.57 (< 0.01) n/a 0 (5)
Random 0.50(< 0.01) n/a <0.01 (5)

Table 4.2: Results of the Amboy Crater Traverses: map reconstruction accuracy, the average num-
ber of spectra collected during each experimental run, and the p-value of a one-tailed T-test against
the methods’ equivalence to a fixed coverage pattern.

the path planning algorithm offer a representative sample from which a human could more easily
construct a complete interpretation of the environment.

Table 4.4.4 shows performance statistics resulting from 18trials in this traverse area. Reported
p-values result from a one-tailed T-test against the hypothesis that performance is equivalent to
a static coverage pattern. Figure 4.24 plots the number of features (collected spectra) against
reconstruction error. In general the adaptive methods outperform static methods, which in turn
outperform the uniform and random cases. Traverses based onDOQ overflight data perform best
of all.

DOQ trials are subject to the timing issues mentioned above,but we include this data here for
several reasons. The low variance among the DOQ accuracy implies that the time budgets were not
different enough to pose a clear handicap or advantage. Moreover, due to navigation irregularities
between runs, the average number of measurements collectedwas actuallysmallerfor DOQ trials
than for the coverage patterns. The coverage patterns happened to drive through open terrain,
resulting in fewer obstacle-induced pauses.

Several trends are apparent. First, with respect to the hand-labeled ground truth image, adaptive
methods significantly outperform static coverage patternsfor α = 0.05. The variance in the number
of collected spectra is greater for adaptive methods than for fixed methods, while the accuracy
variance is reduced. This discrepancy — greater variation in path choice, and less variation in
reconstruction results — might be related to the adaptive methods’ responsiveness to navigation
obstacles and spectral imaging conditions.

Attention to the remote sensing data product ensures that the rover sees representative samples
of diverse terrain from all parts of the corridor, without missing significant patches of basalt. While
half of the fixed coverage patterns miss the final basalt patch(Figure 4.20), all the adaptive methods
target this area. They tend to avoid homogeneous regions of sediment such as the Southeast and
Northwest corners of the corridor.

Finally, Maximum Entropy Sampling’s border-affinity is evidenced in the rate of “crossings,”
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Figure 4.24: Results of the experimental trials from Amboy Crater: the number of spectral samples
collected in each run and the accuracy of the reconstructed map.

that is, transitions onto or off of a basalt mound. Adaptive sampling utilizing the high-resolution
orbital data crosses boundaries at a significantly higher rate than the fixed coverage pattern. The
result is a higher number of samples from near boundary regions where the data in the augmented
input space is sparser. In other words, adaptive sampling from orbital data permits extrapolation
within each unit, rendering additional samples from the interiors redundant. The adaptive methods
spend more time, on average, in basalt patches due to this regular border crossing (Table 4.3).

These experiments control for radical navigation errors, and we should not let this blind us to
other advantages offered by adaptive sampling. Exploration robots operate in uncertain, dynamic
environments. One can never be certain that activities likenavigation or instrument deployment
will succeed or take the expected amount of time and energy resources. However, the adaptive
replanning allows the rover to recover from resource shortfalls with “next-best” exploration plans.
Similarly, it can move opportunistically to exploit unexpected sample sites or resource surpluses.
The power of active sampling lies not only as a device for active learning, but also as a hedge
against execution uncertainty.

The catastrophic navigation failures from the Amboy trialsare instructive; they show the value
of adaptive observation planning to recover from executionerror. Consider the traverse illustrated
in Figure 4.25. Here the rover encounters a line of bushes that force it far outside the exploration
corridor. This causes a delay of several minutes, and the rover falls behind schedule. Adaptive
replanning permits the rover to recover a reasonable mapping strategy that satisfies the mission
time constraints. It compromises in favor of the truncated coverage pattern shown in Figure 4.25.

The Amboy Crater experiments demonstrate a system that performs automated site survey on
kilometer scales. It begins with virtually noa priori knowledge of surface materials. Instead it
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Method Time in basalt (std) Crossings (std) Crossing rate (std) p-value (n)
Adaptive

DOQ 60% (2%) 14 (4) 0.08 (0.01) 0.04 (3)
ASTER 56% (9%) 11 (2) 0.05 (0.01) 0.76 (4)

Fixed
Coverage 48%(9%) 10 (3) 0.05 (0.02) n/a (4)
Transect 53%(15%) 6 (1) 0.08 (0.02) 0.04 (7)

Table 4.3: Results of the Amboy Crater Traverses’ boundary crossing behavior: The percentage
of time spent on basalt platform units as determined by hand-labeled orbital imagery. The second
column shows the number of crossings,e.g. the number of times the rover moved onto or off of a
platform. The third column shows the proportion of boundarycrossings as a fraction of the total
number of observations. Finally we provide the p-value of a one-tailed T-test against the crossing
rate’s equivalence to a fixed coverage pattern.

Figure 4.25: In this run, a navigation error delayed the rover for several minutes. The adaptive
replanning was able to produce a reasonable, alternative exploration schedule in light of the delay.
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learns the relevant distinctions on the fly and improves its exploration efficiency by leveraging
learned trends in spatial proximity and correlations with remote sensing. The corridor exploration
task exhibits some artificial constraints, but demonstrates the essential features of autonomous site
survey.



Chapter 5

Selective Transmission with Proxy
Features

And so on into winter / Till even I have ceased / To come as a footprinter, / And only
some slight beast / So mousy or so foxy / Shall print there as myproxy. — Robert
Frost, “Closed for Good” [124]

Remote science favors phenomena at the limits of perception, and scientists will inevitably
consider features of the data that are too abstract or subtlefor automatic pattern recognition. For
example, geologists analyzing geomorphology of MER rover imagery have considered sediment
structure [125], the shape and size attributes of rocks [37], and outcrops [82]. These present sig-
nificant pattern recognition challenges; it is unlikely that the remote exploration agent can detect
them all reliably. When specific feature detectors are possible, they require intensive development
effort and may not generalize across environments [24].

Fortunately hidden or noisy phenomena do not preclude meaningful autonomous science. Re-
mote agents can exploit correlations withproxy featuresthat are simpler to detect. These proxy
features consist of compact numerical descriptors of the data products that are easy to extract. The
output of supervised pattern recognition, an unsupervisedclassification, or a dimensionality reduc-
tion procedure can all provide candidate proxy features. Proxy methods optimize the exploration
objective by exploiting learned relationships between these descriptors and the actual science con-
tent of the data products.

Figure 5.1 shows a stark example based on a 2003 survey of scientists at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory [81]. The survey aimed to characterize agreement among scientists’ preferences for
images in a mock selective data return scenario. Researchers presented scientists a diverse set of
25 images taken by the FIDO rover at a Mars-analog field site inArizona. Each scientist ranked
the images according to the order in which they would like to have received them from a selective
subsampling algorithm.

The original study compares different scientists’ preferences and finds statistically significant
correlations. While several outliers exhibited dramatically different preferences due to differences

125
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Figure 5.1: Scientist rank preferences correlate stronglywith the compression rate for farfield
images in the FIDO survey. Scientists broadly prefer imagesthat compress poorly; these are more
likely to contain interesting geomorphology. Here theρ andp values refer only to those images
which display the horizon.
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Scientist Spearmanρ p-value
1 -0.69 0.002
2 -0.55 0.02
3 -0.82 0.00005
4 -0.79 0.0001
5 -0.39 0.11
6 -0.62 0.007
7 0.10 0.68
8 -0.28 0.26
9 -0.88 0.000002

Table 5.1: The Spearman rank correlation coefficient measures the correlation between preference
ordering and compressed image size for each individual scientist. Preferences show a significant
correlation in6 of 9 cases.

in background or their ideas about mission goals, the overall picture was one of general agreement
among different individuals. However, our post-analysis of these results reveals another significant
trend. When compressed using the JPEG compression standard[126], the resultingimage size
exhibits a strong negative correlation with the scientists’ mean preference ranking. In other words,
image compression rates appear to predict the science valueof the image.

That JPEG compression correlates with scientist preferences is not especially surprising. The
wavelet compression routine exploits regular structures in natural images, the compression rate is a
rough measure of the “visual information” that is present (Figure 5.1). We divide the FIDO images
into two groups: those that show the horizon and those that donot. For images with a horizon, a
low compression rate signifies irregular structure like broken outcrops and other geomorphological
features of interest. Scientists broadly prefer these overeasily-compressed horizon images.

We can quantify the relationship between the compressed image size and scientists’ prefer-
ences using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. The Spearman coefficient measures the
dependence between rank-ordered variables. The statistic, commonly represented byρ, is a non-
parametric analog of the classic Pearson correlation coefficient for linear relationships. It measures
of the ability of an arbitrary nonparametric function to describe the relationship between two vari-
ables. It is computed as follows, wheredi is the difference between rank of each of the values of
the “compressed size” and “scientists” mean preference ranking” variables andn is the size of the
dataset.

ρ =
6

∑

d2
i

n(n2 − 1)
(5.1)

In this case the mean preference ranking’s value of of−0.91 is highly significant (p-value< 1e−6).
The compression rate accounts for a significant portion of the variance among preference rankings.

The correlation is also significant for the individuals’ independent preference rankings for6 out
of 9 individuals (Table 5). This suggests that an explorer agentcould use the image compression
rate to determine the best images for transmission. Regardless of whether or not the images are
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actually compressed for downlink, the JPEG reduction constitutes a “proxy feature” that is simple
to compute and germane to the science content of the images.

Proxy features can improve autonomous science systems’ flexibility by leveraging generic fea-
ture classification and pattern analysis in potential application to a wide range of science tasks.
This contrasts with explicit feature detection that relieson the abstract language of science features
to define the objective. Explicitly detecting “high-level”science features like outcrops requires
new custom-made detectors for each specific science goal. But the cost of development and testing
these detectors is prohibitive; detecting rocks in images is still an open research topic after years
of research [24]. On the other hand, proxy methods can exploit correlated attributes at any level
of description. With appropriate training data, automaticlearning can utilize them to benefit many
different environments and science phenomena.

In addition, proxy methods can provide quantitative insight into scientists’ field technique.
They represent statistical relationships between quantifiable properties of data products and em-
pirical sampling strategies. They lend quantitative insight to heuristic methods; for example,
representative and periodic sampling can both be viewed as special cases of proxy exploration
that make specific assumptions about the structure of the environment. Proxy methods provide
an information-theoretic grounding for these heuristics while suggesting the circumstances under
which they are most reasonable.

This section examines two proxy methods in the context of theintelligent mapping approach.
We consider selective data return with information-drivenreward criteria applied to generative
spatial models. We use proxy features as a latent input to a regression model, where Gaussian
process predicts a continuous scalar value in a time series.Experiments show that the proxy fea-
tures are sufficient to improve data transmission actions when the true scalar value is unobserved
by the agent. Next we consider an alternative approach models the joint probability density of
appearances of proxy features and the real science contents, treating the proxy features as noisy
observations of a hidden state. Here a Hidden Markov Model describes the geologic classes of
images collected along a linear transect.

We show that classic representative sampling and periodic sampling strategies are simply exam-
ples of proxy feature data collection under different assumptions about sensor noise and the spatial
continuity in the environment. Different degrees of correlation between proxy features and science
content create situations for which the resulting policy approaches periodic or targeted sampling
behavior.

5.1 Proxy Features as Covariates in a Regression Model

Recall that we can represent a set of collected data productsasA = {a1, . . . an : ai ∈ A}. These
are associated with independent experimental variablesX = {x1, . . . , xn : xi ∈ X}, such as the
samples’ physical locations. We represent the hidden science content of the data products with the
setS = {s1, . . . sn : si ∈ S} in the space of science contentsS. Eachsi is apparent to a scientist
looking at the data product, but in general it cannot be detected by the remote agent. However, the
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agent does have a corresponding set of proxy featuresY = {y1, . . . yn : yi ∈ Y} with elements
corresponding to each of the collected data products.

We employ a decoupled objective function and assume that theset of collected data is fixed
during selective data transmission (Section 3). The explorer can only return a sizemT subset of
data products. This leads to the following utility functionfor selective downlink:

U(A,A′) ≡ RT (A′) for A′ ⊆ A, |A′| ≤ mT (5.2)

Proxy features are relevant for a wide range of information gain reward functions, including the
mutual information and maximum entropy criteria. Here we will focus on mutual information.
A reasonable objective is to maximize the mutual information between the science content of un-
transmitted data products (denoted byS \ S′) and the science content of transmitted data products
(denoted byS′):

RT (A′) = I(S \ S′;S′) for A′ ⊆ A, |A′| ≤ mT (5.3)

We omit the constraints in future equations for clarity.
The proxy features serve the dual purpose of indicating important data products for return and

simultaneously providing cues to Earthbound scientists about the content of other data products
that are not returned. This role only makes sense if the proxyfeatures are more compact than
the original data product. Practical proxy features are simple numerical attributes such as discrete
classifications or numerical descriptors inR

n. We can safely assume for our task that both proxy
features and independent variables will require trivial bandwidth to transmit. We include theentire
set ofX andY associated with all data products are included in the downlink and absorb their cost
into our transmission budget. The discretionary portion remains a constant. We can rewrite the
objective function:

RT (A,A′) = I(S \ S′;S′, X, Y ) for A′ ⊆ A, |A′| ≤ mT (5.4)

Proxy features let us chooseA′ to improve this objective without observingS or S′ directly.

5.1.1 Shared Hyperparameter Learning

In our Gaussian process formulation we consider the hidden science content to be an underlying
functionf(x) of the independent variables. The resulting regression problem learns the mapping
from independent variables to science content:

f(x) : X 7→ S (5.5)

Here for simplicity we represent science content as a singlescalar value so thatsi = f(x) ∈
S,S = R. Recall that for a set of input locationsX we define the Gaussian process prior using a
mean vector and covariance matrix. Following convention, we take the mean vector to be zero so
that the prior is defined solely in terms of the covariance matrix K. For a vectorf(x) representing
f(X) evaluated at multiple locations, the prior can be written:

P (f(X)) =
1

(2π)N/2|K|1/2
exp

{

−
1

2
f(X)TK−1f(X)

}

(5.6)
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Each element of the prior covariance matrix is given by the covariance functionκ(xi, xj) evaluated
between two observation sites.

f(X) ∼ N (0,Σ) where Σ = KA,A and Kai,aj
= κ(xi, xj) (5.7)

Here we takeκ to be the squared exponential covariance function, parameterized by coefficients
ψ1, ψ2, and “length scale” hyperparameterswk for each dimensionk of the input space.

κ(xi, xj) = ψ1 + ψ2 exp

{

−
1

2

d
∑

k=1

(xki − xkj)2

w2
k

}

(5.8)

Thus, the covariance with respect toS between input pointsX is given by the covariance matrix
KA,A which we can separate into submatrices associated with the transmitted portionKA′,A′ and
the remainderKA\A′,A\A′ :

KA,A =

[

KA\A′,A\A′ KA\A′,A′

KA′,A\A′ KA′,A′

]

(5.9)

The mutual information of the science content of the returned data with respect to the unobserved
datapoints can be written in terms of differential entropies defined in terms of the submatrix deter-
minants [127].

RMUTINF(A,A′) = H(S′|X,Y ) +H(S \ S′|X,Y )−H(S|X,Y ) (5.10)

=
1

2

[

log(2πe|A
′| det(KA′,A′))+ (5.11)

log(2πe|A\A′| det(KA\A′,A\A′))− (5.12)

log(2πe|A| det(KA,A))
]

(5.13)

Note thatS does not appear in the final decomposition. Similarly, the MES reward function can be
written without reference toS.

RMAXENT(A,A′) = H(S′|X,Y ) (5.14)

=
1

2
log(2πe|A

′| det(KA′,A′)) (5.15)

(5.16)

For a fixed covariance function, the hyperparameters and independent variables completely
determine elements ofKA,A, which is itself a function of input pointsX. Thus, the information-
optimal sampling strategy is independent of the actual science content (the values taken byS).
This is true for any information gain metric based on a fixed covariance function; the independent
variables alone define the sampling locations that will provide the most information about the
science content of untransmitted data.

We use the proxy features to augment the independent variables, yielding a combined latent
input space:

f(x, y) : X × Y 7→ S (5.17)
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Figure 5.2: A graphical representation illustrates learning shared hyperparametersψ andw. Along
with these hyperparameters the observed proxy featuresY and independent variablesX define a
Gaussian distribution over science contentsS. Hand-chosen training valuesL permit maximum-
likelihood learning of the hyperparameters. In a new test environment, the observed values and
hyperparameters define a prior Gaussian distribution over science contents. The prior covariance
matrix gives the best subsampling strategy.

This changes the number of input dimensions but not the form of the covariance function, so we
can still compute the reward functions of Equations 5.13 and5.16 without observingS. However,
the result will now reflect samples’ similarity not just in the spatiotemporal domain but also in the
domain of computed proxy features.

This procedure requires an appropriate covariance function and hyperparameters. Here we will
learn the hyperparameters from a set of labeled training data whose covariance relationships are
presumed to generalize to the test set. If the science content is known in the training case, the
agent can use this dataset to learn the covariance function parameters for the general augmented
input space using classical gradient ascent of the likelihood or Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Figure
5.2 illustrates the process, in which hand-labeled contents L inform parameter learning on the
hyperparametersφ andk. These produce a prior covariance matrix onS to permit experimental
design in the test environment.

This shared hyperparameter learning is appropriate given the natural interpretation of the co-
variance function as a prior over regression functions. Thecovariance functions capture similarities
in the structure of the distributions of science contents inthe test and training environments. They
reflect the degree of correlation between input dimensions (or proxy features) and science contents.
As long as the covariance function is determined by relativelocations in the input space, the as-
sumption of a common covariance function fits naturally withthe hierarchical model. Researchers
have investigated similar ideas under the heading of hierarchical Bayesian hyperparameter learning
or multi-task learning [128].
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Figure 5.3: Data return with Maximum Entropy Sampling, based solely on the independent spatial
variablesX. Large blue dots indicate transmitted data. Left: collected datapoints. Right: Covari-
ance matrix, with red showing large values and blue small values. Covariance relationships are
determined by data points’ proximity, resulting in a periodic sampling strategy.

Some examples illustrate proxy features’ influence on sampling behavior. Here we consider
the two-part function portrayed in Figure 5.3. This simulated environment consists of a flat ho-
mogeneous region and “bump” of high change. When the agent only has access to the the spatial
dimension, our experimental design reward criterion seeksto fill the available space. This amounts
to periodic sampling in the spatial domain. Figure 5.3 showsthe covariance matrices and sampling
behavior for this simple data return scheme.

Figure 5.4 shows a similar scenario with the Gaussian process trained on a two-dimensional
input including an arbitrary real-valued proxy featureY . Here, the signal-to-noise ratio is high;
according to labeled training data,Y is an excellent correlate of the science content. The length-
scale parameters associated with each input dimension, andthe resulting covariance matrix, reflect
this correlation. The Gaussian process determines that onecan observe the contents of the large,
homogeneous portion of the input space with just a few measurements. Science content correlates
strongly along this dimension, obviating the need for densesampling. The selective return strategy
allocates a larger portion of the data return budget to sampling in the proxy features’ domain. This
is tantamount to representative sampling in feature space that de-emphasizes physical proximity.

A key difference between treating proxy features as latent inputs rather than, for example, a
noisy observation ofS (as one would employ in classical Gaussian process regression) lies in the
the resulting information-optimal observations. By usingthem as an additional input we produce
nonstationary sampling behavior that reflects the appropriate kinds of diversity the dataset should
exhibit in order to be most informative about the trueS.

In Figure 5.5 we train the Gaussian process hyperparameterson a hand-labeled dataset that
exhibits a high-noise relationship between proxy featuresand science content. This results in
behavior akin to periodic sampling. The length-scale hyperparameters reduce the emphasis on the
unreliable proxy features and encourage representative sampling in the spatial domain.

By abstracting from science content labels, proxy feature methods can improve robustness
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Figure 5.4: Data return with the Maximum Entropy criterion,based on both independent spatial
variablesX and low-noise proxy featuresY . Covariance parameters were trained on science con-
tents that correlated well with the proxy features. Due to the high signal-to-noise ratio, the Gaussian
process determines that one can observe the contents of the large, homogeneous portion of the in-
put space with just a few measurements. It devotes a larger portion of the data return budget to
sampling in the proxy features’ domain.

Figure 5.5: Data return with Maximum Entropy Sampling, based on a training set that exhibits
a poor correlation (high noise) relationship with the underlying f(x). Note that the covariance
function favors relationships based on locality in theX dimension. The result is a more even,
periodic spacing of transmitted data points in space.
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and generality of selective data return. They enable the robot to adapt its experimental design
without detecting the features of interest directly. One disadvantage of the method we describe
is the requirement that scientists specify science contents in terms of a single scalar value. More
sophisticated science content labels are possible; multiple independent scalar quantities could form
an orthogonal basis for more refined distinctions. Alternatively, co-Kriging strategies [19] could
extend the Gaussian processes to model multivariate science content.

5.1.2 Selective Return of Image Sequences

Image sequences are a compelling test case because they often contain complex, high-level science
content that is difficult to recognize automatically. Cameras for engineering and science activities
are pervasive in remote exploration and can generally capture data at a very high rate. However,
the images themselves are large data products and complete sequences may be infeasible to trans-
mit. Thus intelligent image subsampling would be immediately useful to many remote exploration
domains.

Image analysis can help to classify the geomorphology of entire images. Previous analyses
of rover panoramas have involved detecting rocks and clustering them into groups according to
hue, intensity, size, and texture attributes [129, 18]. Theproportions of each rock class constitute
an “image signature” that reflects the local geology of the site (Figure 5.6). These site signatures
can be reduced through techniques like Principal ComponentAnalysis (PCA) to produce lower-
dimensional visualizations of the terrain types and their distinctions. Similar efforts have classified
the geomorphology of image regions using texture analysis [33].

Our mission scenario involves navigation image sequences drawn from an autonomous rover
traverse in the Atacama Desert, a Mars-analog site in Chile [51]. The rover platform used for
the experiments is “Zoë,” described previously in Chapter2. Zoë conducted a series of multiple-
kilometer autonomous traverses at the “Guanaco” site (referenced elsewhere as Site F), a location
in the dry interior of the Atacama [51]. The Atacama terrain,visible in image 5.7, is barren with
varying soil and rock morphology ranging from pebble-strewn plains to fields of large (> 30cm)
blocks.

At the Guanaco site expedition, four traverses crossed boundaries that remote geologists had
previously identified as possible contact points between units of surface material. Figure 5.8 shows
one such boundary in an ASTER remote sensing image (band 1). Surface images demonstrate
clear morphological differences in surface material observed at each location (Figure 5.10). In
this experiment we employ simple proxy features to interpret images for downlink. This results in
datasets that improve the reconstruction of traverse geomorphology over those that focus simply
on position.

Zoë’s navigation cameras provide a 60-degree field of view at 320×240 pixel resolution. They
point downward to view the terrain directly in front of the rover, and capture images at the rate of
1 per 2 meters of forward travel. We consider four traverse segments that each contain 400 dis-
tinct navigation images. These would be invaluable for determining relationships between surface
material and orbital data, but the complete sequences are extremely bandwidth-heavy. Instead, we
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Figure 5.6: Five rover panoramas at different locales and the distributions of detected rock types
[129]. Each column corresponds to one of five locales the fieldexperiment. Row A: Qualitative
human interpretation. The peak of the hill has the highest concentration of rocks. Row B: A
portion of the panorama from each locale. Row C: Underbody images from each locale. Row D:
Rock detection with manually defined “large rock,” “bright rock,” and “outlier” classes. Row E:
Unsupervised model using rock detection; classification employs EM clustering over color and size
features. The mean intensity of each class is shown.
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Figure 5.7: Zoë in the Atacama desert, Chile.

desire a “bestn” subset that is most informative about the geomorphology ofthe entire traverse.
Finally, we desire a rank ordering to ensure that the best images are transmitted first in case of
communication faults or interruptions.

The flowchart of Figure 5.9 summarizes the training and subselection procedure for our selec-
tive image return scenario. We used a cross-validation procedure, training each of the four traverses
using one of the others from a similar region. A human operator manually labels the contents of
the training sequence by examining the image contents and choosing the most obvious visual tran-
sition between surface materials. We ascribed scalar values of 0 and1 to images on either side
of this border. In practice this usually corresponded to an obvious difference in soil texture or the
quantity and size of rocks that were present. However, the Gaussian process representation can
also accommodate more finely-tuned distinctions.

Image texture has been found in the laboratory to be a good correlate of geomorphology [38];
our analysis uses simple local texture descriptors extracted from the foreground of each image.
We describe local texture using thetextonmethod of Varma and Zisserman [130]. Textons are
“archetypal textures;” pixel-level texture classifications that together fill the space of observed
image textures.

We generate textons by convolving all images in a training set with the Maximum Response
8 filter bank. This results in an8-dimensional response vector for each pixel. We then cluster
the responses from a reserved set of training images using k-means to form a set of16 universal
textons. These textons, in turn, produce an image map that assigns each individual pixel to its
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Figure 5.8: ASTER orbital imagery corresponding to a 4.3km traverse. The initial terrain consists
of homogeneous desert pavement covered with small rocks (< 10 cm). After the first kilometer
the terrain changes (yellow dashed line) to a mixture of larger block sizes with occasional bare
clay. Scientists evaluating the orbital data hypothesizeda second boundary (red dashed line) but
no change was clearly visible from the ground. In this annotated image a thin white line shows the
traverse locations where navigation imagery was captured.
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Figure 5.9: Procedure for subselection of an image sequenceusing proxy features.

Figure 5.10: Original navigation images (top) and false color image showing texton values of
individual pixels (bottom). To limit horizon and sky artifacts, we use only the bottom half of each
image to compute its summary descriptor.
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Euclidean-nearest texton (Fig. 5.10). Different textons approximately capture the different kinds
of surface materials such as rocks, shadows, sediments of varying texture, and salt deposits.

The histogram of texton counts in each image provides a cue about its geomorphology. We
normalize texton counts and compress the result to a1D representation using Principal Component
Analysis as in chapter 3. The first principal component produces a latent input that augments
the input space of a Gaussian process. We use a squared exponential covariance function, with
length scales that determine the importance ascribed to differences in the spatial and morphological
domains.

We determine the appropriate length scales by maximum likelihood on the training traverses.
For a new traverse, we use the same covariance function to generate the prior covariance matrix
as per Equation5.7. This facilitates selective subsampling using the MES criterion of Equation
5.16. Greedy optimization identifies an ordered subset for downlink, adding images to the dataset
one-by-one in the order that maximizes the determinant of the submatrixKA′,A′ . The final data
setA′ is the bestm images that comprise the transmission downlink. The remotescientist also
receives the independent variables and proxy features associated with all of the other images that
the agent collected. The complete set of proxy features is a required so that the posterior distribution
over science contents matches that which was computed by theremote agent. In practical terms,
the proxy features point out images that have similar contents. This assists the scientist to draw
inferences about those images that were not returned.

Figure 5.11 shows an example of a covariance matrix for one such image sequence. This
traverse was drawn from an image sequence near site C, waypoint 34 [62]. This traverse entailed
a brief sprint across an open basin filled with uniform pebbles and occasional, sparsely distributed
cobble-sized rocks greater than10cm in size. Near image120, the rover approaches a hill where
the density and size of rocks is thicker. In addition, the terrain texture changes, revealing patches
of white sediment that become increasingly prominent. Finally, the last 50 images of the traverse
show a drastic increase in the number of rocks as the rover nears the top of the hill. The result is
that the images in the sequence exhibit varying rates of change.

We train the Gaussian process on unit labels from a similar traverse, and apply the covariance
function hyperparameters to sample from this sequence. Figure 5.11 shows images returned from
this traverse by greedy selection using the mutual information criterion. The numerals printed on
each image indicate the rank ordering of the first 10 returnedimages from the dataset. The plot
beneath shows a time series with the time step number on the horizontal axis, and the texture-based
proxy feature on the vertical axis.

Here the selective data return strategy allocates a disproportionate number of images to the final
third of the traverse, spending more than half of its downlink budget on those images. The result
is a more representative sampling of the complete spatio-morphological domain. Note that at no
point has the algorithm ever explicitly represented image morphology. Instead it draws cues from
the learned degree of correlation between image labels, positions, and texton-based proxy features.
The proxy features suggest that science content is likely tochange rapidly in the final third of the
traverse.

Selective data return with proxy features can improve the reconstruction of unobserved dat-
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Figure 5.11: Sampling of a transect consisting of rover traverse imagery, based on a covariance
matrix based on supervised training with proxy features. The horizontal axis shows the order in
which images were acquired, while the vertical axis shows the texture feature used as a proxy fea-
ture. The numbers associated with each image show the order in which it was chosen for addition
to the downlink.
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Figure 5.12: Left: Reconstruction error for hand-labeled images using adaptive and fixed selective
return strategies. The plot shows the mean result of the fourAtacama trials (confidence intervals
for α = 0.05). Right: Differential entropy of the returned observationlocations, calculated using
the “true” covariance matrix fit to the actual observations.

apoints over naı̈ve selection strategies. Figure 5.12 shows the mean reconstruction error for the
four Atacama traverses with95% confidence intervals. We evaluate each algorithm by revealing
the true labels of returned data products and training a Gaussian process model on the result. This
allows inference about the science contents at the remaining unobserved locations. Proxy features
are provided to assist with the reconstructionevenfor those subselection methods that do not use
them to compute the selective data return.

We compare three sampling strategies. The first is asequentialstrategy that transmits images
at evenly spaced temporal intervals in the order the images were collected. This performs poorly;
only with the final few transmitted images does it provide representative samples from the entire
spatial domain. Moreover, it ignores the actual content of the images themselves.

A second fixed strategy uses a time-filling heuristic: a distance transform that returns images
that are temporally farthest from any other. It begins with the middle image; the next two returned
images bifurcate each of the remaining halves, the next fourimages bifurcate the resulting quarter-
traverse segments,et cetera. This reduces error far faster, but it still ignores information in the
image domain.

Finally, an adaptive strategy utilizing maximum entropy returned images according to the or-
der in which they were chosen through greedy selection. The adaptive strategy tends to fill the
space as well, but it fills the joint position/texture space and in doing so provides representative
samples of more different terrain types sooner. Indeed, thereconstruction exhibits a marked im-
provement, with approximately half the reconstruction error of the fixed selection strategies by the
third returned sample. The use of mutual information instead of conditional entropy produced no
significant change in reconstruction error.

The improvement from adaptive sampling is most significant for small subsets; here the adap-
tive data return ensures that the remote scientist receivesrepresentative samples from each terrain
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type. Adaptive sampling reduces reconstruction error by nearly 50% when the agent returns just
4 data products. For larger subsets the average benefit accrued from adaptive sampling is still a
meaningful percentage of the total reconstruction error. However, in these cases the overall recon-
struction error decreases to the point where it is overwhelmed by between-trial variance, we cannot
claim a statistically significant difference for these large subsets.

In summary, it is useful to formulate selective data return as an experimental design problem
with a direct parallel to adaptive data collection. Here we can leverage proxy features as a latent
input, which alters adaptive sampling behavior in a Gaussian process model. Experiments suggest
that learned correlations can improve the overall performance of selective data return of image
sequences.

5.2 Proxy Features as Noisy Observations

An alternative to latent input regression is to explicitly model the joint probability distribution of
science contents and proxy features. This lets the exploreragent maximize any experimental design
criterion that is based on the posterior distribution over science contents. Here we consider this ap-
proach with an alternative model that represents hidden science contents with discrete classification
labels. Like the Gaussian process model it reflects both spatial and attribute-based dependencies,
alternating between periodic and targeted sampling in response to various levels of detection noise.

We use a discrete-time Hidden Markov model to describe traverse content. As before, each
observation is associated with one or more independent experimental variables. Here we will limit
ourselves to a discrete time one-dimensional case in which the independent variable is the observa-
tion’s location in an ordered series. These are indexed by time or position along a transect. Since
the data products are ordered, we can use subscripts to note that the observationat is associated
with time stept.

To review, the imagesA = {a1, a2, . . . , an} in the traverse are each associated with hidden
science contentS = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} and proxy featuresY = {Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn}. During data
transmission phase the agent computes a downlink transmission A′ to optimize a reward function
R(A,A′). This reward should reflect the downlink’s science value subject to a constraint on the
total number of returned images. We have advocated using a measure of information gain, and have
previously used mutual information and conditional entropy objectives. Here we use the closely
related sum of residual marginal entropies

∑

tH(St|A
′), which facilitates an easy solution to the

discrete-time optimization.
Choosing the return subset requires modeling correlationsbetween proxy featuresYt and the

actual labelSt. However, we also aim exploit spatial relationships between hidden variables them-
selves. Consecutive images are likely to have similar science contents; we capture these correla-
tions using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [131] where each image in the sequence is condi-
tionally independent of the others given its immediate neighbors (Fig. 5.13). This describes an
underlying process composed of a hidden science “state” with occasional discrete transitions.

Hidden Markov Model parameters consist of initial state probabilitiesP (S1), transition proba-
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Figure 5.13: Hidden Markov Model of rover traverse imagery.Images available for downlink com-
prise the setA = {a1, a2, . . . , aT }. Each is associated with a science content label represented here
by hidden variables{S1, S2, . . . , ST }. The agent examining the images produces noisy classifica-
tions resulting in proxy features{Y1, Y2, . . . , YT }.

bilities P (St+1|St) representing the probability of state transitions from onetime step to the next,
and emission probabilitiesP (Yt|St) representing correlations between images’ true labels andthe
automatic classifications.

Designers have several options for estimating HMM parameters. If scientists can enumerate
all the image features of interest then standard supervisedlearning techniques can estimate HMM
parameters from labeled training data. The Maximum Likelihood parameter estimates for discrete
labels are given by the empirical counts:

P̂ (St+1 = i|St = j) =
P

t
δ(St+1=j,St=i)
P

t
δ(St=i)

(5.18)

P̂ (Yt = k|St = j) =
P

t
δ(Yt=k,St=i)

P

t
δ(St=i)

(5.19)

In the following experiments we will assume that previous training data is available so that the
HMM parameters are known in advance.

On the other hand, if the investigation is a general site survey the scientists might not know
what to expect and the phenomena of interest represented bySt may be ambiguous. In this case it
might be better to estimate labels automatically at runtime. For example, the explorer agent could
use the Baum-Welch algorithm [131] to estimate Maximum Likelihood HMM parameters. The
best number of state labels is a model selection problem to beaddressed by cross validation or
measures such as the Akaike Information Criterion [132].

Following Krause and Guestrin [133] we base our reward function on the sum of posterior
marginal entropies. The complete reward decomposes into the sum of individual rewards for each
St.

RT (A′) =
∑

at∈A

R(at, A
′) (5.20)

= −
∑

St

H(St|A
′) (5.21)
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Expected reward hinges on the conditional entropies of the hidden variables. We can calculate the
expectationE[RT (A′)] in the following manner, whereS represents the possible assignments to
hidden variables associated with the image setA, andS′ ⊆ S represents science content associated
with downlink imagesA′.

E[RT (A′)] = −E[
∑

St

H(St|A
′)] (5.22)

≡ −
∑

S′

t

P (S′
t)

∑

St

P (St, S
′
t) logP (St|S

′
t) (5.23)

Krause and Guestrin present a dynamic programming algorithm for optimal subset selection that
exploits a decomposition of the local reward function [133]. It decomposes the reward into sub-
chains that become conditionally independent when hidden nodes are revealed. Ultimately we need
only evaluate combinations of possible assignments to two variables inB - those at either end of the
current subchain. The resulting recursive algorithm can beused to computeR(A′) in polynomial
time.

In summary, selective return consists of the following procedure:

1. The agent performs a traverse and collects images whose science content is a sequence of
hidden variablesS = {S1, S2, . . . , ST }.

2. Onboard pattern recognition processes the images to yield the sequence of noisy classifica-
tionsY = {Y1, Y2, . . . , YT }.

3. The agent chooses the subset of imagesA′ to optimizeRT (A′) from equation 5.23.

4. Scientists receive the image subset and observe the science contentS′ in A′.

A series of simulated trials investigated the effects of different environments and classification
noise on data return behavior. We synthesize data from a traverse sequence in whichSt ∈ {0, 1}
andYt ∈ {0, 1}. EachSt maps onto its corresponding binary-valued classification with a small
probability of error. Similarly, the environment has some small probability of a state transition
between sampling locations.

Fig. 5.14 illustrates typical data return behavior with a simulated traverse containing a single
state transition. The agent mitigates observation uncertainty by returning images surrounding the
likely transition; this helps the receiver to identify its precise location. Fig. 5.15 shows a tra-
verse with equivalent states and observations. In this second case the agent’s model parameters
imply frequent state transitions and a poor correlation between science content and the automatic
classification. The agent considers its proxy classifications to be less informative and opts for a
more conservative policy. Its strategy is closer to periodic sampling with returned images spaced
regularly throughout the sampling domain.

We computed data return strategies for a series of simulatedtraverses that presented a discrete-
time analog to the noisy step function. Here a sequence of 30 collected images contained a single
state transition; these were subsampled using greedy selection to a 6-image downlink dataset. Fig.
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Figure 5.14: Typical behavior of the data return algorithm in the noisy binary case, with nodes
colored according to their value. Only the the proxy classificationsYi on the bottom row are
visible to the agent. Rectangles indicate images selected for return. This example uses transition
and error probabilities of0.1. Subsamples consist of images clustered near likely state transitions.

Figure 5.15: An identical segment, but presuming transition and error probabilities of0.33. This
increased noise means the automatic classifications are less informative. It results in a more con-
servative subsampling strategy.
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Figure 5.16: Variance in spacing of image return as a function of noise in the environment and
onboard classification.

5.16 characterizes the resulting downlinks for various levels of transition and observation noise.
Isocontours show the variance in the distance between samples; high variance suggests irregular
clusters of samples such as those in Fig. 5.14 while low variance indicates evenly-spaced sampling
as in Fig. 5.15.

The case of high detection noise is analogous to the low signal-to-noise Gaussian process model
(Figure 5.5). Both favor a periodic sampling strategy. Alternatively, low noise favors downlinks
that are clustered in space, focusing instead on boundary transitions in the proxy features. For-
mulating selective data return as compression prescribes areturn strategy that is reflects both the
context of local observations and the fidelity of onboard pattern recognition to the underlying phe-
nomena of interest.

5.3 Boundary detection with HMMs

The HMM provides a natural framework for mapping geologic state during long-distance au-
tonomous traverse. We take the science contentSi to be a label of the geologic unit for image
at. We apply the HMM selective return strategy to three of the traverses from the previous ex-
periment (Fig. 5.17). The image analysis scheme classifies these images according to the class of
surface material that is present.

Recall that the proportions of each image texton form a 16-dimensional feature vector which
serves as a feature space for predicting the images’ geologic unit type. We produce training data
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automatically by indexing rover position against a georeferenced map of predicted unit boundaries
drawn previously by geologists using orbital images. When the rover is very far from any possible
boundary, we can be certain about the appropriate image label in spite of inevitable localization
and registration errors. As long as geologists are fairly certain about the boundary position we can
assign an unambiguous unit label to those images. This training data, drawn from the peripheries
of the traverse, is set aside to train the system for application to segments where the boundary
locations are uncertain. The image classification uses a support vector machine with a radial basis
kernel function [134].

Table 5.2 shows the results of the classification procedure.The first column shows10-fold cross
validation training error, while the second shows test accuracy on over 1000 images from the Ata-
cama image dataset. Test accuracy is substantially lower than cross-validation would suggest due
to several factors that complicate generalization across traverses. The geologic units themselves are
not completely homogeneous, and the geologic content of twotraverses may differ despite having
the same map label. Moreover, changing lighting conditionscreate shadows and cause systematic
changes in the visual appearance of terrain. Two traverses may therefore exhibit markedly different
features if they occur at a different time of day. However, for the purposes of this experiment it is
not necessary that the image classification be perfect; rather, our goal is to account for this error to
improve selective downlink.

The final column of table 5.2 shows the image label accuracy ontest results after posterior
smoothing of the HMM. The Viterbi algorithm [136] produces the Maximum Likelihood state se-
quence, which is a better correlate of the true unit labels than the independent image classifications.
We include this score for interest only, to suggest that the HMM structure helps state estimation by

Figure 5.17: Three of the boundary-crossing traverses fromthe Atacama expedition. These Visi-
ble/Near Infrared orbital images were collected by the ASTER instrument [135] and used by ge-
ologists to draw preliminary geologic maps. The bright white line in each image represents the
position track of the rover during the traverse, while the red dashed line shows the boundary hy-
pothesized by the project geologist. Each image pixel represents approximately 15 square meters
of terrain. Desert roads, drainages, and other high-albedofeatures are also visible.
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Table 5.2: Classification accuracy for texture-based imagefeatures.

Traverse Training Accuracy Test Accuracy State Estimation
I 96.8 82.0 84.0
II 100.0 88.5 96.2
III 97.4 88.3 98.1

capturing the continuity of the real environment. The Viterbi parse is an estimate ofXt and notYt;
it does not necessarily reflect the accuracy of the image classification procedure itself.

Each of the three test traverses consisted of a navigation sequence of50 images; selective
return produced a subset of10 images for downlink. We used conservative HMM parameters: a
transition probability of0.9, and a classification accuracy of0.8. The transition probability was
fixed through trial and error to produce reasonable results for the training traverse. Note that this
value is sensitive to the imaging rate; a denser image sequence would imply a lower state transition
probability. Figure 5.18 shows the resulting locations of the returned images, the location of the
boundary hypothesized by geologists, and the rover’s posterior probability estimate of the hidden
state.

Of the three segments, the state estimation in traverse I exhibits the poorest match to the
geologist-hypothesized boundary. We attribute this to particularly poor classification scores (Table
5.2). The distinctions between the geologic units was subtle, and the units themselves were highly
heterogeneous (each containing mixtures of small of rock-strewn and open areas). Thus, the ac-
tual location of the true boundary is somewhat ambiguous. Moreover, field conditions complicated
the selective return procedure. The traverse occurred latein the day with rapidly changing light
conditions that independently altered image appearance over time.

Traverse II’s state estimation accurately identifies the geologic unit boundary. The return pro-
cedure fixes any remaining ambiguity with an image that corresponds exactly to the anticipated
border. Other images selected for return include three locations later in the traverse. Here several
images were classified as belonging to the first unit, which increased the probability of an im-
probable state transition. The resulting uncertainty overhidden state in these areas motivated the
selective return procedure to spend extra bandwidth there.

In traverse III geologists had hypothesized a homogeneous traverse finished by a single discrete
transition at the base of a hill. In fact, the approach to the hill was itself strewn with rocks similar
to those present at the peak. This was reflected by a gradual transition rather than a clear boundary.
It is unsurprising that image labels in this area were mixed,resulting in an uncertain, gradually
changing state estimate. The selective return procedure reacted by allocating samples more-or-less
evenly throughout this transition area. A clear differencein sedimentology is evident between the
first and last images from the downlinked dataset (Fig. 5.19).

The field experiments demonstrate that time sequence modelsare appropriate for remote tran-
sect surveys. The HMM permits context-sensitive state inference and calculation of informative
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Figure 5.18: Returned images from the three traverses, along with the posterior state estimate.
Selective return allocates images to areas where the hiddenstate is most ambiguous, such as border
areas (top and bottom) and anomalous observations (middle)
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Figure 5.19: The first (top) and last (bottom) images returned from traverse III. Only the analyzed
foreground portion of each image is shown.
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observations for selective data return. Both the HMM and Gaussian process models we consider
exhibit significant similarities in their behavior. Depending on the amount of noise in the proxy
features they reach some compromise between periodic sampling in the spatial domain and targeted
observations chosen based on these proxy attributes.

However, there are significant differences between the two approaches as well. The HMM
model explicitly models a joint probability distribution over the proxy features and hidden science
content. Thus it could also be used to predict the probability, not only of a particular hidden science
content, but also future proxy features at other locations in the environment. The price for this
modeling power is the Markov assumption, and limited potential for modeling higher-dimensional
spatial phenomena that does not lie on a transect. Alternative topologies may still be tractable if
the posterior is Gaussian; Gaussian Markov Random Fields [19] are promising candidates.

In summary, we have formulated selective data return as another mapping task — specifically,
a experimental design problem in which we aim to communicateinformation about the state of the
environment at unobserved locations. Here onboard analysis of data products can improve the data
return objective. Additionally, recognizing the tenuous relationship between onboard perception
and science content can improve robustness. Most strategies for science value assessment, such
as the target signatures approaches mentioned in section 4,presume perfect feature detection. In
practice it may be preferable to optimize mapping tasks using proxy features instead.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Modem systematic maps rely on a standardized form of knowledge which establishes
a prescribed set of possibilities for knowing, seeing and acting. They create a knowl-
edge space within which certain kinds of understandings andof knowing subjects,
material objects and their relations in space and time are authorized and legitimated.
— David Turnbull,Cartography and Science in Early Modern Europe: Mapping the
Construction of Knowledge Spaces[5]

This dissertation has advocated anintelligent mappingapproach to remote exploration in which
the agent learns an predictive spatial model, or map, of science phenomena and leverages it to
improve exploration decision making. This model incorporates sensor data at multiple scales, such
as local spectroscopy and orbital measurements. Map predictions that exploit spatial and cross-
sensor correlations can improve exploration performance over static methods grounded in static
observation plans.

6.1 Contributions

We have made significant contributions to the field of autonomous remote exploration. We demon-
strated repeatable real-time automatic detection and classification of geologic features, and pre-
sented a newspectrometer profiledata product that leverages rock detection to facilitate real-time
instrument targeting. Our approach permits tracking multiple targets simultaneously, and resolves
the correspondence problem to create a metric map of unique science features. The use of a dynam-
ically targeted reflectance instrument and solar illumination produces considerable improvements
in the quantity of gathered spectra. The method carries relevance for transect studies during mission
plans that mix autonomy with scripted actions.

We have investigated Gaussian process spatial models for remote exploration that integrate
remote sensing with surface measurements. Field data from the Amboy crater region has shown
that the addition of remote sensing can offer a significant advantage in the reconstruction and pre-
diction of spectrometer observations. We have investigated Gaussian process models for adaptive
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exploration, and evaluated latent input spaces as a practical means for modeling nonstationary en-
vironments. Rover tests in field conditions demonstrate adaptive mapping that leverages on-the-fly
spatial and cross-sensor inference.

In the action selection chapter we advocated an information-theoretic experimental design ap-
proach to remote exploration. We treat geologic site surveyas spatial experimental design; a decou-
pled strategy treats data collection and downlink as separate sequential tasks. We have introduced
latent input spaces as a new method for producing useful adaptive sampling behavior, and have
explored qualitative and quantitative interactions between different latent inputs and experimental
design criteria. We demonstrate how the inclusion of remotesensing data can significantly improve
adaptive exploration decisions.

We have demonstrated an approach to rover exploration that employs intelligent mapping to
guide adaptive navigation under time constraints. It begins with virtually noa priori knowledge
of surface materials, and learns the relevant distinctionson the fly. The result is a newcorridor
exploration operational mode that holds promise as a practical means forintroducing science-
driven navigational autonomy into rover mission plans. Theresult is the first ever fully-autonomous
geologic maps of surface material, and the first reported science interpretation of remote sensing
data by a field robot. Our approach permits adaptive kilometer-scale site surveys in a sub-hour time
frame.

Finally, we have used information-driven learning in spatial models as a unified conceptual
framework to explain a number of existing exploration heuristics. Proxy featurespermit princi-
pled adaptive data return based on noisy observations of hidden science phenomena. The result,
depending on prior assumptions, ranges from periodic to targeted sampling. Proxy features are a
principled, robust, and generalizable method for introducing autonomy into selective sampling and
return decisions. They provide a means of making summary anddownlink decisions without direct
detection of science content.

6.2 Future Work

There are several promising avenues for future work in feature detection and classification. Geo-
logic feature detection could still be improved. There is a need for formal validation efforts involv-
ing planetary scientists, especially with regards to imagefeatures such as morphology for which
no “gold standard” datasets currently exist. Richer modelsof surface morphology could employ
non-linear dimensionality reduction or explicit segmentation of images into different surface types.
Classification decisions could incorporate multiple sensors as in the work of Pedersen [25]. Here
the option to forgo comprehensive measurements becomes increasingly important; many informa-
tive sensors such as thermal-infrared spectrometers suffer from long integration times.

Feature classification offers a chance to incorporate more specialized geologic knowledge, both
in the interpretation of spectroscopic data and the analysis of images. In this work we rely exclu-
sively on unsupervised data interpretation using dimensionality reduction. This benefits robustness
because the robot is capable of uncovering the principal distinctions in whatever data it collects
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without requiring any close matches with a training set. Alternatively, supervised classifications
could direct the investigation toward particular distinctions that the scientists find most interest-
ing. Pedersen has explores the use of geologically-relevant classifications such as those pertaining
to mineralogical type. If example data products are available from the site, and instrument cal-
ibration is consistent across multiple command cycles, onecould perform autonomous geologic
classification using deconvolution with onboard spectral libraries or geologic feature analysis with
supervised classifiers.

Additional work in spatial modeling could address a practical “weak link” in our approach: the
assumption that the science question of interest concerns aphenomenon represented by a single
scalar value at each observation site. While this assumption serves a wide range of site survey
tasks, scientists might find it easier to define science goalsin terms of ideal “representative subsets”
that they would like to receive. These cases favor a subset learning approach similar to that of
DesJardinset al [96]. One could learn covariance relationships in a similarfashion without the
use of explicitly-labeled training data. Under the assumption that the scientists themselves were
performing information-driven subsampling, these subsets constitute training data for comparing
the feasibility of different covariance relationships.

In the long run more sophisticated geologic models might permit studies that go beyond sur-
ficial mapping to chart the positions of true geologic units.These analyses would consider what
might lieunderthe ground in addition to the surface material immediately visible to the robot. The
kernel-based smoothing offered by Gaussian processes alone would not be sufficient; such investi-
gations would require models capable of representing the ages and formation processes of layered
subsurface structures. One could augment spatial inference on the surface with symbolic inference
to determine overlaps and other vertical relationships. These might suggest the relative ages of the
different materials.

There are several potential changes in the action selectionroutines that future work might
consider. First, it might be advantageous to formulate pathcost in terms not a cost per unit time
rather than a hard “end-of-day” position constraint. With this alternative formulation the utility of a
path would be equal to its associated entropy minus a coefficient-weighted term proportional to the
time cost of the path [106]. This would encourage the rover touse less than its entire discretionary
planning budget for portions of the traverse corridor whereentropy was low. An explicit time
cost reflects the expected value of extra time remaining whenthe rover reaches the end of the
discretionary path. It would functions as a heuristic to mitigates the myopic nature of the path
planner.

It would also be useful to introduce some notion of navigability into the high-level path plan-
ning routine. The current science planning module is free tochoose waypoints that are known to
be unreachable by lower-level navigation components. A simple solution might ascribe a variable
time cost to each path based on the navigability of the terrain.

Finally, there is wide scope for expanding the intelligent mapping strategy to other platforms
and exploration environments. One-dimensional models such as time series are relevant to any
temporal subsampling application, such as spacecraft orbital flybys, lander image sequences, or
engineering imagery from a specific spacecraft maneuver. Two-dimensional spatial models have
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obvious applicability for surface exploration with mobileplatforms. These include rovers such as
the Mars exploration scenario from the introduction, but also aerial remote sensing from balloons,
airships, or gliders. Airborne platforms also hold out the possibility of atmospheric sampling lead-
ing to three-dimensional maps of dynamic environments. TheGaussian process model generalizes
readily to these cases with extra dimensions to account for altitude and time.

Remote sensing data will precede surface exploration, and it is important that autonomous
agents utilize this data effectively. Automatic onboard image analysis has already benefited terres-
trial science in the detection and classification of transient phenomena [41]. Intelligent mapping is
a useful approach for observation planning in this domain aswell. Often an orbiter might provide
low-resolution context imagery along with an occasional high-resolution, small-footprint sensor
or image. Because the orbiter might not return to the same location in a reasonable time, remote
spacecraft could improve data return by analyzing the context image and deciding where to target
their high-resolution instruments. Information gain withrespect to a spatial model is a principled
criterion for resolving these decisions.

6.3 Maps and Exploration

Maps and science have always had a close relationship. Cartographers of the first half of the
20th century generally believed that the continuing refinement of maps paralleled and supported a
relentless advance of science toward ever-more-accurate representations of reality.

More recently, scholars have questioned the role of maps as purely passive records of data
[5, 2]. Maps identify the objects of an investigation, exclude others, and define the relevant rela-
tionships between these objects that the scientist should consider. In short, the map presupposes
specific procedures for data acquisition and analysis. It isis embodied within a social network of
scientists and conventions that control its interpretation and evaluate its authority. The postmod-
ernist philosophers of science often emphasize the oppressive aspects of such artifacts: the ways in
which they restrict discourse or unjustly favor the institutional status quo.

The tendency of maps to define scientific study is especially evident in remote exploration. Our
discussion of intelligent mapping has highlighted the significant influence of the model definition
on sampling and transmission behavior. But such tools need not be inherently restrictive; they are
also a means for improving the behavior and efficiency of remote exploration systems. The model
definition constitutes a code through which the scientist communicates appropriate behavior to the
agent. It allows the scientist to specify exactly what they would like the agent to do in terms that
are intimately connected to the data and the physical environment in which the agent operates. In
this sense the map is fundamentally an enabling technology.

Planetary exploration is entering a new era in which missioncapabilities are constrained not
simply by our ability to deploy physical sensors remotely, but also by time and bandwidth resources
to gather data during the vehicle lifetime. Long rangeover-the-horizontravel by surface rovers is
a poignant example. However, the implications of autonomous science extend far beyond surface
rovers. In future years the Deep Space Network will forced toservice more spacecraft, with longer
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lifetimes and higher-resolution instruments, that visit ever-farther corners of the solar system.
Mapmaking offers a general criterion for first-pass survey.Scientists may not anticipate the

most interesting features of over-the-horizon terrain. Bydiscovering structure in data the au-
tonomous mapmaker identifies these unexpected novelties and trends. Adaptive mapmaking pro-
vides a natural framework for determining science value by combining prior expectations with
discovered trends. This will be increasingly important as we explore the outer bodies of the solar
system, where our advance understanding is weak even as communications constraints are more
severe.
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